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G R E E T I N G S F R O M S A M I T L A N D

Samit G. Choudhuri, Publication Editor, CPU

W elcome to our November issue. You may have noticed that as is
proverbial in this biz, new product releases are really picking up pace
as we get closer to the holiday buying season. Is it just me or does it

feel like the year blew by at record speed to you as well?  The third and fourth quar-
ters see vendors unloading substantial quantities of hardware and software, so it’s
hard to not get at least a tad bit excited, right? We’re here to try and help you sepa-
rate the chaff from the wheat (we live in Nebraska, so I thought I’d help bring a lit-
tle bit of country to this rock ‘n roll story). The hardware barrage begins this month
and will continue through our early 2005 issues, so let’s get on with it, shall we?

We’ve all been hearing about PCI Express for bleedin’ ages, but were nowhere
close to mass consumption. Until now. I’m rather delighted to see the growing
list of PCI-E hardware because it is a solid step forward as personal computing
advances go. And PCI-E is available now in solid numbers (though PCI-E video
cards were not as plentiful as the mainboards when we went to print—but that’s
improving as you’re reading this). AGP will be around for a while, but not long
in the computing hardware timeline. Give it a hearty au revoir wave, lads and
lassies. Now, head on over to page 54 to see our 11-page roundup on mother-
boards (we have a massive 21 pages dedicated to PCI-E this month so you’ll find
plenty of the good stuff).

You’ll also want to check out the biometrics (page 40) and gesture recognition
(page 44) pieces along with the hardware reviews
(page 15 to 23). You’ve probably noticed the buzz
between free email providers, such as Yahoo!
Mail and Gmail and we decided to take a closer
look at these services to help you decide on
what’s best for you (page 84). There’s a lot more,
but we’re in the middle of putting this issue to
bed and I have to get moving. Plus I’m still recov-
ering from wife Julie’s car going up in smoke in
Hotlanta and then having to find her a new vehicle
in three short days. I need the computer and CE
deluge to calm my blood. 

Must be off, so I’ll see you next month! I can
barely wait for those freezing temps so my PCs can
start heating up my office again. It’s the good life. 

CORRECTIONS

The Saint made a mistake. Horrors! There are 20 
(not 21) amino acids. The math was wrong. 
(Oct. 2004, page 14)

Gotcha.
Here it is.
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E ven as hardware makers dis-
courage us from equating

CPU clock speed with real-world
performance, OEMs continue to
play the gigahertz claim game. As
we noted back in the July issue
(page 6), Alienware was working on
the new ALX family of PCs and the
PC maker has refined the product.
For the next five minutes, at least,
Alienware will be the king of the
hill, as it now offers its Area-51
ALX series with an Intel Pentium 4
3.6GHz processor on a PCI Express
architecture pushed to 4GHz (pric-
ing starts around $5,400). Liquid
cooling, enhanced quality checking,
and extended burn-in assure relia-
bility, says the Miami-based maker
of PC hot rods, and this 4GHz
monster should be 10% faster than
most 3.6GHz PCs. And if those
specs and quality assurance proce-
dures still aren’t enough for you
hardware control freaks, Alienware’s
enhanced support for Area-51 ALX
systems lets you speak directly with
the person who assembled your
rig—geek to geek. ▲

Overclocked, but watercooled, Alienware's
Area-51 ALX is among the first to bring
4GHz computing to the desktop.

PCI-E . . . To Go

E ven while most of us are still drooling for a desktop PC with PCI-E architec-
ture, Acer introduces the first notebook using the high-speed next-gen bus.

With more robust specs than most desktops, the $3,398, fully decked Acer Aspire
1800 sports the latest ATI Mobility Radeon X600 PCI-E x16 video processor push-
ing a 17-inch widescreen LCD. And, of course, it has a 3GHz Pentium 4, dual-chan-
nel DDR333 memory, Bluetooth, and every I/O port you can imagine. There is even
a remote control and optional TV tuner. If the 10-pound weight of this notebook
doesn't rock you, try pumping up the volume on the 2.1 speaker system, which has a
subwoofer built-in to the base.  ▲

BlackBerry Phones Home

T he hippest technology of recent years, Research In Motion's BlackBerry mobile
email system, gets way hipper with the introduction of the company's 7100t

hybrid. In partnership with exclu-
sive reseller T-Mobile, RIM puts
a QWERTY keyboard and
instant messaging, email,
HTML Web browsing, and
personal organizer functions
into a much more convenient
mobile phone form factor than
its bulky predecessor. The
$199.99 (after rebate) model is
available with different calling and
BlackBerry Internet Service plans.
While the new keyboard has only 20
keys for all letters and numbers, the
7100t uses SureType, a predictive text
technology that determines which letter
you mean to type in a given context. Hip
tech that reads your mind.  ▲

At 10 pounds (with a subwoofer), the Acer Aspire
1800 weighs in as the first PCI-E notebook to market.

6 November 2004 / www.computerpoweruser.com
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The End Of 
Red-Eyed

Mice
J ust when we were get-

ting used to the red
glow of optical mice,
Logitech shifts gears and
introduces the first laser-
guided mouse. Its MX1000
($79.95) uses an invisible
laser to deliver 20 times
more sensitivity and much
greater accuracy than LEDs
when moving the device
over a wider range of sur-
faces, the company claims.
Logitech also says that its
proprietary Fast RF technol-
ogy reports mouse move-
ments wirelessly to a PC at
the same rate as a wired
USB mouse. For more on
the MX1000, see our review
on page 21.  ▲

Will Wi-Fi Get WWiSE?

A new coalition of tech companies, headed by Texas Instruments and Broadcom and
dubbing itself WWiSE, is proposing a wireless networking standard with up to 10

times the bandwidth of current 802.11b/g protocols. The 802.11n standard could trans-
fer up to 540Mbps, although these peak speeds would require a wider wireless broadcast
channel than is allowed in most areas. Even within the currently allowable channel, how-
ever, 802.11n could achieve 135Mbps speeds. WWiSE will submit its proposal to the
IEEE, which establishes new wireless standards.  ▲

Sony PS2 Goes On A Diet

S ony must have been reading the South Beach
Diet plan recently because it will launch a much

slimmer version of the PS2 in the United State and
Canada this month. The price remains the same
($149.99), but the new console game unit will be half
as heavy and occupy 75% less space, according to the
company. New to the unit will be an integrated
Ethernet port, but the old connector for the hard
drive add-on seems to have gone missing, which sug-
gests that Sony does not expect more games like Final
Fantasy XI, currently the only high-profile PS2 game requiring the extra storage.  ▲

ATI's New Wonder

A s is its habit in recent years, ATI will cap off its current generation of high-end
graphics accelerators, the X800 XT, with a multimedia version. The All-In-

Wonder X800 XT will add a digital TV tuner and FM radio receiver to ATI's latest
GPU. In addition to D-sub and DVI outputs, the upcoming card will have an external
block of audio/video I/O ports, a remote control, and a full suite of media-editing soft-
ware. Powerful, but always pricey, the latest iteration of the All-In-Wonder X800 XT
will be available by year's end for $499.  ▲

Wal-Mart's $600 Laptop

S taying true to its falling prices credo,
Wal-Mart recently started selling a 14.1-

inch wireless laptop for $598 at its online
store. Yup, it really does run Windows XP,
albeit in a cramped 128MB of RAM, but
your $600 buys a 40GB hard drive, full
802.11b Wi-Fi support, and even a DVD-
ROM drive. The ECS laptop model is made
for Wal-Mart by Elitegroup Computer
Systems of Taiwan.  ▲

CPU / November 2004 7
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Here is pricing information for AMD and Intel CPUs.

W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • C h i p  W a t c h
Compiled by DeanTakahashi

Released Original Current Last month's
price price price

AMD Athlon 64 3400+
1/6/2004 $417** $278 $285 

AMD Athlon 64 3500+
6/1/2004 $500** $359 $358 

AMD Athlon 64 3700+
6/1/2004 $710** $496* $512*

AMD Athlon 64 3800+
6/1/2004 $720** $630 $630 

AMD Athlon 64 FX-53
3/18/2004 $733** $733 $745 

Intel Pentium 4 3.06GHz 533MHz FSB
11/14/2002 $658* $207 $218 

Intel Pentium 4 3GHz 800MHz FSB
4/21/2003 $417** $184 $201 

Intel Pentium 4 3GHz 800MHz FSB 1MB
cache
2/2/2004 $218** $187 $217*

Intel Pentium 4 3.2GHz 800MHz FSB
6/23/2003 $637** $226* $275*

Intel Pentium 4 3.2GHz 800MHz FSB 1MB
cache
2/2/2004 $278** $227 $280*

Intel Pentium 4 3.4GHz 800MHz FSB
2/2/2004 $417** $320 $429*

Intel Pentium 4 Extreme Edition 3.2GHz 2MB
cache 800MHz FSB
11/3/2003 $925** $948 $817*

Intel Pentium 4 Extreme Edition 3.4GHz 2MB
cache 800MHz FSB
2/2/2004 $999** $999 $1,043 

Intel Pentium 4 520 2.8GHz 1MB cache
800MHz FSB 90nm
6/27/2004 $178** $169* $199*

Intel Pentium 4 530 3GHz 1MB cache
800MHz FSB 90nm
6/27/2004 $218** $189* $249*

Intel Pentium 4 540 3.2GHz 1MB cache
800MHz FSB 90nm
6/27/2004 $278** $229* $319*

Intel Pentium 4 550 3.4GHz 1MB cache
800MHz FSB 90nm
6/27/2004 $417** $278** $415*

Intel Pentium 4 560 3.6GHz 1MB cache
800MHz FSB 90nm
6/27/2004 $637** $417** $637**

* Retail price
** Manufacturer's price per 1,000 units
Other current prices, if indicated, are lowest
OEM prices available through Pricegrabber.com

Intel Backs WiMAX 

I ntel says the WiMAX wireless broadband technology is ready for business.
WiMAX is a wireless broadband technology with a range of a typical cell phone

cell site, as much as 10 miles in a rural area. As such, it could provide high-speed
Internet access directly to home antennas and let users bypass DSL and cable
modems. The technology is based on the 802.16 standard, which operates in the
2.5GHz to 3.5GHz spectrum, and it has more than 140 companies supporting it
across the globe. Intel hopes to kick-
start the market next year with
Project Rosedale, a wireless broad-
band interface chip that integrates
everything necessary for a WiMAX
access point, except the radio. "We
are on the cusp of a WiMAX era,"
said Paul Otellini, president of Intel,
speaking at the company's recent
Intel Developer Forum. "It will be
to cable and DSL what cellular was
to landline." WiMAX could also
serve the same function that satellite
TV does in delivering broadband
access in areas where neither cable nor DSL can reach. By 2008, Otellini said that
about 8% of all Internet users would receive broadband through WiMAX.  ▲

Intel Shows Off Working Dual-Core Itanium

I ntel's newest Itanium 2 chip (code-named Montecito), coming next year, will fea-
ture dual cores and a total of 1.72 billion transistors. The new chip's two cores

will each operate 20% faster than the previous Itanium 2. On top of that, the chip
will have 24MB of onboard cache. Ahbi Tarwalkar, general manager of Intel's enter-
prise solutions group, said that the chip will deliver 1.5 to 2 times performance gains
out of the box. Intel needs the help. According to a survey by Interex, only about half
of the 7,000 HP-UX customers said in a survey that they had plans to migrate to
Itanium. Tarwalkar said that Itanium sales are climbing and show every potential of
beating out Intel's high-end 64-bit rivals. There are 20 Itanium vendors today, com-
pared to just five in 2002, and Itanium supercomputers account for 60 of the top 500
supercomputers. He acknowledged that Intel isn’t hitting its aggressive Itanium sales
plans for this year. After Montecito debuts, chips code-named Montvale and Tukwila
will follow.  ▲

Chipmakers & Chinese University Team Up 

W ho needs Windows software or Intel chips? Certainly not users in third-world
markets. That's why Tsinghua University in China has designed a thin-client

network computer that makes use of the Linux OS, MIPS-based chips from PMC-
Sierra, and graphics from ATI. The companies say the low-cost hardware can shave
40% off the cost of a PC, resulting in 70% lower information technology costs
because of lower maintenance costs and 90% savings in power. The PMC Xiao Hu
open-source network computer development kit can be used to create network com-
puters for enterprise and government applications. It can also be used in smart 
displays or kiosks.  ▲

8 November 2004 / www.computerpoweruser.com
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SP2: Is It Safe?

T he long-awaited Windows XP SP2 security
update emerged over the summer but quickly

elicited warnings of potential incompatibilities (see
our review on page 76). Consulting firm
AssetMetrix recently announced that based on SP2
installations it monitored on 44,000 PCs world-
wide, businesses could expect some compatibility
issues on 10.3% of upgraded machines. Microsoft
itself warned that the default firewall settings in
SP2 could be incompatible with some high-profile
programs and require manual adjustments to a PC's
port settings or program updates. Symantec
AntiVirus, AutoCAD (most recent versions), Cute
FTP 5.0, and games such as Unreal Tournament
2003 and Scrabble 3.0 are some of the many pro-
grams that can be affected, Microsoft admits. At the
same time, Redmond also warned that PCs con-
taining some spyware might freeze during an SP2
installation and recommended that users sweep
their systems for spies and perform a backup before
upgrading. Despite the apparent hassles surround-
ing SP2, the upgrade is well worth it because "SP2
is a significant advance for secure computing at the
desktop level," argues Steve O'Halloran, managing
director at AssetMetrix. Among the holes SP2 fixes
is a newly discovered major hole in WinXP,
Internet Explorer, Office 2003, and Windows
Server 2003, among others, which lets JPEG image
files execute destructive code when opened on a
vulnerable machine. As of early September, only
about 10 million SP2 upgrades had been delivered
to a sold base of 260 million WinXP copies.  ▲

SP2 Means Tablet 2005

T he controversial SP2 fix also contains Windows XP Tablet Edition
2005, a substantial upgrade of the Tablet's stylus interface that

becomes active when SP2 is loaded onto the compatible hardware. A
redesigned TIP (tablet input panel) now pops up anywhere on the screen
that you need to write and even expands space for the stylus automatically as
you write. Integration with Office
apps such as PowerPoint is more
seamless, and a much-improved
handwriting recognition engine con-
verts your scribble more accurately.
You even get menus of suggestions
for correcting transcription errors.
From our experience with a prerelease
version, these subtle changes may be
enough to make some users reconsid-
er the struggling Tablet approach. ▲

Make Your Video Card Sing

B ionicFX, a Cambridge, Mass., company, claims its upcoming software
will harness the massive processing power on today's PC graphics

accelerators to do highly advanced audio effects. BionicFX's AVEX (Audio
Video Exchange) converts audio streams into graphical data that is
processed by the pixel shaders on a GPU, held in video memory, and then
decoded by AVEX. The technology can apply the reverberations of specific
concert halls around the world to sound tracks, recreating vocal and instru-
mental recordings as they would sound in the world's great performance
venues. BionicFX says that current GPUs have up to 40 teraflops of raw
processing power compared to 5 gigaflops on most motherboard CPUs. ▲

QuickTransit Promises 
Run-Anywhere Software

I magine running a program written for a Sun processor on a Windows
PC, out of the box and without modification. Transitive says that its

QuickTransit "hardware virtualization" program can run on top of several
common OSes to literally translate code on the fly from its original plat-
form to the current one with almost no performance degradation. Versions
of the program for various processors are being distributed to OEMs, who
might license the technology to include in their software so that it can run
on multiple platforms without porting. The gaming community is already
speculating that QuickTransit could be used to make the upcoming
PowerPC-based Xbox 2 backward-compatible with the PC-based Xbox. ▲
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MSN Music: 
Will Microsoft Eat Apple . . . Again?

T he last time Microsoft endeavored to copy Apple's success, we got Windows, which
many DOS diehards derided at the time as a hapless copycat of the Mac GUI. Lesson

learned; never underestimate Microsoft's tenacity. So no one is sneering at MSN Music,
which takes direct aim at Apple's iTunes. The beta version (beta.music.msn.com)
launched Sept. 1 with 500,000 songs, half the size of Apple's library, but Microsoft is
scoring major exclusives such as the Dave Matthews Band and Metallica and promises
1 million tunes in time for the official launch in October. While MSN Music uses the
WMA file format, which is not compatible with the best-selling Apple iPod, the service
is fully integrated with the new Windows Media Player 10 and can download tunes to
most other portable audio players. While Apple may enjoy the advantage of having over
3 million music players in the market and hipness to spare, Microsoft is banking on its
massive MSN portal and a versatile digital rights management model to attract users.

But as we went to press, rival portal Yahoo! announced its purchase of music player and
online tunes store Musicmatch, which now puts Yahoo! in the downloadable record business.
Yahoo!, Microsoft, and Apple—it's now a three-way music smackdown.  ▲

The Pulse Of Web Use

Googling this and Googling that may seem like the most common Web task, but in fact,
search only accounted for 5.3% of our online time in June 2004. At least that's what the

new IAI (Internet Activity Index) says, which is hosted by the Online Publishers Association
(www.online-publishers.org). Monthly, this EKG for the Web tracks the relative share of time
spent, pages viewed, and unique visits for the major Internet activities: communications, com-

merce, search, and content. In the past year, for instance, our commerce time peaked
in December, taking up more than 19% of our Internet time, compared to slightly
more than 17% during the summer months. The IAI analyzes these segments of
Internet usage via Nielsen//Netratings' ongoing monitor of clickstream data, and it
reveals an interesting big-picture view of how the medium gets used. Although we do
spend between 37% and 38% of our time actually absorbing Web content, the
Internet remains less a publishing medium than a person-to-person communication

medium, accounting usually for 40% of our online time. And it comes as no surprise that we
do like to window-shop, with commerce accounting for the most pages viewed per person
among online activities—more than 220 a month. Shop on!  ▲

AnooX Goes Good Will Searching

T here's a new search engine, and its founders hope to outdo Google in the goodie-two-
shoes department. AnooX (www.anoox.com) yearns to be the people's search engine,

where votes determine the top search results, advertising rates are low, and profits are shared.
AnooX is inviting users to register to become voting members, people who can vote a
listing in a result up or down one position. Votes from millions of members will result
in a democratically determined search. AnooX says it will operate as a nonprofit and
keep ad rates much lower than competing search engines. Any profits will be shared
among participants, with 40% going to users. This strangest of search-engine ideas was
developed by Web-conferencing software maker NetDIVE (www.netdive.com), which
claims that the run-up in search ad costs is pricing individuals and small businesses out
of the market. AnooX wants to reduce the cost and value of search promotion by 90%.
"Our success is your success," claims the great Google fighter.  ▲

Microsoft takes aim at iTunes
with MSN Music.

The new Internet Activity Index
tracks the relative share of
Web time we spend monthly
on content, commerce, search,
and communications.

The upcoming AnooX search
engine promises to share its
profits with users, charities,
and advertisers.
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BIOS Upgrades Available Online
Before you send another motherboard to the landfill, consider upgrading the BIOS and giving your PC a new outlook on life.
Here are a few recently released upgrades. Readers can check out www.cpumag.com/cpunov04/bios to see our entire upgrade list.

Motherboard Date Available URL

ABIT VT7 09/14/2004 www.abit-usa.com/downloads/bios/bios_revision.php?categories=1&model=162

AOpen i915Pa-E 09/15/2004 download.aopen.com.tw/downloads/userdownload_List.asp?RecNo=8702&Model=i915Ga-EFRII

AOpen i915Pa-E 09/15/2004 download.aopen.com.tw/downloads/userdownload_List.asp?RecNo=8701&Model=i915Pa-EFRII

Chaintech 7NJL1 08/13/2004 www.chaintechusa.com/tw/eng/Download/dl_desc.asp?DCSNo=4&PISNo=192

Intel D645EPI 09/14/2004 www.intel.com/design/motherbd/pi/pi_bios.htm

Shuttle AN50R 09/10/2004 www.shuttle.com/hq/support/download/dwn2.asp?model=AN50R

Compiled by Kevin Savetz
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Does The Internet
Need A Network
Upgrade?

W e may be reaching the limits of the Internet's
capacity, warns Intel CTO Pat Gelsinger.

"As the network grows, applications are becoming
more, not less, demanding," he said at a keynote
speech at the Intel Developer Forum in September.
New IP-centric devices
and increased use from
developing nations will
strain the infrastructure.
It’s time to think ahead
and create a new and
more versatile network
layer that will run on
top of the current 'Net
but provide higher
speeds, reliability, and
safety, he argued. The
PlanetLab Consortium
(www.planet-lab.org),
headed by Intel and
HP, has already begun
deploying such a system
of 440 nodes around
the world that can handle more complex global-level
services. "These new smart services could allow the
Internet to detect and warn of worm attacks on its
own, dynamically reroute network traffic to avoid
delays, and improve video Web casting," said
Gelsinger. He foresees complex applications such as
grid computing running pieces of applications in a
decentralized way across machines on a global net-
work. Ultimately, a smarter Internet could supply
the processing and storage power needed for much
more inexpensive connected devices that could bring
less-developed nations to the Web. ▲

Death Mask Gallery

W ant a good idea of
what Friedrich

Nietzsche looked like? Blaise
Pascal? Chopin? The Death
Mask Gallery (thanatos.net/
deathmasks) has scores of plas-
ter casts that for centuries have
been made of people upon their
death as mementos for the family.
Creepy? Yup, but endlessly fascinating.
Composer Richard Wagner looks a bit happy
to be dead, while Alfred Hitchcock seems a tad
bored by it all. And check the nose on that Frederick the Great.  ▲

Really, Really Precise Recipes

E ngineering is an obsessively precise profession, where millimeters often
make a bit of difference. Put these guys in front of a recipe of mea-

sured ingredients and you get some very, very, thorough walk-throughs of
even the most basic techniques for cooking pork chops. Cooking For
Engineers (www.cookingforengineers.com) brings an analytical mind to the
kitchen, with loads of helpful photos, painfully thorough instructions, and
loads of comments from equally detail-oriented readers. So pull out the cal-
culator and let's cook.  ▲

The Ultimate Rock & Roll Calendar

T he History Of Rock And Roll Visual Timeline (www.rockhall.com/
timeline) at the Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame is a stunning piece of

Flash programming that telescopes you in and out of the entire history of
rock music from 1920, across every imaginable genre. Zoom into a genre or
an artist and click multiple points in time to see what was up at any given
moment in rock history. This is a must-see.  ▲

Frederick
the Great

doesn't seem
quite as much of a

world conqueror at the
Death Mask Gallery.

Intel CTO Pat Gelsinger says
that the 440 worldwide
nodes of the PlanetLab 
project offer a smarter layer
for a crowded Internet.
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Compiled by Steve Smith

R A W D A T A

Think you can store and man-

age a year’s worth of premium

cable movie programming? As

an Architect for HBO in New

York, N.Y., you will help the

company change its movie

delivery process to a server-

based system. The Java-based

video repository will contain a

year of HBO and Cinemax

programming (that’s a lot of

“Sex in the City”) and will

move movies daily to the

satellite that sends it all to

cable providers everywhere.

Not surprisingly, you need

some serious tech cred for

this: a decade of experience

with Sun Solaris and Win-

dows servers, familiarity with

cluster computing and RAID

technologies, and a ton of

experience with Java and

Oracle databases. And just

think, while you’re erecting a

massive video repository, you

might run into Bryant “Real

Sports” Gumbel or Bob “On

the Record” Costas in the

halls. That would be thrilling,

huh? OK, well, you never

know—Sarah Jessica Parker

might have to drop in to pick

up a residuals check.  ▲

America Gets Unplugged

S o you’ve got a gleaming new Wi-Fi-enabled notebook, but where do you go to experience the
magic of pulling the Internet out of thin air? Well, you might want to live in San Francisco but

go to school at Indiana University and fly there with a layover at the Dallas/Fort Worth Inter-
national Airport. According to Intel’s latest survey of the most “unwired” places in the United
States, these three top the lists of cities, schools, and airports that have the best wireless access
for their size. According to ABI Research, there will be around 80,000 wireless hotspots world-
wide by the end of 2004. 

Most Unwired Cities
• San Francisco/San Jose/Oakland, Calif.
• Orange County, Calif.
• Washington, D.C.
• Austin-San Marcos, Texas
• Portland, Ore./Vancouver, Wash.

Most Unwired College Campuses
• Indiana University 
• Purdue University 
• The University of Texas at Austin 
• Case Western Reserve University 
• Dartmouth College

Most Unwired Airports
• Dallas/Fort Worth

International 
• LaGuardia 
• Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta

International 
• O’Hare International 
• Baltimore/Washington

International

Source: Intel
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Outsourcing
T here are a lot of smart people in technology

and politics who don't really seem to
understand the driving forces behind eco-

nomic growth. When I was a kid and dedicated
word processing computers were just entering the
market, I recall a great wringing of hands over the
job losses that would result from computers
replacing typists, filers, mail clerks, and so on. It
was believed that computer automation would
also replace laborers in factories and other work-
places, and that this was a bad thing. Sure enough,
all these jobs were lost. Nobody seems to remem-
ber that this was an issue, however, because the
enormous economic growth that the computer
revolution drove created millions of new, higher-
paying jobs that required more education, creativ-
ity and sophistication to fill. Microsoft, IBM,
Novell, Lotus, Borland, and
Oracle turned thousands of
middle-class engineers and
middle managers into million-
aires and drove billions in tech
investment that created thou-
sands of additional jobs to
capitalize on the productivity
increases and efficiencies com-
puting enabled.

During the dot-com bubble,
tech companies like mine
couldn't hire talent fast enough
to fill jobs. Every college graduate with an MBA or
engineering degree was spoken for as fast as they
graduated. We turned to recruiting some of our tal-
ent from overseas, importing several engineers of
exceptional talent that would have been impossible
to hire in the United States. One of them, a British
mathematician, founded WildTangent with me and
created the technology foundation that has sus-
tained our business now for more than six years.
The U.S. government places strict limits on the
number of employees U.S. companies can recruit
from overseas for fear that they will steal U.S. jobs.
The troubling issue about this policy is this: What
would our tech economy have looked like if Andy
Grove hadn't come here to found Intel?  What if we
hadn't let Jerry Yang into the country to found
Yahoo? Why wouldn't we want the world's smartest
people to move to America to start companies or
simply to create better products for companies here
instead of in their homelands?  

My company is based in Redmond, Wash.,
and has four game studios in China, one in
Chili, one in Canada, two in Russia, two in
India, one in Taiwan, and several here in the
States to which we outsource game develop-
ment, localization, porting, art, and other pro-
duction work. Without the cost savings and 
efficiencies we get from outsourcing, the 110
people we employ in the United States wouldn't
have jobs. The talents we hire domestically are
the folks who manage and market the products
that result from this outsourcing. Increasing
productivity and efficiency in our economy by
any means, whether it's replacing filing clerks
with computers or outsourcing jobs to China
does nothing but improve our economy and cre-
ate demand for management and engineering

talent capable of creating,
coordinating, and marketing
the new kinds of products
we can create with these dra-
matic efficiency gains.

Discouraging companies
from outsourcing is like dis-
couraging people from own-
ing cars because they elimi-
nate rickshaw jobs and horse
and buggy sales. Outsourcing
is just another tool businesses
have to reduce costs and pro-

duce more for less. Some make the argument that
the jobs we are sending overseas are increasingly
highly skilled labor. Being a blacksmith required
a lot of skill once, as well, but it's not a valuable
job when it becomes a commodity or is replaced
by a better way of producing the same value.

When I was a teenager, I used to pick apples
for $1.75 per hour on an apple farm. One day
that farm brought in a group of Jamaicans each
of whom out-picked me 4:1. I couldn't keep up
no matter how I tried. In retrospect I believe it
was a good thing for everybody that I decided
not to cling to my apple-picking career and
went on to focus on running technology compa-
nies and writing tech columns instead. I would
have hated to lose the job at the time, but in the
long run I'm better for it.  ■

Hire someone to write your feedback to
TheSaint@cpumag.com.

Alex St. John was one of
the founding creators 

of Microsoft’s DirectX 
technology. He is 

the subject of the book
“Renegades Of The
Empire” about the 
creation of DirectX 
and Chromeffects, 

an early effort 
by Microsoft to create a 

multimedia browser.
Today Alex is President

and CEO of WildTangent
Inc., a technology 

company devoted to 
delivering 

CD-ROM quality 
entertainment content 

over the Web.

The Saint
by Alex St. John

. . . what would
our tech economy
have looked like if
Andy Grove hadn't

come here to
found Intel?
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M
usic can soothe the savage beast, 

it is said. We aren’t saying you

qualify, but if you do, consider the

sedative effects of multichannel chamber

music played on equipment worth a third of a

million. When you’re about to succumb, turn

around three times and lie down, but try to

make it to your catnap pod first. Oh, and try

not to dream that you’re lying on the tongue

of an enormous Pac-Man.

by Marty Sems

MetroNaps Pod Model 7
We’ve always wanted an Eero Aarnio Ball Chair, a la Number 2’s inner

sanctum in “The Prisoner.” Just the sort of furniture for a bit of interrogative
repartee over a spot of tea, eh what? Consider the MetroNaps Pod Model 7
the naptime counterpart of a Ball Chair, although you’d have been hard-
pressed to find that numeral in Portmeirion in 1966. For just $9,150, you can
get a powernap perch with all the stilled bells and silenced whistles, such as a
dark visor and a sound system suitable for lullabies or subliminal suggestion
(www.metronaps.com). The Model 7 reclines. It vibrates. It will wake you up
with a gentle, nonbrainwashing light. And you’ll sleep the sleep of the mutual,
safe in the embrace of Rover. Be seeing you. 

Sony SCD-DR1 Super Audio CD Player
DVD-Audio isn’t the only horse high-res audio rode in on. The number of SACD

music disc releases has grown to approximately 2,350 at this writing, according to SA-
CD.net, and the format’s fan base is also expanding. Sony is wagering that such audio
purists can afford to be discriminating. For about $11,500, the company is offering 
its SCD-DR1 (www.ecat.sony.co.jp/audio/hi-fi/products/index.cfm?PD=18173&KM
=SCD-DR1). This choice transport should spin your stereo and multichannel SACDs
and DSD (Direct Stream Digital) discs with exquisite fidelity—although we just
know that some folks will spend even more to modify it to their tastes.

Wavac SH-833
Before you made your first billion, you might have figured that if a Bose

Acoustic Wave was good enough for Paul Harvey, it was good enough for
you. Now, of course, you can afford to be a little showy. Based on RCA's cov-
eted 833A triode, Wavac's SH-833 amplifier system comprises four boxes per
channel, three of which basically supply clean power to the amp. The result is
strength and delicacy: 150 watts per channel with a frequency response five
times broader than you'll ever be able to hear. Wavac's U.S. distributor can set
you up with an SH-833 for $350,000 (www.tmhaudio.com). Pray take one
for the solarium, another for the conservatory, and another for that cool little
grotto overlooking the pond. Perhaps the stable boy can use your old Bose.
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T his is an odd time to buy memo-
ry. Buying DDR is simply throw-
ing money away, regardless of its

short-term speed benefits. Yet making the
long-term DDR2 investment has pitfalls.
The 1:1 CPU-to-memory bus ratio doesn’t
translate well to DDR2 because the in-
creased latencies in the new format render
DDR2-400 significantly slower than
DDR400. This means that the mainstream
DDR2 format is now DDR2-533 running
asynchronously (3:2) with the CPU.

This ratio delivers an 800MHz CPU
bus running with DDR2-533. Bumping
the FSB up to 250MHz (1,000MHz ef-
fective) yields DDR2-667. We brought in
a raft of DDR2-533 and high-perfor-
mance DDR2-667 modules for testing at
default and overclocked speeds but soon
ran into a complication. The 925X chip-
set-based ABIT AA8 is reputed to be the
most overclockable board in production,
but it has a reported ceiling of 258MHz
(1,032MHz, yielding DDR2-686).
However, our AA8 paired with an
NVIDIA 6800 GT 256MB PCI-E card
and 250GB Deskstar SATA drive topped
out around 251 to 252MHz. Anything
higher proved too unstable. To achieve
these speeds, we used a 3.6GHz LGA775
Pentium 4 with the multiplier dropped to
14X (2.8GHz at a 200MHz bus) for plen-
ty of headroom. Even at a bus speed of
250MHz, that’s only 3.5GHz.

The upshot is that we could not reli-
ably overclock our DDR2-667 (and high-
er) modules. Thus we’ll be back soon
with another roundup on this high-per-
formance group when Intel delivers its
new 1,066MHz FSB platform. Until
then, you’ll be pleased (or perhaps
shocked as we were) to see that five of our
six mainstream contenders can already
overclock to 667MHz speeds.

DDR2 
The Mainstream Matchup As OCZ was unable to get us 533MHz

modules in time, we assumed that Corsair
would walk away with this roundup, as
usual. In actuality, we had to call a tie with
Crucial on performance. Crucial is actually
faster at the motherboard’s default memory
speed, which is where most users are likely
to run it. However, Corsair has a razor-thin
advantage when it comes to faster numbers
as bus speeds increase.

The tie breaker was the extras. Corsair
has those slick, black heat spreaders and
runs about $25 less. Also, we received these
Corsair samples months before most com-
petitors were releasing their first shipments.
Reviewers tend to dread ultra-early evalua-
tion units because they’re generally in need
of adjustments. However, these parts were
rock solid and fast enough to defeat rivals
that took far more tweaking time. Our
4300 parts seem to have been replaced with
4200 SKUs in the market, but Corsair tells
us that they’re actually the same in perfor-
mance and pricing, and the change is mere-
ly a naming convention.

Micron sells to OEMs. Crucial sells to
the public. Both product lines come off
the same assembly line but get different
stickers. We weren’t surprised to see
Micron DDR2 modules included with
Intel’s Alderwood/Grantsdale reference
launch kits. After all, the memory is
known for its stability and dependability.
This is why we were so surprised to see
our Crucial 512MB modules shredding
our tests. Normally, you don’t see stabil-
ity products topping benchmark charts.

Despite the great results, Crucial is 
a pinch pricey given the lack of heat 

spreaders. On the other hand, we’ve always
been impressed with Crucial’s toll-free
phone support and admire that it offers a
30-day money back guarantee on its parts.

GeIL may not have the tech-support
depth of a Kingston (although GeIL also
has a limited-lifetime warranty), but you
can’t argue with good benchmark results
and a fair price, especially when you note
the attractive aluminum heat spreaders.

Compared to its adversaries here, we
could say that GeIL’s modules came in a
little under average, but that’s splitting
hairs. In real life, you’re never going to tell
the difference between 442 and 444 in
Quake III. On the other hand, we did
experience one crash with GeIL during our
first run through Doom 3 at 250MHz,
although the problem did not repeat. The
question is: In a virtual price/performance
tie with Kingston and a losing battle
against Corsair at the same price point, is
there a compelling argument for GeIL?
Not really. However, if you can find the
modules priced better than these competi-
tors or you value the aesthetics of heat
spreaders, the story changes.

Kingston would probably pause in shock
if its ValueRAM ever won a roundup such
as this. As mentioned above, ValueRAM is
one of those stability products designed to
offer 98% of the speed and 102% of the
dependability, and our results definitely
show that. We had no hiccups at 250MHz,
and our Kingston numbers were average to
perhaps slightly subaverage in a field where
one has to criticize hitting the outer line of
a bull’s-eye’s center circle.

HH AA RR DD WW AA RR EE   ▲▲ RR EE VV II EE WW SS

Corsair CM2X512-4300 (1GB kit)
$359
www.corsairmicro.com

Crucial CT6464AA53E (2 x 512MB)
$325.98
www.crucial.com

GeIL GX21GB4300DC (1GB) 
$330 
www.geilusa.com

Kingston KVR533D2N4/512 
(2 x 512MB)
$349
www.kingston.com
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These modules have no heatsinks or
other adornment. The pricing is competi-
tive, and we can’t say enough good things
about our experiences over the years with
Kingston’s tech support. Crucial’s only
advantage is live online assistance, but
Kingston’s toll-free phone support is 24/7.

Here’s the problem: In the DDR world,
if PC3200 modules would have fallen just
short of performing like PC4000 modules,
we would have been ecstatic. So should we
really fault Mushkin for being the only
vendor to fail our 250MHz bus test? Prob-
ably not. In fact, before 250MHz, Mush-
kin looked well on its way to pulling in the
highest scores in the field.

We dig the purple heat spreaders on
our PC2-4300 units, although Mushkin
shows silver heatsinks on its site and notes
that colors may vary. The biggest problem
here is the price. Even if our modules had
been stable at 250MHz, their perfor-
mance wasn’t that much better than the
crowd to justify a $50 premium. Yes,
Mushkin offers a lifetime warranty, but so
do most of the other vendors. With a
competitive price and modules perhaps
pulled from a different bin, Mushkin
might have won this roundup.

This shouldn’t surprise anyone: Sam-
sung is one of the top manufacturers of
DRAM chips in the world. As with
Micron/Crucial, these units are bare, sin-
gle-sided, plain modules. While AIDA32
shows the write times to be a pinch slow,
this deficiency is amply covered-up by
real-world games and benchmarks. We

did have a single crash with these mod-
ules in Doom 3 at 250MHz, but the
problem did not replicate on our second
or third passes, so we used the final score
in our chart.

The amazing part about these modules,
of course, is the price. A mere $220 for
1GB of memory you can OC up to
667MHz is outstanding. 

There You Have It
This is not a category that can be decid-

ed by benchmark scores. Each product per-
forms way over spec, and we’re wondering
how these vendors hope to sell any signifi-
cant volumes of their DDR2-667 parts.
Perhaps we’ll find out when we circle back
with the high-performance roundup. We
don’t want to say that your DDR2 decision
should be based on price alone, but it defi-
nitely ranks high alongside support. That’s
good news for buyers because it means you
can pay less attention to specs and more to
getting a good deal. ▲

by William Van Winkle
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Mushkin PC2-4300 (2 x 512MB)
$402
www.mushkin.com

Samsung PC2-4200U (2 x 512MB)
$219.98
www.samsung.com

Vendor Module Voltage Frequency AIDA32 Quake III Arena 3DMark03 Doom 3 
DIMM/CPU/NB (MHz) (read:write) (6x4, high) Games (8x6, high)

Corsair CM2X512-4300 1.8/1.3625/1.5 204 5466:2256 358.6 10426 70.8
225 6091:2486 394.4 10742 79.5

2.0/1.4125/1.6 240 6508:2683 427.7 10930 84.5
250 6797:2910 444.5 11029 88.3

Crucial CT6464AA53E 1.8/1.3625/1.5 204 5528:2370 362 10441 71.9
225 6072:2593 399.5 10741 79.8

2.0/1.4125/1.6 240 6489:2785 424.5 10883 83.7
250 6772:2812 444.8 11015 88.4

GeIL GX2 1GB4300DC 1.8/1.3625/1.5 204 5437:2026 358.7 10416 71.5
225 6049:2429 397.3 10736 78.9

2.0/1.4125/1.6 240 6442:2590 423.3 10901 84.1
250 6717:2705 442.3 11021 87.5

Kingston KVR533D2N4/512 1.8/1.3625/1.5 204 5493:2037 357.6 10462 71.1
225 6027:2236 394.5 10719 79

2.0/1.4125/1.6 240 6391:2571 423 10887 83.7
250 6732:2696 439.4 11023 86.9

Mushkin PC2-4300 1.8/1.3625/1.5 204 5549:2360 361.1 10418 72
225 6101:2494 401.3 10736 79.6

2.0/1.4125/1.6 240 6507:2651 428.1 10916 83.9
250 6786:2778 447.2 crashed crashed

Samsung PC2-4200U 1.8/1.3625/1.5 204 5521:2037 357.8 10408 71.6
225 6050:2429 398.3 10740 78.9

2.0/1.4125/1.6 240 6449:2583 424.6 10860 83.3
250 6737:2716 443.6 10996 87

We put each module through the nor-
mal paces. Here are their scores.

Memory Marks
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T he video card industry isn’t the only
arena where value products and

market share mean so much. On the
CPU side of the fence, it’s lately been
Athlons vs. Pentiums, but with Intel’s
recently announced Celeron D’s, AMD
has decided to roll out its low-cost follow-
up to the Duron, the Sempron. There are
two families of Sempron, the first (2800+
and down) will be aimed at the Socket A
platform, and the second (3100+ and up)
is set for the Socket 754 platforms.  Pro-
cessors aimed at the Socket A market will
be based upon the older K7 architecture

and, in no uncertain
terms, a 166MHz
FSB processor, sporting
256KB of L2 cache 
and based upon the
Thoroughbred-B core.

The Socket 754-based proces-
sors utilize the K8 core (Athlon 64)
but strip off half of the L2 cache with
only 256KB on tap. Despite this version
of the Sempron being based on the Athlon
64 technology, there is no support for 64-
bit instructions. The numbering scheme
for the 2800+ actually reflects a 2GHz

core clock speed and is sup-
posed to be competition for

the Celeron D 335, which
has a 2.8GHz clock

speed. Being based
upon the K8 archi-

tecture, you’d
hope that the
Sempron

would support 64-bit
instructions, but that’s not the

case because we’re talking “budget” here.
However, it still has an on-die memory
controller and runs memory at DDR400
speeds. This is obviously a significant
advantage in terms of memory-intensive
performance over the K7 base. So even
though the K8 part has a slower 200MHz
clock speed, it is actually rated 300 perfor-
mance rating points greater than the K7
part, if that makes sense.

The benchmarks don’t lie. From a
quick glance, both Semprons dominate
Intel’s value-aimed Celeron D 335. In
addition, going for AMD’s value proces-
sors means that the platform itself is far
more up-to-date when employing an
nForce2 over the aging Intel 865 chipset. 

AMD has done the right thing in
releasing budget processors once again,
and indeed, they are more powerful and
generally cheaper than the Celerons they
compete against—currently the Sem-
pron 2800+ can be found lurking
around the $103 mark with the Celeron
D 335 coming in at $129. It’s just that
their numbering schemes are way too
confusing to the general public. The
budget K8 Sempron is the low-end
CPU to have, being based on the Athlon
64, but I was hoping for higher clock
speeds, so hang in there for a while
longer if you can. The Socket A K7
Sempron doesn’t make much sense, as
that platform is a dying breed. ▲

by Alex “Sharky” Ross

Sempron 3100+/Sempron 2800+
$120/$103

AMD
(909) 674-4661
www.amd.com

Specs: Sempron 2800+: K7 core, 2GHz, and 166MHz FSB; Sempron 3100+: Socket
754, K8 core, and 1.8GHz 

AMD’s Sempron CPUs
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ATI Radeon X700 Series

A TI seems to be taking the PCI-E mar-
ket seriously and has recently an-

nounced shipment of over 1 million PCI-E
chips. Although the X300 Series is aimed at
the entry-level sector, some of the ground-
work with its advanced 0.11-micron
TSMC process has already been done and
can now be carried forward to better and
faster products. The advantages of lower
power, higher clocks, and GDDR3 memo-
ry not requiring cooling on every memory
module are some of the benefits that get
carried forward. As PCI-E starts to be taken
more seriously in the enthusiast sector, ATI
needs to combat NVIDIA’s superbly bal-
anced GeForce 6600 Series. (For more on
the GeForce 6600, see page 68.) 

The X700 Series (based
on the RV410 chip) sports
eight pixel pipes and six 

vertex shader units.
The 128-bit memory
interface sporting 128
to 256MB of GDDR
memory isn’t as exciting as it
could be with a 256-bit memory
interface, but that’s where corners are cut.
That translates into roughly 16GBps worth
of memory bandwidth. Nevertheless, the
X700 Series seems evenly matched to the
GeForce 6600 in every way except one: the
vertex shader department, where it packs
double the pipes, totaling six. The X700’s
theoretical capabilities enable it to do up to
713 million polygon transforms per second
and 5.7 billion vertex shader operations per
second. Although there is no support for

Shader Model 3.0, Shader
Model 2.0 + (as ATI calls it)
instructions/extensions are

B efore it was dominating 3D 
benchmarks, ATI was primarily

known for adeptness in multimedia.
Because of its legendary All-In-Wonder
family, Multimedia Center software
suite, integrated video acceleration, 
and video in/out capabilities beginning
with the Rage Theater, ATI has been 
a favorite among those who value 
well-rounded hardware. 

The recently announced Theater 550
Pro is further evidence of ATI’s continued
interest in multimedia. ATI already offers
a broad range of demodulators, receivers,
transceivers, and video decoders. Theater
550 Pro expands that portfolio to include
one ASIC sporting audio decoding, video
decoding, and accelerated MPEG-2
encoding over the PCI or PCI Express
bus. Its main purpose, in a
nutshell, is to expound on
the quality of current 

analog TV tuning devices and
refine quality to target $2,000
television sets. 

Indeed, the Theater 550 Pro
includes a number of features gen-
erally reserved for high-end televisions.
There’s a 3D comb filter, used to adaptive-
ly separate luminescence and coloration,
eliminating dot crawl and rainbow swirls
in stationary material. It also features a
five-line 2D comb filter that performs the
same task on moving content. An integrat-
ed MPEG-2 encoder with what ATI con-
siders DVD-quality recording capabilities
(up to 15Mbps) reduces host processor uti-
lization to around 5%. And the Theater
550 Pro’s 12-bit video decoder is claimed
to wield 60 billion operations per second
of processing power, enough for smooth

video and audio capture, 
synchronized to avoid 
playback problems.

ATI is currently working
with software developers to

incorporate support for the Theater 550
Pro. Intervideo and Cyberlink are already
onboard; ATI’s own Multimedia Center
will of course support the chip; and
there’s talk of Microsoft’s MCE, as well.

Andrew Morrison, senior product
manager at ATI, anticipates that the
Theater 550 Pro will power premium TV
tuners priced somewhere between $129
and $199, depending on the options its
add-in board partners adopt. ATI’s own
tuner cards, code-named Iceman and
Maverick, will likely be offered with
remote control functionality, as well.
Count on PVR, at the very least, and the
ability to record two streams simultane-
ously using a pair of PCI-E x1 tuners.
Morrison claims boards should be on
store shelves in October.  ▲

by Chris Angelini

Theater 550 Pro 
ATI

(905) 882-2600
www.ati.com

Radeon X700 Series
$149 to $199

ATI
(905) 882-2600

www.ati.com

supported. Smart-shader
HD’s longer pixel shaders

(1,536 instructions per pass) and single
pass trig functions are carried over from the
X800 Series. The same goes for Smooth-
vision HD with its centroid and temporal
antialiasing techniques and HyperZ HD. 

There will likely be three versions. The
X700 XT will have an eCore clocked at
475MHz and 128MB of memory set to
1.05GHz. The X700 Pro will sport a
420MHz clocked GPU and 256MB of
memory clocked at 864MHz. And the
X700, with a 400MHz core and 700MHz
memory, will be lapped up by OEMs
because pricing is set to $149. (ATI itself
does not plan to sell the X700.)   ▲

by Alex “Sharky” Ross
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Specs: Audio decoder, video decoder, MPEG-2 encoder, PCI-E support, 3D comb filter,
five-line 2D comb filter

ATI Theater 550 Pro

Specs: 0.11-micron core, 8 pixel pipes, 6 vertex shader units
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Shuttle XPC SN95G5

M ost small-form-factor systems,
while attractive, make some con-

cessions when it comes to igniting the
proverbial afterburners. With relatively lit-
tle space to dissipate heat energy (a svelte
11.4 liters in the case of Shuttle’s G5 sys-
tems), thermal management is an impor-
tant consideration. But the SN95G5 takes
it all in stride, offering the industry’s only
Socket 939 interface in such a compact
package by way of NVIDIA’s nForce3
Ultra chipset that, according to Sheila Dy,
PR manager at Shuttle, it even supports
Athlon 64 FX-53 processors.

The XPC SN95G5 is noticeably qui-
eter than its predecessors, too. It only
employs three fans: one that actively cools
the single-chip nForce3, one that blows air
through the newly revamped 240W
SilentX power supply, and of course, a
larger, 92mm cooler that blows 50cfm

over Shuttle’s ICE
heatpipe system,
composed of a cop-
per base and an array
of aluminum fins.
Even after an hour of
playing Doom 3 on
an Athlon 64 3800+ and a Radeon X800
XT, the chassis was cool to the touch.

Using the aforementioned processor and
graphics card, along with 1GB of Corsair
DDR400 memory, a 36GB Western
Digital Raptor SATA drive, and integrated
audio, the SN95G5 turned in over 33fps in
Doom 3 at 1,600 x 1,200 using the Ultra
settings. Unreal Tournament at 1,600 x
1,200 was even less of a challenge, scoring
over 97fps. The system also hits 9392 in
3DMark03 and 4423 in PCMark04.

Configuring the SN95G5 was a breeze,
and Shuttle includes an apropos bundle

T he introduction of optical technolo-
gy changed the mouse world. Now

Logitech promises a similar “revolution”
with its new MX1000 Laser Cordless
Mouse, which abandons optical sensing
in favor of laser tracking. Ever the skeptic,
I assumed this was hype until I actually
spent some time with this mouse.

The bundled cradle charges the
mouse’s built-in Li-Ion battery (nonuser-
replaceable) and also functions as a Fast
RF receiver. With Fast RF, there isn’t the
data-transfer lag commonly associated
with cordless mice. I also liked the three
LEDs on the body of the mouse that dis-
play the current battery charge.

Logitech replaced the familiar Mouse-
Ware utility with SetPoint, which is basi-
cally the same as MouseWare, except with
a cleaner, more user-friendly interface.

MX1000 was unphased by
the “folder of death,” pro-
viding perfect pointer

movement. In fact, no matter
how fast I moved the mouse, the MX
Laser Engine kept up.

This mouse really is miles ahead of the
competition. I couldn’t find a surface on
which the MX1000 wouldn’t work. As
much as it pains me to say it, the word
“revolutionary” is not merely hype; this
mouse’s laser technology promises major
changes in future mice.  ▲

by Kylee Dickey

XPC SN95G5
$340

Shuttle
(626) 820-9000
us.shuttle.com

MX1000 Laser Cordless Mouse
$79.95

Logitech
(800) 231-7717
(510) 795-8500

www.logitech.com

consisting of complete docu-
mentation, a cable kit, a
SATA power converter for

adding a second hard drive, and a power
extension used to reach the auxiliary con-
nectors on high-end video cards.
Required cables come preinstalled, and
the onboard card reader is ready to go. 

With its boatload of features, the
SN95G5 has no problem standing up to
more spacious towers. It only holds one
5.25-inch optical drive and two internal
3.5-inch hard drives, constraining expan-
sion, but that should be plenty for most.
Moreover, the cube’s black front fascia
makes for an attractive addition to a
home theater PC. It just doesn’t get any
closer to perfection than this.  ▲

by Chris Angelini
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Specs: Socket 939, 2GB max PC3200 DDR, NVIDIA nForce3 Ultra, six-channel audio,
GbE, 2 SATA ports, 2 ATA-133 ports, 240W power supply, AGP 8X slot, 1 PCI slot, 4
USB 2.0 ports, 2 FireWire ports

Specs: Laser-tracking technology, 5.8MPps, 800dpi, 8 buttons (including Tilt Wheel Plus
Zoom), Fast RF, built-in Li-Ion battery

The MX1000 is also designed bet-
ter than Logitech’s earlier eight-
button mice. The Application
Switch button is in a more con-
venient location, between the
thumb-operated Back and For-
ward buttons. The scroll wheel 
now tilts from side to side to add
horizontal-scroll capabilities, and
a click of the wheel activates 
on-screen zooming.

The MX1000 worked flawlessly on all
of my standard mouse-testing surfaces,
even ones that cause most mice problems.
Convinced that something would trip up
the MX1000, I found a bright yellow
folder that was coated and extremely
reflective. I tried five optical mice on the
folder. None could make the on-screen
pointer tremble, much less move. The

Logitech MX1000 Laser Cordless Mouse
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SnapStream Media Firefly PC Remote

W hen I say that the Firefly is a good
remote control system, I mean that

the remote itself is pretty bland but the
accompanying software is what makes the
product worthwhile. SnapStream has
done a predictably excellent job of craft-
ing a 10-foot interface that lets users whiz
through everything from executing Start
button programs to multimedia playback.
The SnapStream Spotlight area within the
UI takes users into scaled-down versions
of Napster, CinemaNow, and others that
are optimized for remote control.

The silver and gray RF remote lacks
anything resembling the coolness of a
Kameleon or Philips Pronto. At the very
top are Maximize and Close buttons, two
handy items I grew to depend on. Under
this is the number keypad, then Volume
and Channel controls flanking the Firefly

home screen shortcut button, just like
Microsoft’s Media Center button. Next
comes the four-way cursor controls with
left- and right-click buttons, then player
controls (Record, Play, etc.), the five
semi-configurable activity presets (such
as Music), and four keyboard shortcut
buttons I never did divine how to
program. SnapStream provides a bit
of customizability but not enough
for newbies to sabotage their software.

Application integration could be bet-
ter. For example, I ran into situations
where SnapStream let WMP and Napster
play music files simultaneously, compet-
ing with the other, rather than communi-
cate to use a common queue. (This may
be a Windows limitation.)

SnapStream could also benefit from
adopting ATI’s omnidirectional pointing

Lian Li PC-V1000
T he last time I got really excited

about a PC chassis was CasEdge’s
Diabolic Series Minotaur, which melded
its addictively ridiculous exterior with
some of the finest interior engineering
and ingenuity I’d ever seen. At last, Lian
Li’s PC-V1000 presents the Minotaur
with a worthy opponent.

The V1000 is a stylistic breakthrough
for PCs, inspired perhaps by the “cheese
grater” look of the Power Mac G5, but still
dazzling in its own right. The 19.3-inch
high x 8.25-inch wide x 20.7-inch deep
brushed aluminum chassis is surprisingly
light once you pop off the side panels,
reflecting just how airy the grate panels
really are, yet the construction is rock solid.
Two 120mm case fans, one each for the
front and back, kick out about 37dBA
combined, so along with the extreme venti-
lation in this box, this is not going to be
your silent PC, but it’s no jet engine, either.
(However, Lian Li does use a slide-on cover

over the rear fan to help dampen
the noise.) All interior edges are
rounded, blunted, or covered with
plastic stripping to protect your
hands. The scalloped “crenulate
edge” around the side panels feels
sharp but isn’t actually rough
enough to do any damage, but it may slice
a tomato.

The thoughtful details here are legion.
The casters not only feature an easy
lock/release bar but also rubber sleeves in
case you’re on hardwood. The front-
mounted audio, USB, and FireWire ports
feed back to standard mobo header plugs,
as well as separate pin connectors in case
you don’t have standard headers. This is
not a toolless case, but you do get special
screw bolts for your hard drives so that they
can snap into any of the six 3.5-inch drive
bays mounted in twin columns along the
floor of the case behind the front intake
fan. Lian Li includes an aluminum face 

mounting kit for a floppy drive plus
an aluminum bezel for the floppy drive

itself. No boring beige for this box. 
The power supply (not included)

mounts at the bottom of the chassis to the
right of the hard drive chambers. I like this
design because it doesn’t obscure the
motherboard, but it may necessitate longer
power cables, especially way up to the top
of the five 5.25-inch drive bays, and
change how you route wiring. For exam-
ple, the 12V power line that easily missed
your northbridge fan before may now run
right over it, but Lian Li also throws in
some handy cable-management gear for
such occasions.

All in all, the V1000 builds quickly,
looks stunning, and runs cool. A finer mid-
tower will be hard to find.  ▲

by William Van Winkle

Firefly PC Remote
$49.99

SnapStream Media
(713) 644-6240

www.snapstream.com

PC-V1000
$199

Lian Li
(011) 02-24513000

www.lian-li.com

pad and more fluid on-screen
motion. The on-screen bubble

(indicating remote-controlled
activity) often obscures icons

because it is white rather than
translucent. We’d also rather have

side-mounted trigger buttons that
enable mousing and dispense with a
mouse mode altogether.

Despite such minor annoyances, I was
pleased with the Firefly. Setup was a
breeze, the software is stable, and I quick-
ly learned how to navigate. The Firefly is
a great accessory for Beyond TV users,
and the upshot is that for $49.99, you get
a great way to have a great media center
experience away from your keyboard.  ▲

by William Van Winkle
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Specs: Requires Windows 2000/XP/XP MCE, Windows Media Player 9, 500MHz CPU or
faster, 128MB RAM, and open USB port; RF: 433.92MHz; Batteries: 2 x AAA (included)

Specs: 19.3 x 8.25 x 20.7 inches; about 17 pounds; 2 120mm ball bearing fans; mic,
stereo out, 1 FireWire, 2 USB; 5 5.25- and 6 3.5-inch drive bays
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PolarFLO TT Series
Basic System Set
I ntel’s pinless LGA775 Pentium 4 has

only been available for a couple of
months. There aren’t even very many
aftermarket heatsinks for its interface.
And yet, PolarFLO is one of only a hand-
ful of manufacturers offering watercooling
kits that fit on compatible 925X and 915
motherboards, graphics cards, and the
chipsets themselves.

PolarFLO’s TT Series Basic System Set
consists of a CPU waterblock,
your choice of a VGA or
chipset waterblock, and
the necessary mounting
hardware for each compo-
nent. The CPU water-
block is a snazzy piece of
work. Its underbelly is
wholly composed of
copper, polished to
what PolarFLO
calls a semi-super finish that doesn’t
require any extracurricular lapping to
enhance performance. Right above the
copper base is a mounting plate designed
to fit LGA775 heatsink retention mecha-
nisms. PolarFLO offers a 
second configuration that universally 
supports all of AMD’s Athlon 64 and
Opteron processors, as well as Intel’s
Pentium 4 and Xeon chips but doesn’t
work with the older Athlon XP. An alu-
minum cap sits atop the mounting plate,
equipped with three threaded barbs that
enable a couple of different options for
routing hoses. The top section itself is
available in black, blue, red, or chrome
with 0.5-inch or three-eighth-inch barbs.

PolarFLO’s VGA waterblock is some-
what similar in design. It has the same
round copper base, though it doesn’t
appear to be as aggressively polished, and
a matching aluminum housing that fea-
tures two barbs. PolarFLO claims that the
VGA waterblock is compatible with most

graphics cards, but mounting holes are
indeed required.

One of PolarFLO’s principle claims
with the CPU waterblock is its remark-
able ease of use. Don’t confuse user-
friendly features with easy setup, though.
Each package, whether it’s the lone TT
CPU waterblock or the Super System Set
with multiple cooling components, only
comes with individual waterblocks and

the necessary fastening hardware.
There aren’t any fans, radia-

tors, reservoirs, or hoses,
so you’ll have to

research those compo-
nents yourself. As a result,

those new to watercooling
will probably be inclined to
shy away from PolarFLO’s
offerings. Perhaps a ready-
made kit would add some

beginner appeal and com-
plement the attractive TT

waterblock sets.
Unfortunately, being the first to market

with an appealing concept means bearing
the brunt of whatever teething pains
might afflict that design. According to
representatives at PolarFLO, the CPU
waterblock fits within the dimensions set
forth by Intel for cooling its LGA775
processors. However, out of seven mother-
boards tested, only two were able to
accommodate the TT’s large copper slug.
The other boards all had capacitors in
close proximity to the socket interface that
stood above the processor’s surface, keep-
ing PolarFLO’s TT from fully seating.

And so, ASUS’ P5GD2 Premium had
to be substituted for an ABIT AG8,
equipped with a 3.4GHz Pentium 4
Extreme Edition, 1GB of Corsair
DDR400 memory, and an ATI Radeon
X600 XT graphics card. I used Intel’s ref-
erence heatsink and fan combination to

define baseline performance and ABIT’s
µGURU software utility as a measure-
ment tool. The watercooling setup con-
sisted of an MCP600 pump capable of
moving 700 liters per hour, Swiftech’s
MCR80-F1 copper-core radiator, and
Swiftech’s FBK525 fill-and-bleed assem-
bly. Arctic Silver thermal compound was
used on both the aircooled and water-
cooled configurations. 

At idle, µGURU reported that the
3.4GHz processor was running at 81
degrees Fahrenheit using Intel’s active
heatsink and 77 F with PolarFLO’s TT
set. Using Prime95’s torture test to apply
continuous load, the aircooled system
jumped to 118 F, while the watercooled
setup hovered at 109 F. Those numbers
are somewhat lower than the test data
gleaned from ASUS’ P5GD2 before it
was discovered that the TT wouldn’t fit
on it, but the spread between load and
idle using Intel’s heatsink is consistent,
demonstrating a significant advantage to
using watercooling. 

Although PolarFLO doesn’t have a
long history with the watercooling com-
munity, it quickly proved itself with the
first TT CPU waterblock, designed for
universal mounting in Athlon 64 and
Pentium 4 machines. It quickly adapted
to the LGA775 launch with a new
mounting plate and currently offers one
of the only solutions in that market.
And although the CPU waterblock
offers impressive cooling performance
compared to Intel’s reference heatsink
and fan, the TT isn’t without compat-
ibility issues. The large copper slug 
doesn’t seat properly on many LGA775
motherboards, so be sure to verify com-
patibility with your board before placing
an order. Fortunately, PolarFLO has a
reasonable return policy if it turns out
that you run into problems. ▲

by Chris Angelini

TT Series Basic
System Set

$89.99
PolarFLO

(877) 652-7356
www.polarflo.com

Specs: 1 TT CPU waterblock and 1 TT VGA waterblock, available in black, blue, red, or
chrome; mounting screws; nylon washers; nylon thumbscrews; hose clamps; and a Y splitter 
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Dual-Core Is Here
W hile I was off getting married, Intel was

planning yet another Developer Forum
where it invited a few thousand of its

closest friends to talk tech; Intel tech, but tech
nonetheless. Although I wasn't able to attend,
much of what was unveiled at this year's Fall IDF
had been on my mind for quite some time, so I'll
be discussing it here today.  

As early as 2001, Intel had been talking about
cramming 1 billion transistors onto a single chip
within the years to come. At the time the idea of a
billion-transistor chip seemed incredible, consid-
ering the flagship Pentium 4 only had a meager
42 million transistors. However, if you consider
that the first Itanium, also out
at the time, featured around
325 million transistors, then it
wasn't too shocking that Intel
should be targeting a little
over three times the transistor
count of Itanium by 2005.
Also keeping in mind that
300 of those 325 million tran-
sistors were reserved for cache,
and cache is significantly eas-
ier to fab than 325 million
transistors of pure logic, then
all of a sudden Intel's pipe dreams were no longer
so unreasonable. Instead of marking the impossi-
ble, the release of a billion-transistor chip would
continue to emphasize what we've known for the
past decade: that Intel's manufacturing prowess
leaves little to be desired.  

So at this year's Fall IDF, Intel not only intro-
duced its billion-transistor chip earlier than I
expected, it also exceeded expectations in transistor
count. The chip (code-named Montecito) weighs in
at 1.7 billion transistors. Montecito is a dual-core,
two-way HyperThreaded Itanium with a whopping
24MB of on-die L3 cache. There are two significant
points to take away from that mouthful. For
starters, Montecito is dual-core, meaning that there
are two completely independent Itanium 2 chips
that reside on a single die (they share the 24MB L3
cache). The second, equally interesting thing to take
away from this is that Montecito is the first HT
Itanium processor. HyperThreading is the market-
ing term used to dumbify SMT (Simultaneous
Multithreading), which is the ability to support the
execution of more than one thread at a time within

a single processor core. The benefit of SMT or HT
is truly made evident when you're dealing with 
a processor with a great deal of execution re-
sources, such as a Pentium 4 and even more so, an
Itanium. Although HT was introduced on the
Intel Xeon and Pentium 4 processors, the technol-
ogy was truly made for Itanium—and with
Montecito it will finally be there. As impressive as
this all sounds, let's get back to the wake-up call:
Montecito is an example of Intel showing its
strength, once again, in manufacturing, and the
era of manufacturing is over.

While advancements in fab technology and the
ability to shrink microprocessors further and fur-

ther will continue to come for
years, the ability to win the
microprocessor war will no
longer rest on being able to
manufacture the chips well.
Think back to every major
AMD launch over the past
decade; the ones that failed,
failed for what reason? Es-
pecially after the K5, most of
AMD's designs were able to
compete very well in terms of
processing power, but it was

always manufacturing that held them back in
terms of release dates and clock speeds. With all
microprocessor manufacturers hitting power con-
sumption and heat dissipation walls, the focus has
shifted from manufacturing to architecture, which
is where the next war will be fought.  

Both AMD and Intel are starting this war simi-
larly: Dual-core will be the name of the game in
2005. While HT was made for CPUs like
Itanium, dual-core is what we'll need on the desk-
top and workstation to truly boost performance
and to get developers excited about multithreaded
programming for the masses. While both camps
have demonstrated working dual-core silicon in
controlled conditions, neither has actually released
a chip to the public.  

It will be the middle of next year before we see
dual-core on the desktop, but assuming everything
goes smoothly on the manufacturing side of things
(yes dual-core is mostly a manufacturing/packag-
ing problem) it will be a whole new ballgame.  ■

Talk back to Anand@cpumag.com.

Anand’s Corner
by Anand Lal Shimpi

Anand Lal Shimpi has
turned a fledgling personal

page on GeoCities.com
into one of the world’s

most visited and trusted
PC hardware sites. Anand
started his site in 1997 at
just 14 years old and has

since been featured in
USA Today, CBS’ 48

Hours and Fortune. 
His site—

www.anandtech.com—
receives more than 55

million page views and is
read by more than 
2 million readers 

per month.

. . . the focus
has shifted from
manufacturing to

architecture, which
is where the next

war will be fought.
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Are You Ready For
Some Doom 3?
T he wait is over: Doom 3 is here and here to

stay. Over the years, I have seen the game in
various demo forms on display during NDA

briefings, and even had a go or two, but nothing
prepared me for just how flipping fun, scary, 
and gripping the game really is. Doom 3 reminds
me of the good ol’ days at
University where beer was
cheap and the Cacodemons
(those strange, flying tomato-
looking things) in Doom on
my 486DX 33 were running
scared. Gaming was simple
and immersive, and I was less
worried about the hardware.
Actually a lot has changed
since then, with the lights
turned off, headphones on,
and some of the best graphics
I’ve seen to date, it was me who was running
scared. The 3D engine is something else, but the
challenging AI has kept me playing for roughly 20
hours with the end in sight (no spoilers here). 

Of course, John Carmack has always included
the ability to benchmark his games, and this time
he has enclosed the good ol’ timedemo demo 1
routine. One can also go ahead and make custom
timedemos. Hence, after fulfilling my selfish
needs in terms of playing the game, it was time to
get down to business and do some number
crunching. At the time, my gaming system had a
GeForce 6800 Ultra occupying the AGP 8X slot,
and I had no slowdown issues playing on the
high-quality graphics setting. As much as I would
have liked this to be at 1,600 x 1,200 x 32 with
4X AA and 8X AF, this was not to be. Instead,
1,280 x 1,024 x 32 with 4X AA and 8X AF were
much more to my gaming system’s liking (Athlon
64 FX-53 with 1GB of DDR400). That isn’t to
say that Doom 3 runs slow like Far Cry—far from
it. The game actually scales well on older video
cards and systems (see Kyle’s extensive Doom 3
hardware guide on www.hardocp.com); it’s just
that you have to turn off some of the graphical
wizardry to do so. But I did notice a distinct 
pattern: NVIDIA’s dominance in OpenGL-
based games continues as NV4x-based cards are

significantly faster than ATI’s X800 series. The
GeForce 6800 Ultra is usually 15% to 18%
quicker than ATI’s X800 XT PE and hovers
around the 80fps mark. In fact, the considerably
cheaper 6800 GT also outruns ATI’s best. 
ATI’s decision to stick with a 12-pipeline card in

the X800 Pro to compete
with NVIDIA’s 16-pipeline
6800 GT is a nonstarter 
with Doom 3 and results in
roughly 40% slower perfor-
mance. Previous generation
cards such as the 9800 XT
and GeForce FX 5950 do run
the game well but only once
you drop down a resolution
or two with 1,024 x 768 x 32
being much more to their lik-
ing. Clearly ATI has some

work to do with regards to its OpenGL perfor-
mance, especially with so many Doom 3 engine-
based games on the foreseeable horizon. At least
the stunning visuals are extremely comparable in
terms of what the gamer ends up seeing. Visual
quality was virtually identical on hardware from
both companies—a good thing indeed.

With NVIDIA winning the Doom 3 perfor-
mance crown, the next test will be Half-Life 2
(due out soon), and if the Counter-Strike Source
engine “stress tests” are anything to go on, then
the roles are reversed. ATI’s hardware comes out
on top in the early benchmarks, but it could be
argued that the benchmarks in the Source engine
aren’t going to be indicative of real gameplay.

Far Cry truly took first-person shooter visuals
to the next level but only on super-high-end PCs.
It ran like a blind 14-year-old Pomeranian (aka in
fits and starts) and made for a frustrating experi-
ence for the majority of gamers. With Doom 3,
this is not the case, and it’s comforting to know
that id Software hasn’t overshot the mark where
most PC users are concerned. Oh, and did I 
mention just how nifty its real-time lighting is?
Creepy, downright creepy. . . .  ■

Bounce some grenades my way and blow off some
steam to sharky@cpumag.com.

Disrupting Reuters’
newswire with a cheery

Christmas greeting at age
six, Alex “Sharky” Ross

became an avid computer 
user/abuser, eventually

founding popular hardware
testing/review Web site

SharkyExtreme.com.
Exposing shoddy manufac-

turing practices and 
rubbish-spouting marketing
weasels while championing

innovative products, illumi-
nating new technology, and

pioneering real-world 
testing methods was just a
front for playing with the

best toys. The site acquired,
he left in 2001. A London
native and London School

of Economics graduate, Alex
currently overclocks/tunes
Porsche 996 Turbos with

www.akkuratpgi.com when
he’s not tweaking PCs.

The Shark Tank
by Alex “Sharky” Ross

. . . but nothing
prepared me for
just how flipping

fun, scary, and
gripping the game

really is.
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The Holy Video Grail
I f you’ve been with us here recently, you might

have seen us write about the now olden days
of 3dfx’s SLI. If you’ll recall, the big impact I

pointed out about using SLI had nothing to do
with increased frame rates, and that was true even
in the days when frame rates were king. Even back
then what I remember most was being able to
move from 800 x 600 to 1,024 x 768 while play-
ing Quake 2. While the extra frames were certain-
ly nice while playing an online deathmatch, the
real payoff was the increased image quality the
higher resolution afforded. At the time the image
quality that SLI supplied was a thing of beauty. 

While SLI was great, it came and went, and we
were soon back to single-card 3D-accelerator solu-
tions as the nonscalable AGP specification took
hold. While we are coming to the end of the AGP
era, it seems as though it’s finally being put to its
best use yet. But while I was thinking about 
what to write this month,
it seems as though no one
really is saying much about
what we have recently
achieved in terms of image
quality. I called this level
of IQ the Holy Grail of
video cards many a year
ago, and I think it has now
finally been realized.  

That Holy Grail  was
1,600 x 1,200 for games. I
can say with great pleasure
that I am guilty of playing
Doom 3 at 1,600 x 1,200.
I’m guilty of replaying Far
Cry at 1,600 x 1,200. I am
even guilty of replaying
Quake 2 lately at 1,600 x
1,200, although I hardly
needed the 3D power that
I had behind it. When I reached the Holy Grail, I
found that I didn’t need high levels of antialias-
ing. Although Doom 3 at 1,600 x 1,200 with
2XAA turned on certainly was a bonus, it was
hardly necessary. But what about FarCry? It’s a
totally different game with brightly lit environ-
ments that stretch hundreds of virtual yards. I can
heartily say that FarCry at 1,600 x 1,200 with no
antialiasing turned on looks just great and pro-
vides a much more immersive environment.  

There’s simply no argument about it, gaming at
1,600 x 1,200 is an incredible experience. There’s
no doubt that 1,600 x 1,200 simply provides a bet-
ter gaming experience than what you will have even
at 1,280 x 1,024. If you’ve never experienced 1,600
x 1,200 gameplay, you really should check it out,
even if your hardware can’t push enough pixels 
to give you smooth gameplay. Even if it’s just a
slideshow, check it out on your system. Once you
see resolution that high, you’ll want to experience it
at a frame rate that is solidly playable. (Then again,
if you don’t have a pocketful of hard-earned cash,
maybe you shouldn’t check it out.)

In much the same way that SLI wasn’t attainable
for everyone due to the high cost, today’s graphics
accelerators that will get you to Holy Grail levels 
of performance aren’t cheap, and that is for sure. 
A real Holy Grail video card will put you back
$500 or more, and then you will need to still factor

in that you will need a
good amount of CPU
power to push the video
card as well, although it is
highly unlikely that you
will find yourself limited
at 1,600 x 1,200 with a
powerful processor.

So who is making these
Holy Grail video cards?
The fact of the matter is
that you can buy a Holy
Grail video card that has
either a NVIDIA GPU or
an ATI VPU soldered
onboard. Before you get
confused, you will see that
NVIDIA cards tend to be
more of a solid buy when
looking at the quality of
play in Doom 3. Beyond

that game, you are likely to see ATI and NVIDIA
pull up and be very equal when you look at the big
picture. It’s likely that Valve’s Half-Life 2 will lean
more toward ATI than NVIDIA.

With all that said, for you guys that can afford
the Holy Grail video cards, share that goodness at
your next LAN party. Now I am going to go see
what I can get running at 2,048 x 1,536.  ■

You can talk with Kyle at kyle@cpumag.com.

Kyle Bennett is 
editor-in-chief 

of HardOCP.com
(hardocp.com), one 

of the largest and 
most outspoken 

PC-enthusiast sites 
on the Web.

HardOCP.com is geared
toward users with a 

passion for PCs and those 
who want to get 

cutting-edge performance 
from their systems. 

Beware, though, Kyle is
known for his strong 
opinions and stating 

them in a no-nonsense 
manner while delivering 

some of the most in-depth
reviews and PC hardware

news on the 'Net. 

[H]ard Talk
by Kyle Bennett

. . . it seems as though
no one really is saying
much about what we

have recently achieved
in terms of image

quality. I called this
level of IQ the Holy
Grail of video cards

many a year ago, and
I think it has now

finally been realized.
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Modding does the body good. A PC’s body anyway, inside and out. Here you’ll find
hardware, firmware, tools, tips, and tutorials for modding your rig’s performance and
appearance. Send us your own mod-related tips and ideas at modding@cpumag.com.

Tips & Tutorials

Modding enthusiasts have a penchant
for the latest toys. Fast processors, power-
ful video cards, silent SFF enclosures, and
radically lit motherboards are all fair game
when it comes to a modder’s creative
mind. Recognizing the appeal of uncon-
ventional customization, an entire industry
has emerged to support the community. 

Mods & Ends

OCZ DDR Booster Diagnostic Device

If you’re an avid overclocker but not
ready to take the 925X/915P DDR2 mem-
ory route, consider OCZ’s 184-pin DDR
Booster ($55), a simple but effective device
that plugs into a spare memory slot and
delivers higher voltages to installed modules
through OCZ’s power-filtering technology. 

A potentiometer mounted in one corner
of the module controls voltage, while two
LED indicators relay readings at three times
per second. The Booster gets its juice from
your power supply, letting it override any
preconfigured BIOS settings using a cus-
tom power cable, which OCZ includes.

All of the usual warnings concerning
overclocking apply here. The DDR Booster
is easily capable of frying memory modules,
especially at upper ranges of operation.
Also, there are numerous motherboards
with which the device won’t work. Check
OCZ’s site for compatibility.

Thermaltake TWV480 Power Supply 

Thermaltake’s TWV480 ($75) displays
power output in real-time on a 5.25-inch
drive bay cover that also includes two fan
speed controllers. Of course, there is

nothing you can do to tweak the output
(as with SOYO’s Raptor power supply
series), but if you want to know how
much wattage your machine consumes

under load, the TWV480 offers an inex-
pensive way to find out.

Beyond the power output monitor, the
PSU also comes with a PSU cooling fan
and an adjustable 80mm case fan that 
plugs into the fan controller. You can turn
the controller up or down depending on
the desired balance between noise and air-
flow. Thermaltake also includes a 24-pin
adapter that works with Intel 925X and
915P mobos. While the TWV480 sports
two SATA power connectors, it doesn’t
include a provision for the 6-pin PCI
Express power connector high-end cards

require. Color-coded cable sleeving is a
classy finishing touch on an excellent unit.

Thermaltake TrueLight Memory Heat Spreader 
Form vs. function. Opposing forces exist

all around us, and the CPU user forums are
full of enthusiasts debating the merits of
aesthetics vs. performance as related to
modding. The TrueLight heat spreader
($17) will hopefully appease both sides.

AntiGates, JaySaul, you’ll both enjoy the
fact that heat spreaders, by their very
design, dissipate the heat individual memo-
ry chips generate over a larger surface area,
enabling augmented cooling performance.
Infinity-Customs and meanbean, perhaps
you’ll appreciate the customizable LEDs
that span the top of each spreader. A switch
mounted in a vacant PCI slot controls the
lighting mode. It doesn’t quite serve the
same purpose as Corsair’s lighted Pro mod-
ules, but Thermaltake’s solution makes for
an attractive show.

Fashionably Fresh Firmware

LaCie Firewire 800 Hard Drive Update

If the Windows XP Service Pack 2 threw
a wrench in your external hard drive’s per-
formance, this update should fix it.

www.lacie.com/support/drivers

Apple iPod Updater

This firmware adds support for the Click
Wheel iPod, improves connectivity with
FireWire cards, bolsters power manage-
ment, and provides better performance.

www.apple.com/downloads/macosx
/apple/ipodupdater.html

Samsung DVD Player With DivX Playback

This latest firmware adds DivX and
XviD playback support. 

www.samsung.com/Products
/DVDPlayer/DivX/index.htm

Olympus E-1 Digital SLR Version 1.3

Update 1.3 corrects a communications
error that occurred when Olympus’ Studio
software controlled the E-1 SLR.

www.olympusamerica.com/e1
/sup_firmwareupdates.asp

by Chris Angelini

Increase voltage
to your memory modules
with the DDR Booster.

Control the
TrueLight heat spread-
er using an included PCI switch.
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Personal computers, and the enthusi-
asts who use them, have changed
quite a bit in the last few years. It

used to be en vogue to have the largest
tower on the block loaded with as many
drives and cooling fans that would fit
within it.

The thing was, those systems were also
big, heavy, and extremely loud—so loud
that many users, including us, simply
could not bear it any longer. We ripped
out all the unnecessary bells and whistles,
replaced noisy components with quieter
ones, and spent more time planning the
cooling systems so we could do more with
less. The new goal in building systems
was to have a near-silent rig that didn't
sound like an airplane gearing up for take
off without sacrificing performance.

Headline goes in this space
(use Photoshop document to make it look like the “PC Modder text on page 1)

Better Cooling & Less Noise For Your Small System

This project was inspired by
a stock Shuttle ST61G4 XPC
that was running a bit too
hot. Excess heat caused
intermittent instability and
made the fans run at full
speed for extended periods
of time, which made the
system louder than we liked.

Along the way an interesting thing
happened: A few enterprising companies,
most notably Shuttle, released an assort-
ment of small-form-factor systems that
incorporated just about all the technology
and features you'd find in a full-sized sys-
tem. These SFF rigs, however, are a frac-
tion of the size and look fantastic. Due to
their small footprint, complete feature
sets, relatively affordable prices, and allur-
ing designs, SFF PCs have become quite
popular very quickly. 

The first few SFF models had some
shortcomings, but subsequent generations
have gone through revisions. Each new
generation has included more features and
incremental improvements over the initial
designs. To this day, however, all SFF PCs
share something inherent to their design:
Because of their tiny enclosures, cooling
them efficiently and silently can be diffi-
cult. If you're not using exotic watercool-
ing or vapor-phase systems, keeping the
system's components running coolly
requires large volumes of air circulating
throughout the system, a capability that a
SFF PC lacks. The companies producing

these systems have made great strides in
cooling without generating too much
noise, but there is still some work to do.

Preparation & Planning
After spending the last few months

with a Shuttle ST61G4 XPC incorporated
into our home theater, some niggling
issues began to annoy us. For starters, the
system was very modest, equipped with a
2.6GHz Celeron processor, 1GB of
Corsair PC3200 RAM, an 80GB Western
Digital hard drive, and an ATI All-In-
Wonder Radeon 9600 XT. We use the
system primarily to host an MP3 collec-
tion, record some television programs, and
play an occasional game on the big screen.
When using it, the system would run great
for the first 15 or 20 minutes, but once
some heat built up within the case, the
fans would spin up to full speed and gen-
erate a bit too much noise. On warm days
the system would randomly hang. 

We discovered that the northbridge was
heating to more than 162 degrees Fahren-
heit, and the processor was also hitting tem-
peratures in excess of 122 F—way too hot

The Cost Of Cooling 
To cool our Shuttle box and make it less
noisy, we took a few different approach-
es, including adding fans, replacing the
hard drive, cleaning up the internals, and
using various heatsinks. Here is a look at
what it cost us: 

Component Cost

SilenX 11dB 80mm fans $15 (x2)

Seagate Barracuda 120GB 
hard drive $95 

Zalman chipset heatsink  $7.50 

ThermalTake copper RAM heatsinks $9 

Arctic Silver Thermal Epoxy $15 

Arctic Silver Thermal Paste $5 

Plastic wire ties  99 cents

Chrome molding $2.99 

Screen  $0 

Total $165.48 
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expelled from the system. All this would
help lower operating temperatures.

The Process
The first mod we made was inspired by

Shuttle's own SB61G2R XPC. When com-
pared to an ST61G4, the SB61G2R's case
has much larger vents cut into the sides.
Using a Dremel and a few cutting blades,
we cut a large rectangular hole in each side
of the case. We then covered the holes with
some window screening we had laying
around. Yes, the same stuff on the windows
and screen door outside your house. We
then lined the hole with some automotive
door molding to give it a finished look.

Next, we set out to add heatsinks to
some of the hotter-running components in
the system. Armed with a couple tubes of
Arctic Silver Epoxy ($15) and some assort-
ed heatsinks, we went to work. First, we
mounted a simple aluminum heatsink to
the ATI IXP150 southbridge using a bit of
thermal epoxy. While we had the epoxy
mixed, we also mounted four copper
heatsinks to the RAM chips exposed on the
backside of the video card. Then we target-
ed the MOSFETs in the voltage regulator
module and an ICS clock generator located

picked up for about $95, and the differ-
ence was immediately apparent. The
high-pitched whine from the previous
hard drive was gone, but the stock fans
still needed some attention. 

When the fans were running at full
speed, they were simply too loud. We hit
SilenX.com, a site dedicated to selling
low-noise computer accessories, and found
some 80mm fans for $15 each that would
fit right into the stock fan mount. On a
trip to a local computer superstore, we
also found some rubber shrouds for about
$10. These are designed to reduce the
vibration emanating from a fan by keeping
it from making direct contact with a case
or heatsink. We ordered two silent fans,
picked up a package of rubber dampeners,
gathered some heatsinks of assorted sizes,
and began to plan the rest of the mods.

The goal was to incrementally improve
the cooling hardware used on the CPU
and northbridge while adding heatsinks
to any other component that generated
heat within the system within reason. We
also wanted to clean up the system's inter-
nals to allow air to easily circulate
throughout the case and increase the
amount of air being pulled into and

for our liking. The hard drive was also gen-
erating a high-pitched whine that was dis-
tracting to anyone that came close enough
to the system. We decided to replace the
noisy parts with quieter ones and make
some changes that would make the system
run much cooler and quieter.

Some research revealed that Seagate's
Barracuda drives and a few of Maxtor's
DiamondMax drives generate about 25 to
27dB of noise at idle, while the Western
Digital model installed in the system cre-
ated about 34dB. So, we replaced the
louder Western Digital drive with a
Seagate Barracuda 120GB model we

Our goal was to increase the cooling 
performance of our Shuttle ST61G4 XPC,
while making the system run quieter in the
process. These 80mm fans from SilenX.com
were a perfect fit. They push 21cfm (cubic
feet per minute) each and generate only
11dB of noise when running at full throttle.

The stock enclosure had a strip of ventilation holes along the bottom of each side, but we wanted
to open things to allow more air to circulate throughout the system. We cut two large rectangular
holes in the case cover and trimmed them with chrome molding and window screening.
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right behind the DIMM slots. We also
used some small, copper Thermaltake
heatsinks ($9) that had thermal tape already
installed on them. This was simply a matter
of peeling off the adhesive backing and
sticking the heatsinks to the components.

Other than the CPU, northbridge, and
video card, these components generated the
most heat within the system. Adding the
heatsinks won't make any components run
cooler, but the heatsinks are much more
efficient conductors of heat, and they will
radiate that heat into the air more readily
when an air current passes over them. This
is why we modified the case to allow air to
flow into the system more easily.

We also decided to modify the stock
Shuttle heat pipe CPU cooler and our
CPU and replace the small, stock north-
bridge heatsink with something larger. To
modify the heatpipe and CPU, we followed
the lapping procedures outlined in Sep-
tember's CPU (page 50). By lapping the
base of the heatpipe and the CPU's inte-
grated heat spreader, we removed any slight
peaks and valleys from their surfaces using
fine-grit sandpaper and metal polish. This
makes the finish much smoother and lets
the heatpipe mate better with the CPU. In
addition, because they make better contact
with each other, heat transfers from the
CPU into the heatpipe more effectively. 

We gave the CPU and northbridge
(which was the hottest running part in the
system) a new and much larger heatsink
and a fresh layer of Arctic Silver thermal
paste ($5). The stock northbridge cooler
was quite small, so we replaced it with a
Zalman chipset cooler ($7.50) and mount-
ed the stock 60mm fan to the new heatsink
with a few plastic zip ties (99 cents).

We also used some wire ties to neatly
bundle all the case wiring and to keep it out
of the way. Having messy internal wiring
impedes air circulation, which increases
temperatures. Messy wiring also causes tur-
bulence, which will create more noise—the
two things we wanted to eliminate.  

With the case mod complete, the
heatsinks mounted, the heatpipe modded,
and the internal wiring cleaned up, we
turned our attention to the system's lone

To remove excess heat from individual components in the system more efficiently, we added ties,
mounted heatsinks to a few chips and MOSFETs, gave the northbridge a larger aluminum heatsink,
mounted a heatsink to the southbridge, and added a copper heatsink to an ICS clock generator.
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to excess heat building up. The new fans
and hard drive are also much quieter than
the originals and are barely audible, even up
close. From about 3 feet away, the system
now barely registers 28dB on an analog
noise meter, and that's with the fans run-
ning at full speed. 

Overall, this project is a success. Our
ST61G4 now runs much cooler and
much quieter, and if you ask us, it looks
better, too.   

by Marco Chiappetta

exhaust fan (not including the small 60mm
fan in the power supply). Shuttle ships the
ST61G4 with a single Sunon 80mm fan
that does double-duty as an intake and
exhaust fan. The fan blows air through the
heatpipe and expels the heated air from the
system's rear. The negative pressure the fan
causes then draws cool air into the system
through the ventilation holes.  

We enhanced the fan configuration in 
a couple ways. First, we replaced the stock
Sunon fan with a near-silent one from
SilenX ($15) and installed the rubber
dampener mentioned earlier to prevent any
vibrations. Then we removed the restrictive
grill from the system’s rear using wire 

cutters to let air flow more freely
out of the system. (If you
perform this mod, be careful
not to let chunks of metal
fall into the system and

short and damage the mobo.)
We also wanted to compli-

ment the internal fan with a sec-
ond fan. This will prevent warm

air from slowing down as it passes
over the heat pipe's fins. It also will

create more negative pressure so more
cool air will be drawn into the system.

This will increase the efficiency of the heat-
pipe, which will make the CPU run cooler.
Having more cool air drawn in will cool
every other component, as well.

To mount the second fan, we replaced
the stock thumbscrews that held the inter-
nal fan in place with mobo standoffs. We
screwed the second fan to the standoffs, fac-
ing it so air was blowing away from the sys-
tem. Next, we lined the fan’s edge with
electrical tape to prevent the second fan
from pulling air through the open space on
its sides and direct the maximum amount
of negative pressure through the heatpipe's
fins. Finally, we installed a fan guard on the
secondary fan. 

The Final Results
Our mods had a dramatic affect on the

system’s look, sound, and cooling perfor-
mance. Processor and northbridge temps
now rarely break 110 F and 145 F, respec-
tively. Also, the system no longer hangs due

In its stock form, the ST61G4 has a rather restrictive grill protecting the fins on the heat pipe CPU
cooler. To extract the heat more effectively, we cut away the stock grill to let the warm air flow

unrestricted away from the cooler. We also installed a second fan on the exterior to complement
the internal fan that blows air through the heat pipe's fins. Installing the fans in this push-pull
configuration prevents warm air from slowing down as it passes through the heat pipe's fins.

Because of
the limited space, we
couldn't perform too many
mods, but we did install four copper heatsinks
to the memory chips exposed on the back of
our ATI All-In-Wonder Radeon 9600 XT.

With the cooling mods complete, we tied all
the internal wiring to help air flow better out
of the case. The airspace directly above the
CPU is completely unobstructed, as is the
space above the VRM and directly in front of
our video card's cooling fan.
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A fter basking in the success of their
original small-form-factor rigs, big-
name custom builders such as Mon-

arch Computer and Falcon Northwest are back
for round two. The FragBox 2 isn't much big-
ger (about 2 inches wider and deeper) than its
older sibling, but our review unit's slick looks,
top-of-the-line components, and desktop PC-
crushing benchmarks prove that it is way, 
way badder. 

Although we cringe when builders chip away
at the S in SFF, we're more than happy 
to enjoy the benefits a larger chassis provides.
The extra inches and multiple fans mean that
the days of cool running, miserably weak power
supplies are over. An ATX-size, 520-watt PSU
breathes life into the same components that
grace cutting-edge desktops, including a 256MB
BFG GeForce 6800 Ultra (PCI Express, thanks
to the Intel 925X chipset), two 74GB WD
Raptor hard drives, a 3.4GHz Extreme Edition
CPU, and 1GB of 533MHz Corsair DDR2 (in
the form of two 512MB DIMMS). The mobo
also sports a Marvell Gigabit controller, a cru-
cial LAN-party feature.

LAN-goers will love the FragBox 2's sturdy
metal exterior and low-profile handle, and just
about everyone will ogle at the new illuminated
faceplate, which features machine-etched images
(including Falcon's logo and the in-your-face
FragBox logo). As with the first FragBox, ver-
sion 2's front panel has audio ports, USB 2.0
ports, and a FireWire port, but the floppy drive
now includes several media card slots and the
Sony DRU-700A double-layer DVD±RW,
making this more than just a gaming PC.  ▲

by Joshua Gulick

Airflow. An adjustable intake fan forces outside air over 
the video card's heatsink and fan combo, and a side-panel
exhaust fan sits near the front of the chassis. Falcon 
customizes the fan setup to each type of graphics card.

CPU. Our unit has the standard Intel heatsink and fan, but
Falcon plans to switch to Zalman combos when they launch. 

Graphics card. The micro-ATX mobo has two PCI slots and a
PCI Express (x1) slot, but the video card can't keep its heatsink
to itself, so plan to use only one of the standard PCI slots.

Have a computer mod that will bring tears to our eyes? Email
photos and a description to madreadermod@cpumag.com. If
we include your system in our “Mad Reader Mod” section,
we’ll send you a $1,500 Newegg.com gift certificate and a
one-year subscription to CPU.
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The cable ties and sheaths aren't just for
looks; airflow problems quickly cause
trouble in small cases.

If you plan to wear a headset, you will 
be able to just plug into the front 
panel audio ports on the rig.

That's right: The
system has six
USB ports and
two FireWire
ports. (There are
two USB ports
and a FireWire
port up front.)
Notice that the
NVIDIA GeForce
6800 has dual
video-out ports.
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E
ach month we dig deep into the mailbag here at CPU in an
effort to answer your most pressing technical questions. Want
some advice on your next purchase or upgrade? Have a ghost

in your machine? Are BSODs making your life miserable? CPU’s
“Advanced Q&A Corner” is here for you.

Haiduz asked: I have an aging Dell Dimension 8250 with a 
2.4GHz Pentium 4 processor, an 80GB hard drive, 256MB of PC800
RDRAM, and a GeForce FX 5200 non-Ultra.

I want to upgrade my computer because some of my games, like
Unreal Tournament 2004, don’t run so well. The thing is I only have
about $200 to spend. From the research I’ve done, I figure my best
options are to either upgrade the RAM by adding an additional
256MB, or I can buy a new video card because Dell charges an arm
and a leg for RDRAM, and I can’t afford both. I’m looking at the BFG
NVIDIA GeForce FX 5900XT. Which would be the better buy, or is
there a better way to spend my money to get better frame rates?

A: You’re definitely on the right 
track, that GeForce FX 5200 
isn’t very powerful and 
256MB of RAM is the
absolute bare minimum 
for most current applica-
tions; upgrading would be 
a smart move. A 2.4GHz Pentium 4 
is no longer the powerhouse it once was either, but 
it should be fast enough for the time being. 

Your real problem is that you plan to buy the RAM upgrade
directly from Dell. According to the current pricing on its Web
site, 256MB of RDRAM for your system will cost around $160.
But you don’t need to buy the RAM directly from Dell. If you
check out Pricewatch.com, you can find the very same 128MB
Samsung PC800 RDRAM modules (you’ll need 2 x 128MB
sticks) for about $40 apiece at multiple online retailers. Pick up
two sticks from a reputable company, and you’ll still have about
$120 left to put toward a video card upgrade. Unfortunately, that
GeForce FX 5900XT you’ve got your eye on will cost an addi-
tional $165, and that’ll put you $45 over budget. If you think
you can pull together the extra coin, we’d strongly recommend
upgrading both. With a much faster video card, such as the
5900XT, and double the amount of RAM, your system is going
to perform much better than it does now. If $200 is the absolute

maximum you can spend, go with even more RAM, say an addi-
tional 512MB, and just run your games at a lower resolution to
keep the frame rates up.

Sam asked: I have an Athlon XP 2800+ (2.33GHz) and an ASUS
A7N8X-E Deluxe motherboard. I know my mobo can run the system
memory at PC3500, but it will always automatically clock back to
PC3200 speed. I was wondering if there is any performance gain,
even if it is clocked back to PC3200? In other words, for PC3500 vs.
PC3200 DDR memory, are there any performance gains other than
clock speed?

A: Sam, the short answer to your question here is “No.”
However, let us explain in detail a bit more about what you 

are experiencing and what you can do about it. For starters,
“PC3500” DDR memory is a bit of a marketing 

ploy. That is to say there is no actual JEDEC
memory specification for PC3500

modules at their rated 433MHz speeds.
However, these modules are tested and

proven to be able to hit speeds of
433MHz with full stability and full war-

ranty, unlike their PC3200 counterparts
that adhere strictly to the 400MHz JEDEC

spec. With PC3200 modules, you might find
sticks that can overclock to 433MHz, but it’s

not a guarantee like the PC3500 modules claim.
Other than rated speed capabilities, there are no

inherent differences between standard PC3200 and mar-
keted PC3500 memory modules, so at similar bus

speeds, you’ll see very similar performance results. 
On the flip side, if you want to take advan-

tage of those PC3500 modules, you’ll need to
also have a motherboard and CPU that are capable

of running at PC3500 speeds or with a frontside bus that can
drive your RAM at that speed and still run everything else with
stability. Your 2800+ Barton core Athlon XP has a stock FSB of
166MHz, which means it actually runs your system RAM at
333MHz stock frequency. Your stock CPU speed on that chip
is 2.08GHz. If you are seeing a PC3200/DDR400 reading for
your RAM, somewhere in a BIOS post screen, I would guess
you are overclocking the FSB to 200MHz and your CPU
(which is presumably unlocked) is adjusted down (11.5X by
chance?) with a multiplier setting in the BIOS. You should try
setting your multiplier to 11X and set your FSB to 216MHz in
the BIOS. This will allow you to run your memory at 433MHz
(216MHz x 2) or full “PC3500” speeds and keep your CPU
within a reasonably achievable clock speed. At 216MHz and 

Although they have essentially the same feature set, the 
BFG GeForce FX 5900XT is a huge upgrade over an 
entry-level GeForce FX 5200.
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an 11X multiplier, you’ll be running your Athlon at a tasty
2.37GHz, which may just be the sweet spot, while your
PC3500 RAM is humming along at its fullest potential. If 
your CPU is unstable at that speed, try a 10.5X multiplier 
setting with a 216MHz FSB, and check to see what the differ-
ences are in overall system performance vs. where you have
things set currently at PC3200 speeds.

Bender asked: I’m getting really bad artifacts in DirectX games
but not in OpenGL games. In Doom 3, I haven’t seen a single artifact
yet, but in Far Cry, and any other games that use Direct3D, I’m getting
them. Some other games I get artifacts in are NHL 2004 and Tiger
Woods 2004, so it’s not just Far Cry. Any clue what’s up?

A: Upon close inspection of that screen shot, it looks to 
us like you have Vsync (Vertical Sync) off in your DirectX 
settings for your graphics drivers and are now seeing tearing
artifacts because your monitor isn’t keeping up with the 
frame rate. Try turning Vsync on or turning up the refresh 
rate of your monitor. You also want to check that the game
engine has Vsync set to On. Having Vsync off will give you
higher frame rates, at the occasional expense of tearing arti-
facts, which are more prevalent depending on the 
game engine and lighting.

The reason you aren’t seeing it in Doom 3 is probably
because you are being capped during gameplay by the Doom 
3 engine, at 60fps or 30fps, which is by design from the 
developers at id Software. Or, you have Vsync enabled in
OpenGL apps in your control panel settings but set to Off 
in Direct3D. Try playing a bit with that and see if you still 
get artifacts.

Jonathan Schmidt asked: I have a challenge for you concerning
an upgrade from a Banias to a Dothan processor in a Toshiba Portégé
M200 Tablet PC. The M200s came with the Banias processor until

recently when the Dothans were released. Everything I have 
read indicates that Banias are pin-compatible, and I should be able 
to be upgraded to a Dothan, as long as the BIOS supports it. I’ve 
done some research on the Web and online forums and found 
that owners of new Dothan machine have BIOS v1.40. I have also 
determined using CPU-Z that the motherboard revisions are the 
same on both the Banias and Dothan machines. So, thinking that I
was all set to go, I purchased a new Dothan 2GHz processor.
Unfortunately, Windows reports that the processor is only working 
in Battery Optimized mode at 598MHz. Also, with the Dothan proces-
sor installed, the BIOS no longer has the Dynamic CPU Frequency
Mode option listed. I’m assuming that this is required in order for 
the SpeedStep technology to work.

According to the Toshiba Web site, BIOS v1.40 supports the CPU
Dothan B-1 stepping. I tried upgrading my machine to v1.40, and 
also to the subsequent v1.60, with no luck. I have also tried unin-
stalling the Toshiba power handling utility thinking that this could 
be interfering. I have tried reimaging my machine with the factory
image after determining that Dothan machines come with the same
recovery CD serial number. Unfortunately, nothing I have tried 
has worked.

There are a lot of people on the Web who want to be able to do
this. And, I think they should have the right to do so, if they choose.
My question for you is: How can we get this to work?

A: Unfortunately, Jonathan, the short answer appears to be, 
“You can’t get it to work.” We spent some time on the line
with Toshiba’s technical support team, and it seems there are 
actually some minor differences with the motherboards used in the
newer M200s that ship with Dothan processors. We were unable to
glean any specifics (either technical support reps didn’t have the
details, or they were instructed not to reveal them), but this is some-
thing we’ve seen on countless occasions. To give you an example, DFI
recently updated its LANPARTY PRO875 motherboard to make it
compatible with P4 processors based on the Prescott core. The new
version of the board was dubbed the LANPARTY PRO875B.
However, it turned out that the new PRO875B only worked reliably
with Prescotts clocked up to 3GHz. To function properly with higher
clocked Prescotts, DFI had to revise the board yet again. This latest
version of the board became the LANPARTY PRO875B rev. B. A
small change had to be made to the motherboard’s VRM for it 
to operate reliably for extended periods with the power-hungry
Prescotts. The moral of the story is that although a motherboard
should work with a particular processor, it doesn’t always do. And
even though the tests you ran with CPU-Z are reporting the same
motherboard revision, there are some minor differences, which 
mean you may be out of luck. There is a chance that a future BIOS
revision may solve your problem, but we can’t say for sure. ▲

by Dave Altavilla and Marco Chiappetta, the experts over at
HotHardware.com.

For bonus content, subscribers can go to
www.cpumag.com/cpunov04/q&a.

Classic black line tearing artifacts in this Far Cry 
shot are indicative of a Vsync issue, where monitor
refresh rates can’t keep up with graphics card 
frame rates. Enable Vsync in your driver control
panel to remedy this situation.
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F ingerprint recognition has long
been a staple of law enforce-
ment, used to identify and cap-

ture criminals. The technology law
enforcement uses to identify and sort
fingerprints has changed dramatically
over the years, though, from ink on
index cards to digital storage and digital
comparison technologies.

As fingerprint identification technolo-
gies have improved, they’ve obviously
helped law enforcement do a better 
job of tracking criminals. The technolo-
gies also have become less expensive,
allowing them to become more a part of
everyday life.

Fingerprint-scanning technology has
now become part of the PC. You can
choose from several brands of fingerprint
scanners, often combined with keyboards
or mice, that plug into a USB port and
can serve several purposes, including
remembering your list of passwords or
protecting data.

Making Use Of Biometrics
The ridges and valleys that make up

the human fingerprint are unique. No
two people have the same fingerprint,
even identical twins, thanks to a combina-
tion of genetic factors and characteristics
of the womb environment.

The process of using a unique physical
feature or behavioral characteristic to
identify a person is called biometrics.
Humans have a few unique identifiers,
including fingerprints, speech patterns,
and irises and retinas in the eye, that work
with biometrics. Biometrics has distinct
advantages over a PIN or a password for
identification chiefly because of the fraud
that can occur when a thief steals a PIN
or a password. With biometrics, only the
person with the unique physical feature
can access the information.

In large corporations, and in areas where
high security and precise identification 

Biometrics
My Password Is F-I-N-G-E-R-P-R-I-N-T

HHAARRDD HHAATT AARREEAA  --  XX--rraayy  VViissiioonn— —

are necessary, biometrics has been in 
use for years. (Biometrics also has been a
common theme in James Bond movie
plots for many more years.) A biometric
system can work either as an identification
system or as an authentication system,
depending on the level of security required.
(An identification system requires a posi-
tive identification of a person. An authenti-
cation system involves simply confirming a
person’s stated identity. An identification
system probably would combine more
than one biometrics system because 
it requires a higher level of accuracy.) 

Some high-end systems require more 
than one identifying feature, such as 
a combination of fingerprints and 
speech patterns.

PC Options
The idea of using fingerprint scanning

for identification on the PC has existed
for several years, but it’s only recently
become easy and inexpensive enough for
use at home and small offices. 

Manufacturers are building finger-
print-scanning technologies into com-
mon PC peripherals, such as mice and

Optical Scanner

A n optical scanner uses the same technology that’s behind digital cameras and digital
camcorders—CCDs. A CCD is a silicon chip that contains anywhere from thousands to

millions of light-sensitive diodes, also called photosites or pixels. (A pixel also refers to the
data that the photosite records when light strikes it.) When scanning a fingerprint, the CCD
measures the light and dark pixels coming from the scanned image. 

Optical Scanner’s CCD

To use a typical optical scanner, place your finger on the glass plate. The optical scanner
uses its own light source (often an array of LEDs) to illuminate the ridges on the fingerprint.
The optical scanner’s CCD then takes a “photo” of the fingerprint, recording the light and
dark areas created by the fingerprint’s ridges and valleys. The CCD actually creates an
inverted image of the fingerprint with raised areas appearing dark (much like an ink print
of a fingerprint). The optical scanner also contains a processor that compares the CCD’s
image to that of a sharp fingerprint image to make sure it’s accurate. If the processor
decides the image is too dark or isn’t sharp enough, it will reject the image. Finally, the
processor will begin comparing your fingerprint that’s on file to the fingerprint the optical
scanner reads. If the two fingerprints match, the optical scanner unlocks the desired data.

LED

CCD

Processor
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generates; a capacitance scanner makes
use of the fingerprint shape to create its
image. Some high-end, sophisticated sys-
tems even will measure the finger being
used on the fingerprint scanner for signs
of living tissue.

However, with the less-sophisticated
fingerprint scanners designed for PCs, the
chances of a false positive do exist.
They’re very slim, but no technology is
perfect every time. 

Still, the benefits of fingerprint scan-
ning greatly outweigh the slim possibility
of problems. You’ll agree, especially if
your notebook—and all of your data—
disappears in the hands of a thief. With
fingerprint-scanning protection, at least
your data will remain safe.   

by Kyle Schurman

keyboards, that connect through a USB
port. These fingerprint scanner systems
need to scan the fingerprint and de-
termine whether the image matches
stored fingerprints. (See the “PC Fin-
gerprint Scanners” sidebar for some
available products.)

In most instances, USB fingerprint
scanners are used to give you automatic
access to your master password list,
eliminating the need for you to remem-
ber passwords. When you supply the
correct fingerprint, your PC will enter
all of your passwords for you. (Industry
analysts  est imate 20% to 30% of 
all help desk calls relate to a lost or for-
gotten password.) An embedded finger-
print scanner also would lock the hard
drive’s data from anyone other than the
unit’s owner.

Most fingerprint scanners make use of
one of two types of technologies: optical
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scanning or capacitance scanning.
Optical scanning works similarly to 
the technology used to create images in
digital cameras, using light to read the
fingerprints. Capacitance scanning uses
electrical current to read the fingerprints.

Accuracy Worries
With any type of biometrics technolo-

gy, there’s always the worry about some-
one fooling the scanner and stealing the
data. Even though James Bond does it in
almost every movie, the chances of some-
one actually fooling a biometrics system
are almost nonexistent. For the most part,
capacitance scanning would seem to be
less susceptible to fraud, although it
would be extremely difficult to fool either
type of scanning technology. In theory, a
replica of a fingerprint could fool an opti-
cal scanner because the optical scanner
only reads the light that the fingerprint

Capacitance Scanner Technology

O n the surface of the capacitance scanner are thousands to
millions of tiny cells, each of which is no larger than the

ridge of a fingerprint. Each cell contains two conductor plates,
which are connected to integrators (electrical circuits that contain
an inverting amplifier). The inverting amplifier is a semiconduc-
tor, consisting of several transistors, resistors, and capacitors.

The two conductor plates form a capacitor, and the skin on
the finger becomes the third conductor plate. When the skin on
a ridge of the fingerprint comes close to the conductor plate
and the insulating area, the capacitance scanner is affected dif-
ferently than when it measures more air between the skin and
the conductor plate (because of a valley in the fingerprint). 

To read the fingerprint, the capacitance scanner first applies a
fixed charge to every conductor plate. When you put your finger
on the glass plate, the voltage output for each conductor plate
changes based on the amount of air between the conductor
plate and the skin. (We won’t go into the exact complex process
that’s required to create and measure voltage output here.)

The voltage output readings move from the conductor plates
to the integrator, where the processor reads the voltage output
differences generated by each plate. The processor creates a
picture of the portion of the fingerprint that it measured based
on those readings. 

Capacitance scanners are typically smaller and more com-
pact than optical scanners.

Graphics & Design: Jason Codr & Carrie Benes
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F ingerprint scanners are appearing
with frequency in everyday life, 

from libraries to school lunch lines. 
Some Rite Aid pharmacy stores and Pig-
gly Wiggly grocery stores installed 
fingerprint scanners earlier this year. 
Cus-tomers simply have to link their 
fingerprints to a financial account, and
they can make purchases at the stores
through a fingerprint scanner. Retailers
expect the fingerprint scans could speed
checkouts by about 33%.

Fingerprint scanning is the most widely
used biometrics technology. Because it’s
the least expensive to implement, several
companies are bringing the technology to
the PC.

American Power Conversion (APC). The
APC Biometric Password Manager (also
called the APC Personal Biometric USB Pod
[BIOPOD]) is a USB fingerprint-scanning
device that works with software to manage
your password list and costs $49.99. 

www.apcc.com

DigitalPersona. This company offers a
variety of fingerprint authentication ser-

vices for both personal and enterprise
users. The U.are.U Personal device ($99)
includes a USB fingerprint sensor and man-
agement software, and it lets you store
passwords and encrypt certain files.

www.digitalpersona.com

Gateway. Earlier this year, Gateway
introduced a notebook with a built-in fin-
gerprint scanner, the 450E Plus Notebook
(starting at $1,799). The 450E’s fingerprint
scanner can give you access to all of your
passwords. It can also let you switch be-
tween users under Windows XP without
logging out or encrypt certain files simply
by providing a fingerprint.

www.gateway.com

KeyTronicEMS. Several biometrics key-
boards are available from KeyTronicEMS,
including fingerprint scanners built into 
the keyboard. Most of the keyboards cost
between $150 and $200.

www.keytronic.com

Meganet. The VME BioDrive gives users
the convenience of a tiny USB storage drive
with the security of fingerprint scanning.

The fingerprint scanner is embedded in the
USB storage drive, adding only a little to
the length of the device. The BioDrive
comes in two versions and a range of
capacities, starting with 16MB for $79.99.

www.meganet.com

Precise Biometrics. This company makes
a variety of biometric USB keyboards and
PCMCIA cards that use fingerprint-scanning
technology. Some products combine fin-
gerprint scanning with a smart card reader
for additional security. Most of the prod-
ucts cost between $100 and $200.

www.precisebiometrics.com

Secure-It. Secure-It offers its VIA-251
Fingerprint Mouse ($139.90) for finger-
print scanning. The USB mouse contains a
scanner just below the mouse buttons,
and it gives users access to their master
password lists, among other features.
Secure-It also offers a fingerprint scanner
on a PCMCIA card for notebook users, the
VIA-253 ($179.90).

www.secure-it.com

PC Fingerprint Scanners

Compare Fingerprints

S o, how exactly do USB finger-
print-scanning devices made

for your PC determine whether
the fingerprint it’s reading
belongs to you? 

Even though movies and televi-
sion shows portray fingerprint
comparison technology as a com-
puter quickly scanning through
dozens of fingerprints looking for
an exact match of the new finger-
print, this type of comparison
almost never occurs. Looking for
an exact overlay match would be
nearly impossible to achieve

because of natural flaws and
imperfections in the fingerprint
scans. Also, such comparisons
would require a large amount of
processing power, far more than
is available to the average PC. 

In most instances, fingerprint
comparison software selects tiny
parts of the overall fingerprint
image that indicate differences
between fingerprints and looks
for matches in those key areas. If
the software finds enough match-
es in the key areas, it determines
that the fingerprints match.
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G esture recognition is one of the
most natural processes of human
learning and communication. In

animated conversations, observers can learn
almost as much from the gestures as they
can from hearing the words themselves. 

Researchers have been trying to apply
gesturing to computing input devices for
decades. The point-and-click of a computer

Gesture Recognition
Maybe Now You Can Forget All About The Clicking

mouse is far more intuitive for giving a PC
commands than trying to remember a
string of keystrokes, for example.

However, the mouse has nothing in
the ease-of-use category on pure gesture
recognition, at least in the theory depart-
ment. Instead of pointing and clicking an
Open command in Windows, imagine
spreading your fingers apart in midair to

tell the PC to open a file. It would be
great . . . if it works, that is.

Gesture recognition technologies
remain in the infancy stage, but several
companies are working on making them
useable for mainstream society. It’s going
to be awhile before gesture recognition
realizes the potential many researchers
think it has.

HHAARRDD HHAATT AARREEAA  --  WWHHIITTEE PPAAPPEERR

Understanding Gestures

G esture recognition software
needs to be able to quickly scroll

through all possibilities to interpret
the gesture in real-time.
1 When the user makes a gesture—

here, a spreading of the fingers to
equate an Open command on a
computer file—the video camera
records it in a series of images.

2 The camera then sends the images to
the computer that will interpret them.
The computer opens its database of
images for various gestures, looking
for the closest possible match.

3 Once the computer finds a match,
it executes the command. This
entire process takes a fraction of 
a second.  ▲

The gesture matches most closely with
Row 3, indicating the Open command.

Row 1
Close 

Row 2
Rotate

Row 3
Open

Row 4
Double-click

Row 5
Save

1

2

3
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handwriting or PDAs that recognize 
symbols drawn on the screen with a light
pen sometimes are referred to as gesture
recognition systems. However, for this arti-
cle, we’ll ignore systems that require a light
pen touching a screen.

Breaking Down Gestures
There are four aspects of gesture:

• Affective. Refers to the emotional quali-
ty and the strength of a gesture.

• Pathic. Refers to the path through
which the gesture moves.

• Spatial. Refers to the location where the
gesture occurs and the location to
which the gesture refers.

• Symbolic. Refers to the sign that the
gesture makes.

To make these aspects of gesture recog-
nizable, the system must be able to accu-
rately read position and movement. Several

Markets For Gesture Recognition
For years, researchers have discussed

virtual, 3D environments, which will
depend on gesture recognition technolo-
gy. Using a keyboard or mouse in a vir-
tual environment would be clumsy. For
virtual environments to work properly,
devices must exactly track body posi-
tioning, facial expressions, and direction
of gaze. It’s also important for a gesture
recognition system to interpret subtle
communication through gestures.

Gesture recognition also is a key compo-
nent in the idea of pervasive computing,
which, in simple terms, refers to having
access to computing tools anyplace at any
time. For example, a display could appear
on a wall or wherever you want. To make
pervasive computing work, though, users
need to have an input device available
wherever they are, a process often referred

to as human-centric computing. Through
human-centric computing, the user is
always connected to computing tools.
Gesture recognition technology could pro-
vide the needed input capabilities for both
types of computing. 

The bottom line is this: Gesture re-
cognition technology will help humans
communicate more efficiently with com-
puters and other machines. If you’re
tired of pushing buttons and moving
mice, gesture recognition could be your
savior. To make this work, researchers
and developers have come up with sever-
al ideas incorporating several devices.
Some ideas make use of gloves, sensors,
helmets, body suits, etc. Additional ideas
make use of video cameras that measure
movement, location, and shapes. 

Gesture recognition takes on other
forms, too, depending on the companies or
products. For example, products that read
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P art of the benefit of having computers
that can easily recognize facial features

would be better voice recognition software.
Several companies have released voice
recognition software in the past several
years, with varying levels of success.

Last year, Intel released its AVSR (Audio-
Visual Speech Recognition) software that
recognizes speech patterns and changes in
facial features and lip movements. By com-
bining such capabilities, companies can
create voice recognition software with far
more accurate recognition results. 
1 A video camera and software package

scans for a human head entering the
room. The software looks for recognizable
features, such as flesh tones (often called
a skin-tone blob), a head shape, and body
parts. As a large skin-tone blob is seen
entering the room, the camera fixates on
the blob and follows it as it moves.

2 Once the blob stops moving, the software
begins evaluating it, looking for the key
recognizable features. The software will
look for proper curvature of a single head
in an effort to determine whether more

than one person is in the room. If the cur-
vature doesn’t seem right, the software
begins running calculations to determine
how many people are in the room.

3 Once a head is detected, the camera and
software determine the position of the
user in the 3D environment of the room,
sometimes using multiple cameras and tri-
angulation to determine the exact position.

4 The software then focuses in on the face,
measuring changes in the positioning of
the user, as well as movement in the lips
that represent speech or changes in
facial expression that could represent
mood or feelings. The camera matches
the facial movements to images in its
database to make its determinations. The
green areas on the face are points where
the video camera focuses while searching
for facial expressions.

To make the matching process more
exact, the software could store in its data-
base exact facial expressions and lip move-
ments of the people who will most com-
monly use the software.  ▲

Watch For Facial Features

1

2

3

4
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body suit or glove have an advantage;
they’re never hidden from the system.

Finally, optical systems are far more flex-
ible and have fewer restrictions than haptic
systems. Developers could combine gesture
recognition capabilities with lip reading
and audio recognition capabilities to create
a gesture and voice recognition system.

Future For Gestures
It’s impossible to say exactly when ges-

ture recognition technology will become
widely used. It’s not going to happen in
the next several years because the technol-
ogy is still evolving.

The other problem is finding that killer
application where it’s invaluable. Even
companies developing the technologies
aren’t exactly sure into which areas of
society gesture recognition will evolve.
Some say gesture recognition will replace
all other forms of input and spark new
branches of computing; others say gesture
recognition will work with other types of
input devices, enhancing all of them.   

by Kyle Schurman

devices can provide these readings, such 
as sensors in a glove and video camera 
systems. (It’s worth noting here that some
researchers consider pure gesture recogni-
tion as only those systems that don’t use
sensors or wearable devices. Systems that
rely on some form of tactile sensation
between the human and an input device are
called haptic systems. Those researchers
only consider today’s systems that use video
cameras to be pure gesture recognition.)

Gesture Recognition Systems
The most popular gesture recognition

systems in use and under research have
drawbacks and benefits.

Body suits. These systems can accu-
rately measure body movements using a
relatively small number of sensors placed
in strategic points, but they can be bulky,
limiting motion. At some point, sensors
may be placed in everyday wearable items,
such as eyeglasses or clothing, making the
overall body system less cumbersome.
Obviously, the ability to precisely mea-
sure all body movement through sensors
should create extremely accurate gesture
recognition systems.

Data gloves. Hands are naturally ex-
pressive and can achieve a wide range 

of movement. Gloves and exoskeleton
devices with sensors that fit over the
hand can accurately measure hand move-
ment, positioning, and configuration.
For the most part, they’re easy-to-use and
provide direct measurements. 

However, gloves can be uncomfortable
and bulky or inhibit the hand’s motions,
especially in a wired system. Also, most cur-
rent systems handle only one glove, even
though many gestures are two-handed. 

Optical systems. By using several video
cameras to track movement, optical sys-
tems can quickly process data because the
user isn’t wearing a device, which lets the
optical system use powerful processors. (If
the system had to rely on a small processor
built-in to a body suit, it might suffer some
data bottlenecks, for example.) The proces-
sors are vital as the system attempts to
make complex calculations in real-time.

Also, because there’s no equipment 
for the user, optical systems are user-
friendly. However, the trade-off is that
the software must be powerful and accu-
rate to correctly interpret gestures. 

For example, if certain parts of the
body are hidden from the cameras, the
system might not be able to properly read
the gesture. That’s where sensors in a
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B ecause two people almost certainly
are not going to make the same ges-

ture the exact same way, it’s important for
any system to properly interpret the ges-
ture’s meaning. In other words, instead of
scanning the gesture for an exact type of
movement (such as moving the right index
finger 12 inches at an angle of 45 degrees),
the gesture recognition system must be
able to make an educated guess about the
meaning of the gesture. If one person
moves the right index finger 9 inches at a
43-degree angle, and another moves the
finger 16 inches at a 32-degree angle, the
gesture recognition system must attempt to
determine whether those gestures have the
same meaning.

Obviously, this is a monumental hurdle
facing those who would create useable 

gesture recognition systems. To make the
system workable, most systems will have to
sacrifice some usability to increase accura-
cy, or vice versa. 

For a system to have strong accuracy for a
particular user, the user would need specific
training in making exact gestures. The system
also would do some learning, allowing it to
recognize the gestures from a particular user.
By focusing in on a particular set of gestures,
the system’s errors would be minimized.

For a system to have strong usability, the
system would have to be programmed to be
able to sort through a variety of gestures to
pick out the most likely candidate. Under
this system, many different people could 
use the system with minimal training time.
However, the system’s accuracy would 
be compromised.  ▲

Variability In Gestures

Correct Gesture

Gesture To Be Interpreted

12 inches
45 degrees

16 inches
32 degrees

Programmers would help the gesture
recognition software determine
whether the lower gesture would be
accurate enough to be interpreted 
as the correct gesture. To make that
determination, for example, the pro-
grammer could tell the software to
accept any gesture that’s within 33%
of the correct gesture, meaning as
long as the lower gesture had a length
between 8 and 16 inches and an
angle between 30 and 60 degrees, it
would be acceptable.
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S everal companies are involved in gesture recognition research
and products. A few of them are:

Cybernet. This Ann Arbor, Mich., company is pioneering several
gesture recognition devices. The company’s GestureStorm software
system aims to give weather broadcasters the capability to control
TV weather maps on-the-fly, performing tasks such as zooming in
on maps with a twist of the wrist and moving to a new map with a
sweep of the hand.

Cybernet also has a product called Use Your Head, which uses a
video camera to read the motion of your head and interpret com-
mands. You can assign various head movements to keyboard
macros. Use Your Head works best with gaming products. Another
potential product from Cybernet, called Navigaze, monitors your
eye movements, allowing you to control your PC’s desktop.

www.cybernet.com; www.gesturecentral.com

Essential Reality. Essential Reality of College Point, N.Y., offers
the P5, which is a glove-like device for input. It plugs into the USB
port on your computer and realistically tracks the movement of your
hand and fingers. 

www.essentialreality.com

FingerWorks. FingerWorks of Newark, Del., makes use of what it
calls MultiTouch Technology to recognize and track the movement
of fingers and hands above the surface of its keyboard. MultiTouch
Technology essentially takes a video of the motion of the hands and
fingers and uses it to interpret the gestures. Most gestures require
the user to touch the keyboard surface at some point, meaning
MultiTouch Technology combines gesture recognition with aspects
of a touch pad.

www.fingerworks.com

Sony. Sony Computer Entertainment released its EyeToy device for
the PlayStation 2 console last year. EyeToy uses software and an inex-
pensive digital camera to project a player’s video image into the video
game. As the player moves in front of the camera, his movements are
mimicked in the video game, allowing for basic interactive gameplay.
EyeToy is extremely simplistic—mimicking your movements and
applying them to the gaming situation, rather than recognizing specif-
ic gestures—but it could represent the ground floor of workable ges-
ture recognition devices in the gaming world. Future versions of
EyeToy could include more sophisticated gesture recognition.  

www.eyetoy.com

Gesture Recognition Products

Control At The Tip Of Your Finger

R esearchers have proposed giving users ges-
ture recognition capabilities by wearing a

glove-like device on the hand or sensors on one or
more fingers. The sensors would measure finger
movements and gestures. Obviously, the finger
gestures would need to be simple and easy to
remember, or people would have a hard time
using them properly. For example, to activate a
device, such as the television, you would point at
it. You could rotate your wrist to the right to
change channels.

Portability is important for such devices; if they’re
too heavy or bulky, people won’t want to wear them.
They also must be reliable; if the devices break down
easily or make mistakes in gesture recognition on a
regular basis, people won’t use them.

Such gloves and sensors could also work with soft-
ware to translate sign language into spoken words by
a computer. However, this process would be difficult
because of the large number of signs available for different words
and phrases and the speed with which signers create the signs. Early
versions of such software probably would be limited to a few hun-
dred words and phrases. Those attempting to create such devices
could also encounter problems with some organizations that repre-
sent the deaf that want deafness to be treated as a unique trait,
rather than a disability. Some organizations say such devices would

represent a setback in their efforts to change how
society perceives deafness.

1 To work, the devices can measure several aspects of
a gesture, such as the bending and angle of each joint
in the finger, the angle of the finger, and the angle of
the wrist. In some instances, users can achieve these
measurements by wearing a glove with sensors in
important points. In other cases, sensors worn on the
tips of the fingers, at the finger joints, and at the wrist
can achieve the same measurements. 

2 To use the sensors, you first point at a device to
activate it and then use gestures to run the device.
Most devices would use infrared technology to
connect to the sensors.

3 The devices would be able to read the gestures
from the gloves and sensors either through readers
inside the device or a peripheral reader connected
to the device. (In this case, a notebook connected to

the sensors interprets the gestures.) Through an infrared connec-
tion, the sensors and television make a connection when the user
points at the television. The television then looks for commands
from the wireless network. After interpreting the gesture, the note-
book communicates with the wireless network, telling it to have
the television change channels. The network then passes the com-
mand to the television.  ▲

1

2

3
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ack in 1998, 3dfx's Voodoo2 was king of the
3D hill. And yet, it achieved its best perfor-
mance in SLI (scan-line interleave) mode with
two boards spanning a pair of older PCI slots
despite the fact that AGP graphics cards were
available the year prior. AGP continued to
evolve, though, yielding the 2.0 spec in 1998
and the 3.0 revision in 2002. Each successive
release brought with it increased peak band-
width (1.1GBps for the former and 2.1GBps
for the latter) on top of refined features for
optimized data throughput.  

Considering the incremental doubling of bandwidth
introduced by each new AGP spec, you might have expect-
ed substantial (measurable, at the very least) performance
improvements. Nevertheless, each time a new operating
mode materialized, it was prefaced with a warning that
upgrading immediately wouldn't boost frame rates, acceler-
ate video rending, or enhance DVD playback. How's that
for a compelling sales pitch? 

PCI Express is a different story entirely, though. Not only
will it replace AGP as a graphics interface, but over time, it
also promises to supplant the standard parallel PCI bus on
motherboards, revolutionizing interconnects between
peripherals and core logic with unprecedented bandwidth.

Not Your Everyday Evolution
There's a particular urgency to the impetus behind PCI-E,

apparent in Intel's insistence that its 925X and 915P chipsets
eliminate support for AGP 8X. While the move is uncharac-
teristically aggressive for Intel, it's certainly not unfounded.
PCI-E indeed offers a number of benefits over AGP 8X with
regard to graphics and the standard parallel PCI bus for
peripheral connectivity.

It's important to understand that PCI, though effective back
in 1993 when it debuted, is now subject to bottlenecks that are
exacerbated by the latest generation of Gigabit Ethernet
adapters, high-definition audio devices, and multidrive RAID
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switch. Because the two are linked direct-
ly, bandwidth is dedicated, not shared,
and equal in both directions at the same
time. It almost goes without saying that
the throughput improvements alone make
PCI-E superior to PCI and its derivatives.  

Of course, PCI-E also boasts advanced
power management, which is undoubted-
ly music to notebook manufacturers' ears,
and support for hot-plugging, more of an
issue in servers. Because bus traffic is arbi-
trated by a switch, PCI-E supports QoS
(Quality of Service) functionality, the pri-
oritizing of time-sensitive data packets.
Perhaps you've already heard of QoS
related to wireless networking. Similarly,
appropriately flagged packets of informa-
tion will fly over the PCI-E bus first,
ensuring real-time audio and video
streams don't cut out or drop frames.

The Demise Of AGP & PCI
Now that PCI-E exists in Intel's 900

series chipsets and isn't just a pipe dream,
the AGP and PCI buses are destined to
slowly fade. "It won't happen any time
soon, though," says Dave Nalasco, tech-
nical marketing manager at ATI. "If you
remember back to when AGP first
emerged, PCI graphics cards remained
popular until several years later. PCI
Express might happen a little faster, but
we'll be manufacturing AGP cards for a
while still." 

Indeed, Intel seems anxious to do
away with AGP entirely, leaving room for
manufacturers such as VIA and SiS to
capitalize on the market of enthusiasts
looking to recycle their AGP graphics
cards. According to Richard Brown,
director of marketing for VIA, the
K8T890 is poised to emerge in Sep-
tember with 20 PCI-E lanes in its north-
bridge. Another version of the chipset
will sport an additional AGP graphics
controller, and a third will enable sup-
port for a second PCI-E graphics card a
la Intel's E7525 workstation chipset. In
the fourth quarter, VIA plans to unveil
its PT890 chipset for the Pentium 4 with
a similar feature set. The VT8251 south-
bridge is expected in the same time
frame, boasting two more PCI-E x1 lanes
and an implementation of high-defini-
tion audio.  

arrays. Centering on a shared bus topology,
individual devices populating the bus are
forced to contend for its 133MBps of
bandwidth. And because PCI transfers data
in a parallel manner, multiple streams at a
time, it doesn't allow much in the way 
of scalability.

Immediate needs generate stopgap mea-
sures, and there are a few of them in place
to extend the usefulness of traditional PCI
implementations. PCI-X enables a 64-bit
wide bus and clock speeds up to 133MHz,
but it's very sensitive to electrical noise
and, because all of its trace lengths need to
match, difficult to physically lay out on a
motherboard. Compliant devices conse-
quently cost more than standard PCI com-
ponents, limiting their desktop appeal.

PCI-X still suffers the limitations of a
shared bus topology, too. And as 10GbE
and SAS (Serial Attached SCSI) gain trac-
tion in enterprise computing, the ad-
vantages of PCI-E over older buses will 
certainly become more apparent.  

We're Going Serial, Mav!
PCI-E replaces PCI's parallel, shared

bus with a serial, point-to-point design.
That is, instead of sending multiple
streams of data, PCI-E, in its most 
elemental form, employs one path for
sending and another for receiving data,
achieving 250MBps. The combination is
called a lane, and up to 32 lanes may be
aggregated to create an 8GBps link
between the PCI-E device and its host

Power User: How Do You Do Two GPUs?

F irst, it was Alienware's
dual-slot Video Array,

wielding a pair of PCI-E
cards, regardless of their
manufacturer. Then NVIDIA
announced its SLI imple-
mentation specifically for
high-end GeForce 6800 and
Quadro cards.  

Both technologies take
different paths toward the
same goal of massively
overhauling graphics per-
formance. But one similari-
ty that they share is a
design that, at least initially,
will employ Intel's E7525
chipset. Interestingly,
E7525 features one x16

and one configurable x8
link, creating a bandwidth
imbalance between the two
cards. Fortunately, PCI-E
links are automatically
negotiated at startup, so
two PCI-E x16 cards,
plugged into x16 connec-
tors on x16 and x8 links,
respectively, should be
completely compatible.
Alienware and NVIDIA both
claim that the throughput
discrepancy is a nonissue
thanks to dynamic load
balancing. That's on Intel's
24-lane E7525 northbridge,
though. It will be more
interesting to see if those

next-gen graphics technolo-
gies play nice with VIA's 20-
lane PT890 and K8T890
PCI-E northbridges, more
palpable upgrades than the
pricey Xeon platform.  

And if two graphics cards
aren't enough to quench
your insatiable thirst for
ludicrous speed, imagine
the workstation version of
nForce4, which NVIDIA rep-
resentatives claim will sup-
port SLI on an even larger
scale. Ease off though,
turbo; you don't even 
want to know the price 
on that configuration.  ▲

Evolution Of Graphics Interconnects
Graphics have come a long way since the early '90s when the original Doom was first

being conceived in the mind of Tom Hall. An industry currently driven by increasingly
detailed 3D games, PCI-E will enable new applications for high-end graphics cards, such
as editing high-definition video in real-time.

Known As Theoretical Bandwidth Year Introduced
PCI PCI 133MBps 1993
AGP 1.0 AGP 1X/2X 266MBps/512MBps 1997
AGP 2.0 AGP 4X 1.1GBps 1998
AGP 3.0 AGP 8X 2.1GBps 2002
PCI Express PCI Express x16 4GBps (each direction) 2004
PCI Express Potential PCI Express x32 8GBps (each direction) N/A
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Besides quality audio processors, VIA
has plenty of experience manufacturing
communications and networking con-
trollers, devices that traditionally populate
the PCI bus. Given the extra bandwidth
afforded by PCI-E x1 lanes, expect the
most demanding components to make 
the transition to PCI-E first. "We think
that the primary application for x1 lane
PCI Express slots will be Gigabit Ethernet,
and we are developing our own Gig-E
chip," says Brown. "It will take some time
before other peripherals are transitioned to
PCI Express."

Daniel Snyder, public relations manag-
er at Intel, agrees. "Gigabit Ethernet and
specialty audio products will likely consti-
tute the first devices to utilize PCI Ex-
press x1 lanes." Intel's entry-level server
and workstation platform, the E7525 fea-
tures an extra eight lanes of PCI-E con-
nectivity that can either be used together
or split into a pair of x4 slots. 

Technology To Grow On
PCI-E is an exciting technology that

promises to assuage the restrictions
imposed by today's parallel, shared buses.
Its point-to-point topology enables dedi-
cated bandwidth to attached devices, as
the capacity to communicate in a sym-
metric, bidirectional manner paves the
way for entirely new applications.  

One of the most exciting is NVIDIA's
SLI (Scalable Link Interface), which har-
nesses the power of two graphics proces-
sors through a pair of GeForce 6800
Ultra or GeForce 6800 GT cards using
the PCI-E bus. Support is currently lim-
ited to Intel's E7525 chipset; however,
VIA's road map calls for a dual-slot plat-
form some time in Q4, and NVIDIA's
own nForce 4 family should hit retail in
September or October with specific opti-
mizations to maximize performance with
a pair of GeForce 6800 graphics cards.
SAS and 10GbE are two more target
applications for PCI-E, albeit in enter-
prise environments.  

Like it or not, PCI-E is waltzing in the
front door, and AGP is slithering out the
back. Snyder projects that 50% of its plat-
forms will support PCI-E graphics exclu-
sively by the end of 2004. Furthermore,

O ne of the most salient
characteristics of PCI-

E is that its scalability al-
lows for a high degree of
flexibility in deploying the
bus topology. Like the PCI
and AGP buses before it,
though, there are certain
limitations to the devices
that will work in any given
PCI-E slot. Fortunately, the
interface is significantly
more forgiving and less
confusing than trying to
troubleshoot an AGP 3.0
graphics card plugged into
an older 3.3V AGP slot, an
incompatible combination.

The short of it is that
you can plug any PCI-E
card into a slot that is large
enough to accommodate
the card's physical connec-
tor. So, a motherboard
with one x8 connector,
one x4 connector, and one
x1 connector simply won't
accept a graphics card
with an x16 interface
because none of the
onboard connectors are
physically long enough
to accept the peripheral.
But a high-end Gigabit
Ethernet controller
designed for x4 lane
operation will fit in
either the x8 or x4 slot.
(Again, the x1 slot isn't
large enough.)

Now, it gets a little
complicated when you
view the situation from
an electrical standpoint.
You see, just because
you have an x16 graph-
ics card and an x16 
connector doesn't nec-
essarily mean that the
connector itself is wired

for x16 operation. This
exact configuration will
become more self-explana-
tory once NVIDIA starts
showcasing motherboards
based on its upcoming
nForce4 SLI chipset that
supports 20 lanes of PCI-E
connectivity in total, three
of which will be x1 lanes. 

Any board boasting the
enthusiast chipset will fea-
ture two x16 slots enabling
a pair of NVIDIA's PCI-E x16
graphics cards. However,
when both slots are popu-
lated, the chipset's switch
will set each to run at x8,
halving theoretical band-
width, yet maintaining
more bidirectional through-
put than even AGP 8X. PCI-
E x16 cards plugged into a
motherboard configured
electrically for two x8 links
will negotiate with the
chipset upon startup to
determine how many actual
lanes are available. If there
are only eight, the card will
scale back bandwidth. In

the theoretical case of an
x32 connection, the extra
lanes would simply be
ignored, and the card
would run at x16.

On one hand, PCI-E
makes it easy to determine
if a given add-in board will
work on a platform. There
aren't any voltage consider-
ations or keyed slots to
worry about. In essence, 
if it fits, it will run. On the
other hand, differences
between the lane width of a
connector and its electrical
wiring could very well spell
confusion for those expect-
ing an x16 interface to run
at x16 and not x8. Never-
theless, as PCI-E proceeds
to displace legacy AGP and
PCI buses, its scalability,
flexibility, and relative 
performance will ensure
that, even on systems with
links and connectors of 
mismatched width, PCI-E
will enable more perfor-
mance than the interfaces 
it replaces. ▲

Plug Into PCI-E
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he reveals that motherboard manufactur-
ers advertising AGP compliance today on
Intel 925X and 915P chipsets are actually
using hooks into the PCI bus, severely

ending a six-month relationship with that
faithful Radeon 9800 Pro.   

by Chris Angelini

debilitating graphics performance. So,
unless you want to cripple a brand-new
platform, it's time to say hello to PCI-E
and good-bye to AGP, even if it means

Missing In Action: More PCI-E Chipsets For 2004

I ntel deserves credit for its
work pioneering PCI-E core

logic. Its 925X, 915P, E7525,
and E7520 were all launched
and released before any other
manufacturer had the chance 
to make official debuts. Never-
theless, there will be a handful
of PCI-E chipset announce-
ments that transpire before
2004 is over.

nForce4. Perhaps the most
anticipated is NVIDIA's nForce4
for the Athlon 64, Athlon 64 FX,
and Opteron processors. George
Myers, NVIDIA's product manag-
er for the nForce4, says that the
platform will center on a single-
chip solution, just like nForce3.
There are currently plans to offer
three distinct models, including a
mainstream nForce4, an enthusi-
ast nForce4 Ultra, and the flag-
ship nForce4 SLI. All three sup-
port PCI-E exclusively, so don't
expect any backward compatibil-
ity with AGP video cards. As its
name suggests, motherboards
based on the SLI model will sport
special optimizations for running
two of NVIDIA's compatible
video cards at the same time
using an x16 link that can be
electrically divided to operate as
two x8 links. 

In addition to proper PCI-E
support, the Ultra and SLI mod-
els feature an implementation of
second-generation SATA, which
tops out at 3Gbps, two times
faster than today's 1.5Gbps.
Although current SATA drives
don't come anywhere near their
maximum theoretical through-
put, NVIDIA claims that other

components of the new SATA
spec, such as NCQ (native com-
mand queuing), will help aug-
ment performance. Usability
should also benefit thanks to
NVIDIA's RAID morphing tech-
nology, which
facilitates RAID
configuration
changes without
any data loss. For
example, you'll be
able to convert a
RAID 0 array to
RAID 1.

The Ultra and
SLI versions of
nForce4 will sport
a localized net-
work processor,
too, designed to
offload some of the overhead
associated with NVIDIA's Gigabit
Ethernet controller. According to
Myers, the chipset will enjoy
even tighter security as a result.
Unfortunately, there's still no
SoundStorm audio processor,
much to the chagrin of previous
nForce2 owners who enjoyed
5.1-channel audio encoding. 

RX480. ATI has its own PCI-E
chipset roadmap, which should
come to fruition in the Novem-
ber timeframe. Reliable sources
reveal two separate desktop plat-
forms supporting AMD's Athlon
64 lineup, one with integrated
graphics and one without. The
discrete solution, referred to as
RX480, is expected to include
four PCI-E x1 links in addition 
to the x16 graphics interface.
SATA, USB 2.0, and RAID will all
come standard.

RS480. The RS480, also slated
for a November debut, will add
Radeon 9600 DirectX 9 integrat-
ed graphics purportedly capable
of scoring up to 1800 3DMarks.
ATI's SurroundView feature, used

to enable three displays in con-
junction with a discrete ATI card,
is included, and there's an early
indication that the integrated
core will support DVI output.
Both the RX480 and RS480 desk-
top products will also emerge as
mobile chipsets down the road.
(For more, see the "Next Up To
Bat For PCI-E: ATI" sidebar on
page 63.)

K8T890. VIA hopes to steal
some of NVIDIA's thunder by
introducing its K8T890 Pro with
two PCI-E graphics slots before
November. The standard K8T890
will simply serve as a PCI-E
switch for the onboard x16 slot
and interface with VIA's new
VT8251 southbridge,  complete
with two PCI-E x1 links, official
support for the second genera-
tion of SATA hard drives, and 
an implementation of high-

definition audio, according to
VIA's Director of International
Marketing Richard Brown. 

Later in the fourth quarter of
2004, the PT894 and PT894 Pro
chipsets are scheduled to

launch, accommodating Intel's
Pentium 4 processor. Both
chipsets will support up to
1066MHz frontside buses, in
addition to DDR400 and DDR2-
667 memory modules. The Pro
version will incorporate a sec-
ond PCI-E x16 slot, though given
VIA's past suggestion that its
northbridges will feature 20
lanes of PCI-E connectivity, it
remains to be seen how the Pro
variant will divide bandwidth
between the two slots.

Finally, Intel's 925XE chipset
will have rolled out in October,
accompanied by Pentium 4
processors designed to run on
a 1066MHz frontside bus. The
new bus speed should estab-
lish parity between itself and
the memory bus, both of which
transfer 8.5GBps of data.  ▲

NIVIDIA’s nForce4 chipset will be the first to modernize AMD’s Athlon
64 platform with PCI-E support.
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here’s a lot of resistance at the manufacturing level
to Intel’s new BTX form factor, which is contribut-
ing to its slow appearance in the market. There’s no
resistance, however, to PCI Express, the industry
standard replacement for PCI and AGP. Even as late
as August, some of Intel’s CPU and chipset rivals
were indicating they would adopt PCI-E when there
was sufficient market demand, but this is little more
than a pretty stalling tactic. 

PCI-E isn’t just going to happen; it is here. The
flurry of first-generation motherboards based on

Intel’s 915G/P and 925X chipsets prove this. By year’s end, just
about everyone else who matters will have followed suit. For
now, Intel owns the PCI-E field, with only ATI warming up on
the sidelines. (See our “Next Up To Bat For PCI-E: ATI” side-
bar.) In only a few months, PCI-E will show its superior perfor-
mance potential over AGP via the x16 slot. By then we should
start seeing network and storage products appearing on x1 con-
nectors. The time to adopt PCI-E is now. 

We gathered motherboards from everybody shipping PCI-E
boards available as of mid-September. Along the way we had a
few surprises. Ready?

How We Tested
After our past mobo roundups, readers told us they wanted

more diverse benchmarks with fewer graphics tests. Done deal.

This time we only used four graphics-based benchmarks:
3DMark03, Comanche 4 for DirectX 8 testing, AquaMark3 for
DirectX 9, and Doom 3’s demo1 test (numbers are from the sec-
ond timedemo run, not the first) for testing under the latest,
most strenuous gaming environment. 

We also quadrupled our PCMark04 tests, adding CPU,
Memory, and Hard Drive scores to the general system score.
WinAce returns to test general compression of 200MB of
assorted files from the Windows folder. We also added three
tests. We did the first under AutoGK (Auto Gordian Knot),
with which we converted Chapter 1 of “Master and Comman-
der” (96MB) from MPEG-2 to AVI at 100% target quality. We
used Windows Media Encoder 9 to convert a 92MB AVI file to
WMV using the main video profile (high, CBR at 4,015Kbps)
and used audio profile L1 (CBR at 103Kbps) to convert a
10MB 320Mbps MP3 file to WMA at 103Kbps. The nearly
constant uniformity in scores throughout the tests demonstrates
that manufacturers are doing a credible job of maintaining qual-
ity in their CPU implementations.

For testing, we used an NVIDIA GeForce 6800 GT PCI Ex-
press card, which was more horsepower than we wanted at first.
We used it not because it’s widely available or affordable yet but
because it could lift most of the graphics load off the mobo to help
isolate mobo performance. We selected a locked 3GHz LGA775
P4 processor specifically because it’s smack in the middle of what
mainstream PCI-E buyers are likely to use with new boards. The

U sually when you land a new
motherboard you down-

load the latest BIOS and flash
the board. This is exactly what
we did with the ABIT AG8,
updating it from the original v1.1
to the latest update, v1.4. We
rebooted, clocked the board up

to 230MHz, rebooted again, and
it died. Permanently. Similar
events happened with the
AOpen board. CPU writer Chris
Angelini lost an ASUS 915 board
in the same manner.

ASUS reps told us these prob-
lems seem to emerge most often

when BIOS flashing occurs when
the mobo driver disc is still in the
optical drive or when the BIOS
settings have changed from their
default state. No one is yet sure
why this is. So, consider waiting
another few months on your
BIOS flash. If you need to update

to support something, such as
your Extreme Edition processor,
go ahead, but make sure to
revert to default settings first.
We’ve never been so excited
about boards that sport redun-
dant or backup BIOS features as
we are right now.  ▲

Beware The BIOS Update
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stereo ADCs. In contrast, the ALC880
chip more commonly deployed on
915/925 boards sports four 24-bit two-
channel DACs, three 20-bit stereo ADCs,
and UAA (Universal Audio Architecture).
In short, this isn’t the board for your HD
audio. With a PCI-based Gigabit network
chip, this also isn’t the top pick for a
next-gen media server. Still, the AG8
posts fair benchmark numbers, is aggres-
sively priced, and will keep performance
users who don’t need extras happy.

AG8

$155
ABIT
www.abit-usa.com

AOpen i915Gm-I
For only $5 more than the Albatron,

AOpen shows how a world-tier OEM
manufacturer can flex its engineering savvy
for the budget market. AOpen opted for a
microATX form factor, which makes good
sense for an IGP board because many buy-
ers may want to use the mobo in an HTPC
setting. (The stellar fan-noise-reduction
technology in AOpen’s BIOS-based

ABIT AG8 
Bottom line: If you want the

best overclocking for your dol-
lar in a 915 platform, then the 
AG8 is one of your best options. 
It doesn’t sport many frills, but
the performance is very stable.
Overclockers know and love
ABIT’s uGuru (“micro guru”)
implementation, which blends an
onboard chip with a Windows
application for ultra-convenient
monitoring/manipulation of
voltages and bus and fan speeds.
With the latest BIOS, the AG8 
is reputed to easily blow past
250MHz. So while the 200MHz
scores are less than shattering, you’ve got
far more headroom here than most con-
tenders. However, note the AG8’s awesome
scores in our media-compression tests. This
may be the board you want doing your
media center encoding.

Some aspects of the AG8 bugged us.
The northbridge cooler has a fan that
blows sideways into the CPU’s heatsink.
The efficacy of this is diminished if you
have watercooling or a heatsink based on
Intel’s reference design, which blows
down and vents out the sides, including
right back at the northbridge. This is an

idea waiting for BTX. The floppy connec-
tor is jammed between the board’s edge
and the last PCI slot, and the +12V con-
nector rests right behind the PS/2 ports,
so you have to fight to keep the wires out
of your CPU cooler’s fan blades. (For
equality’s sake, we had to clock the AG8
down to 200MHz from its default FSB
speed of 204MHz. Good try, ABIT.)

Perhaps realizing that mainstream
acceptance of 7.1 audio is still some time
away, ABIT opted for Realtek’s ALC658
codec chip, featuring six (5.1) 20-bit
DAC channels and two pairs of 18-bit

The 915 Motherboards

downside is that the locked chip limited overclocking beyond
230MHz. Still, our sample 3DMark03 score at this speed should
give an indication of how the boards hold up when pushed. 

Special thanks to Thermaltake for supplying its new
BigWater, the first watercooling product we’ve seen for the
LGA775 platform, to help make sure heat didn’t impact our
tests. Also, we couldn’t have tested under a consistent environ-
ment without OCZ’s PowerStream PSU, the only PSU in our
collection versatile enough to cope with every 915/925 connec-
tion requirement, especially the provision for both 4-wire and 
8-wire +12V power connections.

Thoughts On The 915 Chipset
As with last year’s Springdale (i865), the 915 comes in G

(integrated graphics) and P (no graphics) versions. However,
where we saw a 2% to 3% advantage to the 865P over its IGP
cousin when using a discrete graphics card, the 915 family shows
no such favorite. Board model and vendor seem to matter more
on this point than chipset.

This is different with memory. Given that the 915G is gener-
ally slanted to more of a budget-conscious audience, virtually all

manufacturers have opted to use DDR modules rather than the
more scalable DDR2. (Intel and Fujitsu-Siemens are the stand-
out exceptions.) Our numbers do show a noticeable improve-
ment in memory performance under DDR2. Remember,
though, we used 533MHz DDR2 modules and only 400MHz
DDR sticks in an effort to replicate what’s considered main-
stream in each product category.

The GMA 900 graphics core built into the 915G is a major
leap from the 865G’s Intel Extreme Graphics 2. Still, the new
core lacks hardware T&L, which is why it won’t run our
Comanche 4 benchmark, and while it loads the Doom 3 demo,
it only takes a few frames for the graphics system to overload and
crash the system. Intel will be the first to point out the GMA
900 isn’t designed for performance gaming. The IGP is meant to
be a mainstream consumer and business product, so we can’t
fault Intel for not doing something it never promised.

Comparing bang for the buck, there’s no question the 915
platform comes out ahead of the 925. There are reasons you
might pay more for a 925, but most users will be quite content
to pocket an extra $100 and know they’re getting some of the
fastest performance possible in the P4 market.

ABIT AG8 
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overclocking options but also sports ASUS’
AI NOS, an automatic overclocking control
based on CPU load. In fact, we had to be
careful to disable several BIOS features to get
a fair test run at 200MHz. And did we men-
tion 1394b (800Mbps) support?

The only thing that bugged us here was
the +12V connector’s placement by the
PS/2 ports. Otherwise, the P5GD2 has it
all, from a full complement of extension
ports to BIOS and PCB-based cooling 
features to excellent BIOS recovery. This
board is worth every penny.

P5GD2 Premium

$249
ASUS
usa.asus.com

DFI LANParty UT 915P-T12
LANParty boards are famous for their

bling factor, and the 915P-T12 carries the
tradition into a good compromise
board. DFI is definitely courting
the performance upgrader with
features such as dual-channel
DDR and DDR2 slots (two
each). You get a PATA/SATA
drive adapter, perhaps for those
with two optical drives who want
to carry forward their old PATA
drive. DFI throws in its hallmark
orange, UV-reactive wrapped ca-
bles to match the board slots, 
and the company’s CMOS Re-
loaded features will be as handy
to overclockers as the flexible 
OC options. 

What’s missing is benchmarks
numbers commensurate with the bling.
The scores are decent but not to the scale of
ASUS or Intel, even after installing the lat-
est BIOS. We also miss having any RAID
support. One intriguing feature is the
Karajan daughter card that plugs onto the
mobo. The card features the ALC880 chip
and the 7.1 analog audio jacks. Why 
a daughter card? A DFI rep told us, “We
wanted to make it into an add-on module
to isolate any static noise as a result of inter-
ference with other traces onboard. In theo-
ry, this approach does offer a clearer sound
output. In practice, though, we have seen it

SilentTek and its accompanying Windows
client are a godsend for HTPCs in particu-
lar.) AOpen smartly rims the LGA775
socket with low-profile capacitors as to not
crowd heatsinks. You get four fan headers,
plus a 2-wire power/temp header.

Don’t let the SATA RAID utility that
ships with the board confuse you. We
popped off the southbridge heatsink and
confirmed that the chip is the RAID-less
FW82801FB, or ICH6. The board has
no FireWire support and ships without a
single port extension, including SPDIF.
To hit the $130 price, AOpen tossed
everything not essential but thankfully
kept the 7.1 Realtek audio codec. 

The i915Gm-I brings up the rear in our
benchmark tests, but we’re less concerned
about this on a budget board. It’s also not
heartbreaking that the board has minimal
overclocking capabilities, right down to no
support for modifying northbridge or PCI-
E frequencies. What matters is that the
board was stable, well designed,
and (excepting the absence of
low-end RAID) packed with the
right features for the price.

i915Gm-I

$130
AOpen
usa.aopen.com

ASUS P5GD2 Premium 
Nothing beats having to exca-

vate a new mobo from a thick
layer of goodies when you open

ASUS P5GD2 Premium 

DFI LANParty UT 915P-T12

its retail box. Whatever sticker
shock we felt upon receiving 
this board vanished when we
ploughed through its 10 bundled
SATA cables, external SATA
adapter (yes, that’s two SATA
ports sitting on the backplane),
and wireless networking gear.
Then the board predictably
swept our 915 benchmark tests
without a flicker of instability.
There’s just no question, if you
have the extra $100, this is the
best 915 board available. 

ASUS’ wireless implementation
anticipates Intel’s forthcoming

ICH6 versions by letting you set up the
adapter as either a client or an access point
through a simple wizard routine. The
CMI9880 chip not only delivers Intel 
HD Audio but also Dolby Digital Live, a
stereo-to-surround real-time upmixing rou-
tine reminiscent of NVIDIA’s SoundStorm.
The P5GD2, as expected, offers granular 

AOpen i915Gm-I
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Foxconn 915A03-P-8EKRS 
We knew little-known Fox-

conn had become a serious mobo
contender when it was the first
vendor to ship us retail 915 and
925 review boards, beating such
titans as ASUS and ABIT by
weeks. More convincingly, the
numbers the board gave us with
its first-generation BIOS edged
the likes of DFI’s LANParty
board. That isn’t bad for a com-
pany normally known as the
world’s largest case manufacturer.

This board has corporate
written all over it, from the
impeccable component place-
ment and high-quality parts to
having only two fan headers.
We’re surprised 7.1 audio made
it onto the board. Foxconn
observes Intel’s overclock lock,
which is why our OC testing hit
a 216MHz ceiling. Notably, the
SuperRecovery feature in the
BIOS lets admins set up a hid-
den partition on a hard drive
containing a backup of the orig-
inal system image for easy
restoration in case of disaster. 

We’re not ready to declare Foxconn in
the same ranks as Intel and Fujitsu-
Siemens for stability, but our gut feeling
is that such a declaration is coming soon.
The 915A03 set up and ran with zero
complications. Too stripped down for
enthusiasts and a bit too spendy for low-
end consumers, this model is just right for
office buyers or those looking for a main-
stream secondary PC.

915A03-P-8EKRS

$159
Foxconn
www.foxconnchannel.com

Gigabyte GA-8I915P Duo Pro-A 
Take most of the good things we said

about DFI’s 915 board, add an AGP slot
and PATA RAID, upgrade to the ICH6R
southbridge, keep the same price, and you
have the GA-8I915P Duo Pro-A. You still
get two slots for each dual-channel memory 

performing well in the Realtek lab.”
Another advantage is that a modular design
would allow DFI the ability to release high-
er-end codecs as they come available.

Perks such as onboard power and reset
buttons, low-profile Japanese caps around
the CPU socket, dual LAN, and great
connector placement help round out the
915P-T12. For $170, DFI has done good
work here.

LANParty UT 915P-T12

$170
DFI
www.dfi.com.tw

ECS PF4 Extreme 
We know, seeing “ECS” and “extreme”

together looks odd. ECS is known for
making value boards for retail and OEM
customers. The PF4 is an unexpected and
pleasant surprise. No one expects an
enthusiast board at the low end, and
although ECS obviously cuts some cor-
ners, there’s a lot of sizzle here for $140.

The performance lift ECS gets from
using DDR2 memory is enough to lift it
above the average in our 915 pack. If you’re
not a perfectionist, the SiS180 is a great
RAID choice if you want to mix and 
match SATA and PATA drives. We like
the board’s feature placement, especially
how components give the CPU socket
plenty of breathing room. The overclock-
ing options are scant but effective enough
for newbies. When you push the board too
far, ECS’ Top-Hat Flash chip is a brilliant
savior. Just push the Top-Hat
over the surface-mounted BIOS
chip and boot the PC. The 
surface-mounted chip will be
flashed with the original BIOS
from the Top-Hat. You’ll still
need to download and reinstall
more recent flashes, but the Top-
Hat definitely trounces any disk-
based rescue methods out there.

We applaud ECS’ choice of
optical SPDIF-out over coax,
although the choice of a 4-wire
integrated 1394a port while 
the 6-wire port landed on the
extender seems odd. In general,

this is an entry-level board that looks and
acts like a mainstream offering. Kudos.

PF4 Extreme

$140
ECS
www.ecsusa.com

ECS PF4 Extreme 

Gigabyte GA-8I915P Duo Pro-A 

Foxconn 915A03-P-8EKRS 
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915 Boards

Model
AG8

PX915G Pro

i915Gm-I

P5GD2 Premium

P4TGP 775

LANParty UT
915P-T12
PF4 Extreme

5EGA+

915A03-8EKRS

D1837-A

GA-8I915P Duo
Pro-A
D915GUX

915PDGB

Tomcat i915
S5120AGNNRF

Model
AA8-DuraMAX

P5AD2 Premium

LANParty 925X-T2

925A01-8EKRS

D1858-A

GA-8ANXP-D

D925XCV

Tomcat i925X
S5130G2NR

Price
$155

$125

$130

$249

$139

$170

$140

$135

$159

$198

$169

$149

$118

$254

Price
$180

$279

$240

$199

$246

$270

$249

$308

Northbridge
915P

915G

915G

915P

915P

915P

915P

915G

915P

915G

915P

915G

915P

915G

Northbridge
925X

925X

925X

925X

925X

925X

925X

925X

Southbridge
ICH6R

ICH6

ICH6

ICH6R

ICH6R

ICH6

ICH6

ICH6R

ICH6R

ICH6

ICH6R

ICH6

ICH6

ICH6

Southbridge
ICH6R

ICH6R

ICH6R

ICH6R

ICH6R

ICH6R

ICH6R

ICH6R

LAN
Realtek RTL8110S-32 
(PCI GbE)
Marvell 88E8001 (PCI GbE), 
VIA VT6105 (10/100)
Intel 82562 (10/100)

Marvell 88W8310 
(PCI-E GbE), 
Marvell 88E8001 (PCI GbE)

Realtek RTL8110S-32 
(PCI GbE)
Marvell 88E8053 
(PCI-E GbE), 
Marvell 88E8001 (PCI GbE)
Marvell 88E8001 (PCI GbE),
Realtek 8100C (10/100)
Marvell 88E8001 (PCI GbE)
Realtek RTL8110S-32
(PCI GbE)
Broadcom BCM5751 
(PCI-E GbE)
2 x Broadcom BCM5751 
(PCI-E GbE)
Marvell 88E8050 
(PCI-E GbE)
Realtek RTL8110S-32 
(PCI GbE)
Broadcom BCM5751 
(PCI-E GbE); 
Intel 82551QM (10/100)

LAN
Realtek RTL8110S-32 
(PCI GbE)
2 x Marvell 88E8053 
(PCI-E GbE)

Marvell 88E8053 
(PCI-E GbE), Marvell
88E8001 (PCI GbE)
Realtek RTL8110S-32 
(PCI GbE)
Broadcom BCM5751 
(PCI-E GbE)
Broadcom BCM5751 
(PCIe GbE), Marvell
88E8001 (PCI GbE)

Marvell 88E8050 
(PCI-E GbE)
2 x Broadcom BCM5721
(PCI-E GbE)

SATA Ports
4

4

4

8

4

4

6

4

6

4

4

4

6

6

SATA Ports
4

8

4

4

4

8

4

4

RAID
Intel SATA: 0, 1, Matrix

ITE IT8212F PATA: 0, 1, 0+1

None

Intel SATA: 0, 1, Matrix; Silicon Image
Sil3114R: 0, 1, 5, 10; ITE IT8212F
PATA: 0, 1, 0+1

Intel SATA: 0, 1, Matrix; ITE IT8212F
PATA: 0, 1, 0+1
None 

SiS180 PATA/SATA: 0, 1, 0+1

Intel SATA: 0, 1, Matrix; ITE IT8212F
PATA: 0, 1, 0+1
Intel SATA: 0, 1, Matrix; ITE IT8212F
PATA: 0, 1, 0+1
None

Intel SATA: 0, 1, Matrix; VIA VT6410
PATA: 0, 1, 0+1
None

SiS180 PATA/SATA: 0, 1, 0+1

Promise PDC20579 PATA/SATA: 
0, 1, 0+1

RAID
Intel SATA: 0, 1, Matrix

Intel SATA: 0, 1, Matrix; Silicon Image
Sil3114R: 0, 1, 5, 10; ITE IT8212F
PATA: 0, 1, 0+1

Intel SATA: 0, 1, Matrix

Intel SATA: 0, 1, Matrix

None

Intel SATA: 0, 1, Matrix; Silicon Image
Sil3114R: 0, 1, 5, 10; ITE IT8212F
PATA: 0, 1, 0+1

Intel SATA: 0, 1, Matrix

Intel SATA: 0, 1, Matrix

925 Boards

Maker
ABIT

*Albatron

AOpen

ASUS

*Biostar

DFI

ECS

*EPoX

Foxconn

*Fujitsu-Siemens

Gigabyte

Intel

Jetway

*Tyan

Maker
ABIT

ASUS

DFI

*Foxconn

Fujitsu-Siemens 

Gigabyte

Intel

*Tyan

www.abit-usa.com

www.albatron.com.tw

usa.aopen.com

usa.asus.com

www.biostar-usa.com

www.dfi.com.tw

www.ecsusa.com

www.epox.com

www.foxconnchannel.com

www.fsc-america.com

www.giga-byte.com

www.intel.com

www.jetway.com.tw

www.tyan.com

www.abit-usa.com

usa.asus.com

www.dfi.com.tw

www.foxconnchannel.com

www.fsc-america.com

www.giga-byte.com

www.intel.com

www.tyan.com

*To read the reviews for these boards, subscribers can go to www.cpumag.com/cpunov04/mobos; Our test bed included: Intel LGA775 3GHz P4, 1GB of OCZ EL PC-4200 DDR or
Corsair XMS2 PC2-4300, Hitachi 250GB 7K250 SATA, NVIDIA reference 6800 Ultra

A Taste Of The Goods Our 915/925 Review Mobos Serve Up 
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Integrated Audio
Realtek ALC658: 5.1 analog, 
optical SPDIF in and out
Realtek ALC880: 7.1 analog

Realtek ALC880: 7.1 analog

C-Media CMI9880: 
7.1 analog, coax SPDIF out,
optical SPDIF out

C-Media CMI9880: 
7.1 analog, optical SPDIF out
Realtek ALC880: 7.1 analog,
coax SPDIF in and out
C-Media CMI9880: 7.1 ana-
log, optical SPDIF out
Realtek ALC850: 7.1 analog,
coax and optical out
Realtek ALC880: 7.1 analog

Analog Digital AD1986:
stereo analog
C-Media CMI9880: 7.1 ana-
log, coax SPDIF in and out
Realtek ALC860: 5.1 analog

Realtek ALC880: 7.1 analog

Realtek ALC880: 7.1 analog,
optical SPDIF in and out

Integrated Audio
Realtek ALC880: 7.1 analog,
optical SPDIF in and out
C-Media CMI9880: 7.1 ana-
log, coax SPDIF out, optical
SPDIF out

Realtek ALC880: 7.1 analog,
coax SPDIF in and out

Realtek ALC880: 7.1 analog

Analog Digital AD1986:
stereo analog
Realtek ALC880: 7.1 analog,
coax SPDIF in and out

Realtek ALC860: 5.1 analog

None

USB 2.0
4 integrated, 
2 extended
4 integrated, 
4 extended
4 integrated

4 integrated,
4 extended

4 integrated

6 integrated

4 integrated, 
2 extended
4 integrated

4 integrated, 
2 extended
4 integrated, 
2 extended
4 integrated, 
4 extended
4 integrated

4 integrated

4 integrated, 
2 extended

USB 2.0
4 integrated, 
2 extended
4 integrated, 
4 extended

6 integrated

4 integrated, 
2 extended
4 integrated, 
2 extended
4 integrated, 
5 extended

4 integrated,
4 extended
4 integrated, 
2 extended

FireWire
1 integrated, 
2 extended
None

None

1 1394a 
integrated, 
2 1394b 
extended
1 integrated

1 integrated

1 integrated, 
1 extended
None 

1 integrated

None 

2 extended

None 

1 extended

2 extended

FireWire
1 integrated, 
2 extended
1 1394a 
integrated, 
2 1394b
extended
1 integrated

1 integrated

None

0 integrated, 1
1394a extend-
ed, 1 1394b
extended
1 integrated, 
2 extended
None

Extension Headers
2 USB, 2 1394a

2 USB, 1 game, 
1 SPDIF
2 USB, 1 game, 
1 SPDIF, COM2
2 USB, 1 game, 
COM1, 2 1394b

2 USB, 1 1394a

1 USB, 1 COM, 
1 1394a, 1 audio
2 USB, 1 1394a

2 USB, 1 COM, 
1 game
2 USB, 1 1394a, 
SPDIF
2 USB

2 USB, 2 1394a, 

2 USB, front audio

2 USB, 2 1394a, 
SPDIF
2 USB, 2 1394a, 
1 COM

Extension Headers
2 USB, 2 1394a

2 USB, 1 game, 
COM1, 2 1394b

1 USB, 1 COM, 
1 1394a, 1 audio

2 USB, 1 1394a, 
SPDIF
2 USB, 1 1394a

3 USB, 1 1394a, 
1 1394b

2 USB, 2 1394a

2 USB, 1 COM

Slots
1 x16 PCI-E/3 x1, 2 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/2 x1, 3 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/1 x1, 2 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/3 x1, 2 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/3 x1, 3 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/3 x1, 3 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/2 x1, 3 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/2 x1, 4 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/3 x1, 3 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/2 x1, 4 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/2 x1, 4 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/1 x1, 2 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/2 x1, 4 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/2 x1, 4 PCI

Slots
1 x16 PCI-E/3 x1, 2 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/2 x1, 3 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/3 x1, 3 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/3 x1, 2 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/1 x1, 5 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/3 x1, 2 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/2 x1, 4 PCI

1 x16 PCI-E/2 x1, 4 PCI

Bonus
4 fan headers, LED diagnostic display, uGuru

1 SATA data and power adapter

4 fan headers, 1 temp/power header, 1 SATA data and
power adapter, SilentTek noise reduction
4 fan headers, 2 external SATA ports on extension,
WinDVD Suite, 10 SATA cables, integrated 802.11g with
external antenna

3 fan headers, SOHO router daughter card, Norton
Security 2004, Norton Ghost 2003
5 fan headers, modular audio, SATA/PATA adapter, UV
rounded cables, 2 SATA cables with power splitter
5 fan headers, power circuitry cooler fan/shroud, Top-Hat
Flash BIOS, 3.5-inch bay mount for ports, rounded cables
Rounded cables, 1 thermal probe, power circuitry
heatsinks
2 SATA cables with power splitter, coax SPDIF extension

3 fan headers, 2 SATA cables

4 fan headers, 2 SATA data cables with power splitter,
dual BIOS
3 fan headers, 2 SATA cables, 1 auxilliary Molex power
connector
3 fan headers, 1 SATA cable, PC-Cillin antivirus software

4 SATA cables with power splitters, LED diagnostic display,
auxilliary Molex power connector

Bonus
4 fan headers, LED diagnostic display, uGuru

4 fan headers, 2 external SATA ports on extension,
WinDVD Suite, 10 SATA cables, integrated 802.11g with
external antenna

5 fan headers, modular audio, SATA/PATA adapter, 
UV rounded cables, 2 SATA cables with power splitter,
chassis harness, UV sleeving, FrontX
2 SATA cables with power splitter, coax SPDIF extension

4 fan headers, 2 SATA cables

4 SATA cables with power splitters, U-Plus DPS, 802.11g
card, Norton Internet Security 2004

4 blue SATA cables with power splitters, 
front audio bay device, software bundle
4 SATA cables with power splitters, 
LED diagnostic display, auxilliary Molex power connector
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D915GUX

$149
Intel
www.intel.com

Jetway 915PDGB 
Here is another pleasant surprise.

When we first received this
board, it  pulled the lowest
3DMark03 score of  any in 
our roundup. We sensed this
was the dud board of the pack.
However, the rest of our scores
turned out pretty decent, espe-
cially considering the board
uses DDR memory. Then we
took a closer look at the board
features:  SATA and PATA
RAID, Realtek’s ALC880 chip
with 7.1 HD Audio,  PCI-
based Gigabit LAN, and two
1394a headers. And the price
was . . . $118? Could that be
possible? According to our rep

in Taiwan, yes.
Better yet, the board gave us no trouble

until we started overclocking it. Our maxi-
mum FSB speed peaked at 222MHz.
Why bother to circumvent the overclock
lock if you can barely eke past it? We’re
not sure. But hey, the little boost is there
if you need it, and it’s not like you’re pay-
ing for record-setting performance.

Don’t bother looking for juicy extras.
This is simply an extraordinarily well-
priced board considering its feature set.
Will it hold up over time? We don’t
know. And any vendor sporting a tech
support page that reads, “If you have been
not receive any reply from us within 3 to
4 days, please re-send your message”
makes us a tad nervous. Still, if you can
buy the board from a local source with
strong customer support, you don’t have
much to lose.

915PDGB

$118
Jetway
www.jetway.com.tw

only capable of six channels. You can
retask the three rear analog connectors,
as well as the two front ports, via an
optional header (which isn’t included).
Unfortunately, there’s no SPDIF sup-
port, although the codec does pro-
vide for it. However, the integrated 
Marvell PCI-E Gigabit provides top-
notch LAN bandwidth and includes 

Marvell’s Virtual Cable Tester for easier
network troubleshooting.

The only problem we had testing
popped up when running off the IGP,
in which case the CPU performance was
adversely impacted. You can see it clear-
ly in our PCMark scores and under
3DMark. Compression tests, however,
remained strangely unaffected. The
upshot is that the D915GUX is an
affordable business mobo that no one
will get fired for buying. It’s not an
exciting product, but it’s very solid and
won’t disappoint.

format. Gigabyte uses CMI’s 9880 audio
chip, and we’ll happily take Dolby Digital
Live over a few more decibels of SNR.
Furthermore, Gigabyte delivers dual LAN
through two Broadcom BCM5751 chips,
meaning you actually get PCI-E Gigabit
performance on both ports rather than just
one, plus a PCI-based port running at one-
third the bandwidth. Nice.

Gigabyte is careful to caution in its docs
that the AGP port (called G.E.A.R., or
Gigabyte Enhance [sic] AGP Riser) should
be a temporary solution while you’re saving
up for a PCI-E adapter. The voltage
switching involved “might cause AGP
graphics card life-span shorten.” (Would
you pay an extra $1 for a native English-
speaking manual editor? We would.) 

A glance at our test scores shows
Gigabyte clearly in the No. 2 position
behind ASUS. The BIOS sports several
presets for automatic overclocking, plus
conventional manual overclocking, but
there are no adjustments for the north-
bridge, and the voltage and mem-
ory frequency options are fairly
limited. Still, given that the
board includes Gigabyte’s usual
dual BIOS and the best mix of
backward and forward compati-
bility of any board we reviewed,
this gem should be at the top of
your list.

GA-8I915P Duo Pro-A

$169
Gigabyte
www.giga-byte.com

Intel D915GUX 
If you’re not interested in overclock-

ing, RAID, or 7.1 audio, the D915GUX
may be for you. Intel’s reputation for
stability and quality is well-earned, but
it generally doesn’t bother with frills for
enthusiasts. Our PCI-E-based test scores
came in a close third, and Intel pleases
with a microATX form factor, plenty of
space around the CPU socket,  and
DDR2 support.

The integrated audio,  based on
Realtek’s ALC860 codec chip, is still
classified as HD Audio even though it’s

Intel D915GUX

Jetway 915PDGB 
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The 925 Boards

W ith several of our
boards, we couldn’t

boot our test configuration
upon initial setup. We reduced
the causes to two sources: 
display and SATA settings. We
consistently did our first round
of testing with the PCI Express
display card installed. Occasion-
ally, the system would appear

to boot but there would be 
no signal out to the monitor.
Switching the cable to the inte-
grated video port (on 915G
boards, obviously) fixed the
problem. In these cases the
BIOS turned out not to have an
auto detection mode for which
video port had a monitor sitting
on it. We had to change the

active display from integrated
video to the PCI-E slot.

Similarly, several boards
default to a Combined mode in
the OnChip Serial ATA setting.
This lets a SATA channel pose
as a PATA device because
Windows 98/Me can’t recog-
nize SATA devices. Because we
were only using a single SATA

hard drive in our configuration,
the system would boot but
report no bootable device pre-
sent. Changing the OnChip
Serial ATA to SATA Only mode
cured this. Depending on your
configuration, you may also
want to switch to Enhanced
mode, which does a better job
with mixing PATA and SATA. ▲

Not Quite DOA

Thoughts On The 925X Chipset
In our 865/875 mobo roundups, there

was little doubt that the superior memory
controller in the 875 yielded better bench-
mark numbers—at least until the PAT
hack was widely employed. Now, with
most vendors building performance hacks
even in their first-generation 915 boards,

there’s virtually no reason to buy a 925X
board for mainstream apps and gaming. 

Why the higher price? Two things: ECC
support for servers and EM64T (Intel’s
spin on 64-bit extensions for IA-32) com-
patibility. But nobody has said the 915
platform can’t support EM64T. Maybe it
won’t. Are you willing to gamble an extra
$50 to $100 on the question?

The 925X gives you neither IGP nor
DDR options. We did find the 925s more
dependable. None gave us any technical
trouble. If you get a sense of deja vu read-
ing the following reviews, don’t be
surprised. Often, there isn’t much to distin-
guish a vendor’s 915 and 925 implementa-
tions, save for the northbridge change and
perhaps a beefier retail box bundle.

ABIT AA8 DuraMAX 
We’re not sure why ABIT

scored such mixed numbers 
in our 925 round. Normally,
ABIT’s performance boards
shine brilliantly. The AA8 only
seized top honors in Sandra
2004 and our WinAce tests.
Still, the board chimes in for sig-
nificantly less green than others,
so if you’re looking for an afford-
able 925 platform and don’t
mind making up your perfor-
mance with overclocking, this is
the way to go.

ABIT still uses the PCI-based
Realtek chip for Gigabit LAN, but it 
has upgraded the audio to Realtek’s
ALC880 for decent 7.1 HD functionali-
ty. Other than that, this is just about the
same board as the AG8. We’ll give the
AA8 a three-CPU rating because it’s a
quality board with some worthy func-
tionality for enthusiasts and a great price
point, but it lacks sufficient value over
its 915 counterpart or any technical
qualities that make it pop out from the
925 crowd.

AA8 DuraMAX

$180
ABIT
www.abit-usa.com

ASUS P5AD2 Premium 
Once again, ASUS cleans house; it

was the only board here to crack 11000
in 3DMark03. ASUS’ chief performance
competition comes from Intel rather
than ABIT, which actually snuck a win
past ASUS in the PCMark tests. But

when it comes to graphics per-
formance and overclocking,
there’s no question that ASUS
remains king.

Now, what really makes this
board irresistible is its $30
price delta from the 915 board
design. By comparison, Fox-
conn’s difference is $40, DFI’s
is $70, and Intel’s is $100.
Sure, all you are really getting
is the chipset upgrade and a
bump in the second LAN port
to full PCI-E Gigabit. But for

ASUS P5AD2 Premium 

ABIT AA8 DuraMAX 
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LANParty 925X-T2

$240
DFI
www.dfi.com.tw

Fujitsu-Siemens D1858-A 
You pay more for the fine crafting 

of a BMW or Mercedes than a GM.
Fujitsu-Siemens lands right in that clus-
ter, jockeying for second place behind
ASUS. Essentially, the D1858-A is F-S’
take on Intel’s D925XCV, only F-S has

traded HD Audio for more
environmentally friendly man-
ufacturing.  That’s  a  good
trade, especially for the corpo-
rate buyers likely to be attract-
ed to this model. Still ,  F-S
plants one extra fan header and
a 1394a header just in case
they come in handy.

F-S doesn’t bother with the
pretext of planting a heatsink
on the southbridge because you
can’t overclock either board. It
does give you a COM port.
Intel gives you a couple of aux-
iliary Molex power connectors.
Whether Intel’s extra x1 slot or

F-S’ extra PCI slot makes more sense will
depend on the installation environment.
One thing high-end buyers should note
is that F-S offers a two-year warranty on
its boards for repair or replacement via a
credit card-secured cross-shipment.
(That’s from F-S’ U.S. regional office,
not from Germany.) For $8 more at pur-
chase, you can get an additional three
years on your coverage. We haven’t
heard of anyone willing to guarantee a
mobo for five years, which indicates F-S’
level of component quality and its seri-
ousness about penetrating the U.S. mar-
ket. In comparison, Intel offers a one-
year or three-year warranty.

D1858-A

$246
Fujitsu-Siemens
www.fsc-america.com

$30, why wouldn’t you take
the 925, especially given that it
generally posts slightly higher
benchmark scores? If you are
looking to get started on the
LGA775 and have the cash,
this is the board to buy.

P5AD2 Premium

$279
ASUS
usa.asus.com

DFI LANParty 925X-T2 
See, now this makes sense. If you have

a performance product with relatively
average benchmark numbers on your
hands, you have to add some value to jus-
tify the price hike. For $70 more, DFI
takes all the good things we said about its
UT 915P-T12 and steps up to 925X and
the ICH6R southbridge. Not quite worth
$70 yet, right? Right.

DFI knows it’s never going to sell a
UV-reactive board to a business audience,
and there’s no way it’s going to match the
likes of ASUS on speed, so it goes after
gamers with its signature accessory bundle:
UV cable sleeving, a chassis harness sys-
tem, round cables, and the very flexible
FrontX bay device for front-mounting
your ports. Do you get your $70 worth
now? Possibly, if you are an enthusiast 
with a sweet tooth for eye candy. The 

925X-T2’s bundle helps justify what’s usu-
ally an overinflated price point for this
chipset. Tack on that this is a fun board to
set up and maintain, and we think this is
one of the better 925 choices for gamers.

That Beeping Board

W e used Thermaltake’s BigWater cooler for our test platform. You might be curious to
know the power wires off the water block end in a three-wire connector. The power

for the fan comes off a four-wire Molex connector, and the pump uses another small three-
wire connector. However, the primary CPU fan header on all these 915/925 boards sports
four wires. You can plug a three-wire connector into the four-wire header without incident,
and the header will power the LEDs in the water block and apparently trick the system into
thinking there’s a CPU fan at the other end of the wires. Sometimes.

When we tested the ABIT and Albatron 915 boards, everything was fine. When we tested
the AOpen i915Gm-I, it performed fine but kept beeping. We could get into Windows, run
benchmarks, whatever, but that infernal beeping wouldn’t stop. At first we were annoyed,
then frantic. Finally, we unplugged the water block and plugged in Intel’s reference cooler
with its 4-wire connector running by its lonesome on our bench. The beeping vanished. So
watch your CPU coolers and their connectors. If you have to go with a three-wire connec-
tor, make sure to get a board that won’t beep. ▲

Fujitsu-Siemens D1858-A 

DFI LANParty 925X-T2 
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closer to 4GB if you are using single-
sided modules. All around, this is an
excellent showing.

GA-8ANXP-D

$270
Gigabyte
www.giga-byte.com

Intel D925XCV 
Holy cow! When did Intel mother-

boards start having style? No, not the
D925XCV, which is  st i l l  a l l  about 
conservative blue and silver components
on a black PCB. We mean the bundle.
Translucent-blue SATA cables instead
of the ubiquitous red. A software collec-
tion including everything from Win-
DVD Creator to Norton Internet
Security. The Extreme Series retail pack-
age even includes a 3.5-inch bay device
with audio, USB, and FireWire ports.
Sure, there are no flashy LEDs, jutting
heatpipes, or things that glow in the
dark, but you have to start somewhere.

Gigabyte GA-8ANXP-D 
Speed isn’t everything. Sure,

the GA-8ANXP-D posts very
solid numbers and kicks out the
best OC score of any board
here, save for ASUS, but the
extras are what really make this
board stand out. You have 
got 802.11g, 1394b, 7.1 HD
audio, coax SPDIF in and out,
a decent software bundle, and
the best sex-appeal factor this
side of a LANParty board.

For example, the Universal
Plus Dual Power System—the
souped-up, heatpiped, mega-
bling, eight-phase power adapter in
Gigabyte’s proprietary slot—is designed
to provide stable power under the kinds
of heavy current loads expected in
future systems. Of course, that’s what
Gigabyte said about previous DPS
implementations, and we have yet to
actually need one. Still, that little beast
looks mighty sweet through a clear-case
panel. More practical is the bundled
802.11g PCI card. Actually, we are a 

little more comfortable with the idea of
a PCI wireless NIC than an integrated
one because the standards are st i l l
changing so quickly, so we won’t ding
Gigabyte for going discrete. 

Everything is quality with the GA-
8ANXP-D, from the documentation to
the dueling SATA RAIDs to the double-
thick retail packaging. There are even
six DIMM slots. You can’t go beyond
4GB total, but you’re more likely to get

S hortly before press time,
we had about two hours to

meet with ATI and get our
hands on a very early sample
of its RS400 platform. RS400 is
ATI’s code name for its forth-
coming Intel-friendly IGP
chipset. Actually, the AMD64
spin on this platform, RS480
will arrive shortly before RS400,
although both are due this
month. The platform will 
support PCI Express, LGA775,
and DDR2.

ATI was guarded with details
but did say the new IGP would
house a variant of the graphics
core in the X300/600 chips. This
includes the same LCD-enhance-
ment engine now in the Mobility
Radeon X600 and reputedly
pushes pixel-color states from

one to the next much faster,
yielding substantially improved
motion and accuracy. (Look for
coverage of this in CPU in the
near future.)

The new SB400 southbridge
will feature support for eight
USB ports, four SATA ports,
and some form of RAID func-
tionality that might be similar
to Intel’s Matrix scheme but
perhaps not. We did learn for
certain (probably) that an x2
PCI Express link will join the
northbridge and southbridge.
Also look for RS400/480
implementations early next
year featuring ATI’s new
Theater 550 chip, which is
supposed to kick all kinds of
MPEG- and HD-encoding butt
for media center systems.

ATI provided us an RS400 IGP
box outfitted with a 2.8GHz
Prescott, 512MB of DDR2, an
80GB Western Digital PATA
drive loaded with a handful of
games and benchmark apps,
and Windows XP Pro. In
3DMark03’s feature tests, ATI
scored 1746, easily besting the
1250, or so we saw in our main
915 tests with a faster CPU.
Comanche 4 came in at 22.69
and Doom 3 at 12.2 using our
standard parameters. Did you
catch that? ATI’s IGP actually
plays these games. Intel can’t.
With a high-end processor, we
wouldn’t be surprised to find
Doom 3 actually playable at 640
x 480—on an IGP. That’s crazy.

Moreover, ATI toted out
another PC equipped with a

915G board, a 3.2GHz Prescott
chip, and 1GB of DDR2. We ran
FarCry on both machines. Not
only did ATI more than double
Intel’s frame rate (36 to 16.6),
but Intel couldn’t accurately 
display many of the textures. 
It was like seeing shapes in a
cloud bank. ATI’s display was
perfectly rendered.

We can’t wait to see real
production units on this plat-
form. ATI may end up canni-
balizing some of its low-end
discrete card business, but it
may also consume NVIDIA’s
low-end business in the
process, and NVIDIA doesn’t
seem to be doing IGP products
anymore. The days of dissing
integrated graphics are com-
ing to an end.  ▲

Next Up To Bat For PCI-E: ATI

Gigabyte GA-8ANXP-D 
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Intel’s reasoning, even if we don’t agree
with it. (Let the CPU’s internal limits
guide maximum bus speeds, not the
motherboard.) 

D925XCV

$249
Intel
www.intel.com

by William Van Winkle

(To read our bonus reviews of 
915- and 925-based motherboards, 
subscribers can go to www.cpumag.com
/cpunov04/mobos.) 

Incredibly, too, Intel, whose mother-
board motto might as well be “it’s all
about stability,” has created a prince of

performance in the D925XCV.
Second only to ASUS in our
tests, Intel’s engineering expe-
rience clearly shows. The LAN
is true PCI-E Gigabit. You get
coax and optical SPDIF output
types.  The auxil iary power
connectors are there, and Intel
even throws on FireWire, a
feature the manufacturer has
traditionally disdained as being
too much of a niche technolo-
gy to bother with. 

It’s a bit silly for Intel to put
a 4% overclocking cap on an

“extreme” mobo, especially when the
majority of competitors have bypassed
this, but that’s fine. We understand

Intel D925XCV

*To read the reviews for these boards, subscribers can go to www.cpumag.com/cpunov04/mobos; Test bed: Intel LGA775 3GHz P4, 1GB of OCZ EL PC-4200 DDR or Corsair XMS2
PC2-4300, Hitachi 250GB 7K250 SATA, NVIDIA reference 6800 Ultra

Benchmarking Our 915/925 Boards

Vendor
ABIT

*Albatron

AOpen

ASUS

*Biostar

DFI

ECS

*EPoX

Foxconn

*Fujitsu-Siemens

Gigabyte

Intel

Jetway

*Tyan

Vendor
ABIT

ASUS

DFI

*Foxconn

Fujitsu-Siemens

Gigabyte

Intel

*Tyan

Model
AG8

PX915G Pro

i915Gm-I

P5GD2 Premium

P4TGP 775

LANParty UT 915P-T12

PF4 Extreme

5EGA+

915A01-P-8EKRS2

D1837-A

GA-8I915P Duo Pro-A

D915GUX

915PDGB

Tomcat i915 S5120

Model
AA8 DuraMax

P5AD2 Premium 

LANParty 925X-T2

925A01-8EKRS

D1858-A

GA-8ANXP-D

D925XCV

Tomcat i925X 

S5130G2NR

3DMark03 
Build 330 
1,024 x 768 x 32  
10534

10489/1342

10499/1270

10791

10512

10508

10523

10538/1369

10532

10769/1449

10785

10753/1085

10402

Crashes/1252

3DMark03 
Build 330 
1,024 x 768 x 32 
10518

11168

10537

10572

10776

10771

10752

10539

Doom 3

demo1 8x6 high
71.4

72.6/Locked

72.2/Locked

78.6

71.9

74

74.1

73/Locked

74.6

75.9/Locked

76.6

76/Locked

74.6

71.8/Locked

Doom 3

demo1 8x6 high
75.1

76.4

73.4

74.7

74

76.1

76.1

75.4

System
4643

4542/3975

4507/3928

4718

4555

4567

4540

4566/3949

4595

4736/3948

4708

4703/3487

4546

4598/3898

System
4513

4705

4525

4580

4673

4652

4720

4528

CPU
4698

4644/4594

4610/4642

4645

4565

4611

4610

4603/4612

4630

4632/4623

4386

4616/3915

4649

4604/4607

CPU
4647

4645

4621

4673

4651

4662

4675

4632

Memory
4949

4906/4812

4902/4813

5190

4891

5030

4979

4881/4814

5037

5043/4995

5044

5022/4193

4982

4887/4805

Memory
5093

5131

5046

5096

5091

5036

5100

5111

230MHz OC

In 3DMark03
10870

10769

10900

10982

Died 

10901

10924

10840

10721 @ 216MHz

N/A

10865 @ 216MHz

N/A

10815 @ 222MHz

10638 @ 210MHz

230MHz OC

In 3DMark03
10924

11379

10865

10723 @ 216MHz

N/A

11023

10803 @ 3.2GHz

10651 @ 210MHz

915 Boards PCMark04

925X Boards PCMark04
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ot only has PCI Express been delayed, but since its
introduction, adoption PCI-E has been slower than
Intel hoped for. Top of the range PCI-E 3D cards
aren’t readily available to slot into that Intel
915/925 chipset-based mobo. This is largely due to
the high-end gamers opting for AMD Athlon 64-
based platforms where AGP 8X is all that’s available
for graphics. Intel’s Pentium 4s just don’t seem the
cost effective solution at this time, even with PCI-E. 

Obviously this will change because of the technical
advantage (namely greater bandwidth) of PCI-E. But

for the time being, the only real available gaming enthusiast DX9
video cards are mostly at the midrange. From ATI, the two to
choose from, if you’re a gamer, are the Radeon X800 XT
(500MHz/1000MHz) and Radeon X600 XT (500MHz/
740MHz). NVIDIA has three different chips for the cost-conscious
including the GeForce 6800 GT (350MHz/1GHz), 6600 GT
(500MHz/1GHz), and 6600 (300MHz/550MHz), but due to chip
shortages and OEM delays, we weren’t able to obtain any. OEM’s
haven’t been all that quick to ship PCI-E video cards either.

ATI has issued a public statement claiming to have shipped over
1 million native PCI-E solutions to date,
which is more reflective of the system
OEM sector than actual retail boards.
Of course, if you do have a PCI-E-based
PC, there are some very good options,
the best of which we’ve rounded up.

So What’s The Point?
PCI-E is the way forward and will

completely replace all things AGP; that
much is clear. The real point of PCI-E
and its point-to-point-based connec-
tions is to tackle the problems of band-
width-hungry apps and games sharing a
common bus. The bi-directional data
transfer is akin to Ethernet networks
with serialized packet-type data with

each connection sporting dedicated upstream and downstream
bandwidth. PCI-E scales from 32 lanes down to one lane, with each
lane providing 250MBps of bi-directional bandwidth. One lane is
more than ample for sound, networking, and other PCI-based
hardware functions, but for graphics, OEMs are currently shipping
products based on 16 lanes. It doesn’t take the world’s greatest
mathematician to figure out that the level of bandwidth available at
250MBps x16 is 4GBps. That’s almost double the 2.1GBps ceiling
on offer with AGP 8X. With games becoming more and more
complex, 2.1GBps isn’t going to be enough for graphics much
longer. (We’re not quite there yet, though.) 

Although NVIDIA and ATI are shipping PCI-E-based chips,
each takes a different approach. NVIDIA’s initial PCI-E implemen-
tation was made possible via a bridge chip, which utilized its HSI
(High-Speed Interconnect) chip. The HSI chip bridges the GPU’s
AGP interface to a PCI-E slot by doubling the clock speed of the
AGP 8X interface, which matches the PCI-E bandwidth spec nice-
ly. ATI, on the other hand, has banked upon the “native way.”
Essentially, ATI AGP boards are mirrors of PCI-E-based boards
except for on-chip interconnect interfaces. From an OEM stand-
point, this is a good solution. The costs and complexity of design

Benchmarks

W e put the cards through some benchmarks to see what they could pump out. 
All results are frames per second.

NVIDIA 
GeForce 
6600 GT
61.6
29.7
70.3
37.1
55.3
50.3
54.3
35.7

ASUS Extreme 
AX800 XT 
256MB 
81.2
47.1
129.3
110.4
58.8
78.7
59.3
56.3

ASUS Extreme
AX600XT/
HTVD 
17.6
9.3
29.5
16
33.5
29.3
37.1
19.2

HIS Excalibur 
X800 XT 
PCIE
80.8
9.2
128.8
109.9
59.1
78.7
59.7
55.9

MSI 
RX600XT-
TD128E
18.9
47.3
30.2
16.3
33.7
31.5
38.3
20.1

Doom 3 1,280 x 1,024

Doom 3 4XAA, 8XAF

FarCry 1,280 x 1,024

FarCry 4XAA, 8XAF

AquaMark3

Halo

UT2004 1,280 x 1,024

UT2004 4XAA, 8XAF
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hard plastic airflow shroud system. The
front of the card sports two DVI-I outputs,
which is room enough for both of your dig-
ital flat-panel displays, a first for high-end
ATI boards. For those of you without dual-
DVI capabilities, ASUS did include DVI-I-
to-HD15 adapters. ASUS opted to throw
in a full version of Deus EX 2: Invisible
War, its in-house DVD-playback software,
and plenty of video-editing software.
There’s also an ASUS USB Web cam that
supports a 640 x 480 resolution. The whole
package oozes quality, making it hard to
find any faults. Other than the HIS prod-
uct, this is the only readily available high-
end ATI PCI-E product, making it desir-
able. The price is sky high however. That’s
where our joy comes crashing to a halt.

Extreme AX800 XT

$589
ASUS
www.asus.com

HIS Excalibur X800 XT
PCIE

The HIS Excalibur X800
XT PCIE is currently the
“highest-end” PCI-E board
available—if you can actu-
ally find one. HIS is not
exactly a household name,
and availability is limited.
Nonetheless, this little gem
is powered by ATI’s Radeon
X800 XT 0.13-micron
GPU. This is not the
Platinum Edition, and the
clock speeds are set to
500MHz for the core and
1GHz for the 256MB of
GDDR3 memory. As far as

performance goes, this board was obvious-
ly stacked with gobs of power with 16
pipes. The only letdowns, other than
availability, seem to be the “polish” of the
assorted bundle (nothing worth mention-
ing) and, perhaps, the Doom 3 perfor-
mance, which ATI is working on with
newer drivers. The board itself looks like
ATI’s reference design, but there should
be more fancy versions available later this
year that include the company’s radical

aren’t affected as much as they would be if
adding a bridge chip. ATI usually cites a
performance advantage with its approach
through latencies associated with a bridged
implementation, and it also intimates that
the competition’s method doesn’t always
offer true 16 lane upstream and down-
stream levels of performance (not that
we’ve noticed). What OEMs have noticed
is the added expense of
implementing that extra 
HSI chip. Going forward,
NVIDIA is actually using 
a native design seen first
with the GeForce 6600 GT
(based upon the NV43
chip). Also new to the PCI-E
world with NV43 is a small
connector on the top edge of
the card allowing a pair of
GeForce 6600 GT cards to
run in an SLI (Scalable Link
Interface) configuration
somewhere down the road
when motherboards become
available. Although the
board isn’t out yet, we were
able to sneak in a reference design to give
you an idea of performance.

Test Setup
Our test rig included an Intel reference

D925XCV motherboard with a Pentium 4
550 (clocked at 3.4GHz) with 1GB of
DDR2 memory and ATI Catalyst v4.8 or
NVIDIA v65.75 drivers (dependant upon
which card was used) with Vsync disabled.
Super-high resolutions and higher FSAA
(full-scene antialiasing) and AF (anisotropic
filtering) modes were not used due to the
lack of real horsepower, so we toned things
down a bit to give a more reflective show-
ing of performance based on what the
manufacturer intended. WinXP Pro with
SP2 was used and DX9.0c installed. For
benchmarks, we kept things simple and dis-
pensed with the older DX8-class titles.
Doom 3 is an essential test now and should
have a sustained impact through engine
licensing for a long while, so your video
card’s potential performance here is key.
With OpenGL taken care of, the D3D
tests we chose were based on our own
FarCry demo and UT2004. For synthetic
tests, we continued using 3DMark03 and

AquaMark3. The following video cards are
ranked from highest to lowest CPUs.

ASUS Extreme AX800 XT 256MB 
ASUS is first to market with a PCI-E

X800 XT-based product called the ASUS
Extreme AX800 XT 256MB. The native
R423 PCI-E chip used isn’t quite the same
as the X800 XT AGP R420. The eClock is

set to 500MHz (20MHz less than the AGP
version), and the 256MB GDDR3 memo-
ry is also slightly slower than the AGP vari-
ants and clocked at 1GHz (1.12GHz for
the AGP version). Being slower means the
peak memory bandwidth drops from
35.8GBps for the AGP version down to
32GBps for the PCI-E version. This pack-
age is loaded with goodies. The board
comes on an orange PCB, and the cooling
system is striking with a copper cooler and

ASUS Extreme AX800 XT 256MB 

HIS Excalibur X800 XT PCIE
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Prince Of Persia: The Sands Of
Time, XIII, and Uru: Ages Beyond
Myst. For a mainstream card, it’s not
a bad option; it’s just hard to be excit-
ed about it.

RX600XT-TD128E

$259
MSI
www.msi.com.tw

What About NVIDIA?
Just for kicks, we’ve snuck in a ref-

erence design board from NVIDIA,
featuring the GeForce 6600 GPU,
which should be available from OEMs
in the next couple of months as a PCI-
E upgrade. Because NVIDIA doesn’t
actually sell boards themselves, think
of this again as a preview of what’s to
come. Packing 146 million transistors
and based upon a 0.11-micron pro-
cess, the 6600 GT’s 500MHz core
packs a wicked punch for the price
(around $200 to $249). Huddled in-
side are eight pixel pipes and three 
vertex shaders. The fill rate is a strong
4Gtps (gigatexels per second), and
with 256MB worth of 1GHz DDR
memory, there’s about 16GBps worth
of memory bandwidth, which is
ample considering the limitations of
the 128-bit memory interface. As stat-
ed last month, in the future, you will
be able to add a second board in SLI
mode when motherboards arrive that
are capable. In today’s world, all you
can do is try a workstation-class Intel
Tumwater platform that uses the
E7525 chipset, which utilizes dual
Xeons, and you’ll have to rob a bank
to pay for it (for more on the E7525
chipset, check out “PCI-E Goes Pro”
on page 70).

More Waiting
PCI-E has been delayed almost as many

times as this article, so our best advice
would be to hang on just a little longer as
GeForce 6600- and ATI X700-based boards
become available. They will clearly be the
de facto boards to get. If you absolutely

ICE-Q cooling technology and VIVO
video capture features.

Excalibur X800 XT PCIE

$559
HIS
www.hisdigital.com

ASUS Extreme AX600XT/HTVD
Also from ASUS, is the mainstream-tar-

geted Extreme AX600XT/HTVD, which is
based on ATI’s X600 XT GPU. The tech-
nology of this GPU isn’t exactly new and
shares its roots with the Radeon 9600
XT—essentially an enhanced Radeon 9600
Pro. It only sports a 4 x 1 pipeline and a
128-bit wide memory interface. The mem-
ory clock frequency has been boosted from
300MHz (600MHz effective) to 370MHz
(740MHz effective) with the eClock still at
500MHz. Memory bandwidth is hence
boosted by 2.2GBps, at least. This card is
perhaps more for those into VIVO and
HDTV functions as it comes with the Rage
Theater chip and all the necessary dongles,
ports, and connectors. The copper HSF
and blue LED on the fan look tricked out
and seem to work well as our overclocking
dabbling proved. The bundle is an exact
replica of its higher-end board featured ear-
lier and, hence, is nothing to snuff at.

Extreme AX600XT/HTVD

$259
ASUS
www.asus.com

MSI RX600XT-TD128E
Lower down the list of features and

horsepower (not to mention price) comes
MSI’s RX600XT-TD128E board. It’s
hard to recommend this one, however, as
the X600 core is soon to be replaced by the
X700. The eCore is clocked at 500MHz,
and with only 128MB of DDR memory
clocked at 438MHz, this one was never
going to be well-enough equipped to set
the world on fire. The PCB is red, and the
cooling solution sports a copper fan. The
software bundle was a bright spot with

must drop a wad of cash on the fastest cur-
rently available board, then the AX800 XT
256MB is the one that took our fancy. All
in all, a rather disappointing kick-off to
PCI-E, which is why we’re still running
Doom 3 on our Athlon 64 FX-53 with an
AGP-based GeForce 6800 Ultra.

by Alex “Sharky” Ross

MSI RX600XT-TD128E

ASUS Extreme AX600XT/HTVD

NVIDIA GeForce 6600 GT
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o you’ve heard great things about AMD’s Opteron
processor. Based on the same K8 core as its Athlon 64,
the chip is unquestionably one of the fastest server and
workstation power plants currently available. But what
about Intel’s Xeon, king of the hill before AMD
dropped its Opteron bomb? Yup, it’s still alive and
kicking, too. In fact, Intel recently spent some time
reworking Xeon and its accompanying platform, giv-
ing it a badly needed performance boost and some
attractive new features that give Intel’s Xeon some
important advantages. One of the most notable is PCI

Express support through the E7520 and E7525 chipsets.

The New Xeon
Revelations about Intel’s cutting-edge platforms represent

more than just a processor announcement, according to Doug
Cooper, country manager for Intel of Canada. However, Xeon

still plays a predominant role in determining overall perfor-
mance, which is why the chip received so much attention. 

For those familiar with the 90nm Pentium 4, based on Intel’s
Prescott core, the new Xeon DP should look architecturally
familiar. It’s manufactured on the same lithography process,
includes 16KB of L1 cache and 1MB of L2 cache, and complete-
ly lacks an L3. The previous revision of Xeon, which tops out at
3.2GHz, came with 512KB of L2 and an optional 1MB or 2MB
L3 repository. Moreover, Xeon now supports up to an 800MHz
frontside bus, enabled by the E7525 and E7520 chipsets. Again,
older Xeon DP processors, offered on 400MHz or 533MHz
buses, are still supported by the aging E7505 chipset.

Xeon also includes a bevy of new marketing acronyms that pur-
portedly make it better suited for server and workstation duties. For
example, DBS (demand-based switching) is an adaptation of the
mobile SpeedStep technology, capable of manipulating frontside
bus, multiplier, and voltage settings to reduce power consumption

Intel’s E7525 paves the way
for workstation-class perfor-
mance using two Xeon proces-
sors, PCI-E x16 graphics, and an
additional x8 link that can be
split into a pair of x4 slots.
Without question, the chipset is
an attractive union between
desktop and server technology
with plenty of power in reserve.
The platform alone isn’t enough
to make the E7525 compelling,
though. It begs for a similarly
advanced graphics subsystem
capable of coursing through

digital content creation and 3D-
rendering applications. 

Unfortunately, PCI-E graph-
ics cards are still relatively
sparse, and among those that
do exist, an overwhelming
majority appeal to mainstream
customers. ATI and NVIDIA
have both announced profes-
sional cards centering on PCI-E
designs, but availability is still
dismally poor—even nonexis-
tent if you’re talking about the
flagship models. Nevertheless,
the upcoming generation of

workstation hardware promises
to impress with top-shelf
benchmark results, plenty of
connectivity features, and fully
certified drivers supporting the
most popular CAD and digital
content creation applications.

ATI’s lineup is currently the
most eye-catching, consisting of
four PCI-E x16 cards and four
AGP 8X alternatives. Not sur-
prisingly, the products in each
category closely resemble some
of ATI’s desktop offerings, and
it isn’t any secret that the core

processors are closely related.
The FireGL V7100, for instance,
wields 16 pixel pipelines, six
geometry engines, and 256MB
of GDDR3 memory on a 256-bit
bus, all characteristics of the
Radeon X800 XT. But it also fea-
tures dual-DVI outputs, stereo
3D support, and dual-link sup-
port to achieve a maximum
3,840 x 2,400 resolution. The
other cards resemble ATI’s
X800 Pro, X600 XT, and X600
desktop architectures, with the
major exception that all but one

PCI-E Workstation Graphics
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dual-processor servers, E7520 isn’t outfit-
ted with a PCI-E x16 graphics link. It

instead features 24 PCI-E
lanes divided into three x8
interfaces, which can then be
further split into x4 links.
Of course, most high-end
peripheral devices still oper-
ate on some variant of PCI-
X, meaning a majority of
motherboards will connect
one of the x8 links to a
bridge device, such as Intel’s
6700PXH 64-bit PCI hub.

Despite its somewhat
limited utility in current
platforms, the introduction
of PCI-E through Intel’s
E7520 will enable compo-
nents that overcome limita-

tions currently imposed by
parallel architectures. For

example, SAS delivers a 300MBps per link
data rate. An x4 port capable of accom-
modating 16 attached drives pushes
1,200MBps, easily saturating a 64-bit
PCI-X connector at 133MHz. The only
interface able to contend with that much
throughput is an x8 PCI-E link that offers
2GBps bidirectionally. 

Networking is similarly expanding
beyond the bounds of PCI-X, especially
as 10GbE adapters coast right past the
architecture’s 8Gbps theoretical ceiling.

during periods of light load. Whereas
SpeedStep effectively increases battery life,
Intel’s Cooper claims that DBS can yield a
25% savings in power consumption, espe-
cially when it’s used in high-density server
racks. Reductions in heat, acoustic output,
and energy bills are all side effects of DBS,
Cooper observes. Of course, motherboard
and chipset support are required for DBS
to function properly. 

The other significant addition is
EM64T (extended memory 64 technolo-
gy), composed of 64-bit extensions to the
IA-32 architecture that add expanded
memory addressability and extra registers
for 64-bit processing. Intel claims that its
technology is largely similar to the
AMD64 initiative but maintains that
EM64T is better complemented by
Hyper-Threading and the SSE3 instruc-
tion set. AMD confirms Intel’s compati-
bility with its own 64-bit extensions, and
Microsoft’s recent beta refresh of Win-
dows XP 64-Bit Edition would seem to
substantiate interoperability between the
two architectures.  

PCI-E Platforms
Although PCI-E debuted on the desk-

top a few short months ago, it quickly
became clear that the serial topology
wouldn’t bring any immediate benefits to
an environment that wasn’t already hurt-
ing for more I/O throughput. And while

servers certainly don’t need PCI-E x16
graphics, there are plenty of high-end

applications where PCI-X just won’t cut
it. One of the most interesting is SAS (ser-
ial attached SCSI), an emerging storage
technology that promises to replace paral-
lel SCSI with a much more flexible inter-
face while preserving SCSI’s functionality
and features. SAS supports greater scalabil-
ity and isn’t as prone to bottlenecking as
one of today’s Ultra320 SCSI channels.

The first chipset to enable technologies
such as SAS over the PCI-E bus is Intel’s
E7520. Intended for use in single- or 

3Dlabs’ only PCI-E product consumes two slots,
sports 300 million transistors between two
processors, and comes with 512MB of GDDR3.

offers dual-DVI outputs and
stereo 3D support. All of 
the workstation cards also
come with advanced techni-
cal support and a three-year
limited warranty. 

Though NVIDIA still hasn’t
refreshed its Quadro family
with products centering on the
NV45 core, it did recently add
more advanced variants of the
Quadro FX, including the
Quadro FX 4400G, a 512MB
behemoth that can apply 16X
antialiasing to your 3D project.

It supports Shader Model 3.0,
contained within DirectX 9.0c,
and works with any combina-
tion of digital or analog displays
across its DVI outputs. Six other
cards in the Quadro FX family
also employ NVIDIA’s bridge
chip for interfacing with PCI-E
slots, spanning down to the
64MB Quadro FX 330.

Industry veteran 3Dlabs
jumped on the PCI-E bandwag-
on, as well, with its Wildcat
Realizm 800. Boasting two 150
million transistor processors

and a combined 512-bit memo-
ry bus populated by 512MB of
GDDR3 memory, 3DLabs’ only
PCI-E product is a specification
sheet monster, compliant with
DirectX 9, the Vertex Shader 2.0
spec, Pixel Shader 3.0, and
OpenGL 1.5. (3Dlabs promises
OGL 2.0 drivers once the spec is
ratified.) It employs a vertex
scalability unit to balance work-
loads and a separate 128MB
GDDR3 buffer on its own 128-
bit bus caches geometry data.
The card comes with two 

dual-link DVI outputs and a 
pair of 400MHz RAMDACs.
Moreover, according to initial
Viewperf 7.1.1 benchmark data
provided by 3DLabs, the dual-
slot Realizm 800 runs a fair bit
faster than NVIDIA’s Quadro FX
4000 in three of the tests.
(There is no indication yet of its
performance in the other five.)
The Realizm might even enjoy
better availability, as 3Dlabs
claims that as we go to press
the card will ship for $2,799.  ▲
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modules and even fit on the same 1,077-
pin pad, their intended audiences are
completely different.

Look closely enough, and you’ll find
that the datasheets for E7520 and E7525
are nearly identical. The workstation
product boasts one x16 PCI-E slot and
one x8 link instead of three x8 interfaces,
and it doesn’t support hardware-detected
hot-swapping. That’s it. In changing that
PCI-E link though, Intel effectively en-
ables the latest graphics technology, giv-
ing its own workstation chipset a notable
advantage over competing Opteron ma-
chines that don’t yet benefit from new
platform innovations and won’t until
NVIDIA pulls the sheets off of nForce 4,
its next-generation PCI-E platform for
Socket 939 processors. 

In Retrospect
After watching the 925X and 915P

chipsets launch with relatively little fanfare
amongst those who relish
benchmark numbers, it’s evi-
dent that PCI-E isn’t break-
ing any speed records yet on
the desktop. That’s no fault
of the interface, of course.
Most consumer applica-
tions—even games—just
don’t utilize the topology to
its fullest potential.

The server and worksta-
tion markets offer a little
more promise for the im-
mediate future. SAS and
10GbE are just two of the
technologies that stand to
benefit from the through-
put gains and simpler

implementation of PCI-E,
enabled by Intel’s E7520
and E7525 chipsets. 

Later this year, both VIA and NVIDIA
will unveil their own workstation offerings,
which will surely add some diversity for
prospective SLI buyers and hopefully push
prices down to palatable levels. This is the
high end we’re talking about though, and
you have to pay to play. 

by Chris Angelini

Transitioning to PCI-E alleviates that
bottleneck. Moreover, the serial interface
employs far fewer physical pins than PCI-
X, making it easier to route signals and
consequentially less expensive to manu-
facture motherboards. Because PCI-E is a
point-to-point topology and not shared,
Intel’s E7520 chipset is also able to ensure
less latency between its MCH (memory
controller hub) and attached devices
themselves, particularly important in the
realm of Ethernet networking where data
packets are often time-sensitive.

The E7520 chipset enables several of
PCI-E’s other benefits outside of raw
throughput and ease of implementation.
For instance, it supports hardware hot-
swapping detection to minimize server
downtime as peripherals are installed.

Advanced power management, remote
booting, QoS provisions, and 36-
bit addressing are all part of the E7520
package, too.

Of course, E7520’s improvements aren’t
solely limited to beefier I/O through the
use of PCI-E. The chipset is also the first 
of its kind to support Xeon’s entire feature 
set, including an 800MHz frontside bus,
Hyper-Threading, and EM64T. The accel-
erated bus brings heightened memory
bandwidth demands, though. That’s why
Intel extended DDR2 memory support 
to the server platform, albeit in regis-
tered form and limited to 400MHz speeds 
for maximum stability. Nevertheless, the
6.4GBps yielded by running two channels
of DDR2-400 is precisely enough to keep
up with the platform’s shared processor
bus. And Intel also claims that the reduced
power consumption of DDR2 can be espe-
cially noticeable in dense rack and high-
performance computing clusters. 

Intel E7525: 
Workstation Graphics Redefined

Workstation users are less likely to
dwell on power consumption numbers or
remote management features and are
more concerned with the need for speed.
Although the E7520 and E7525 chipsets
similarly accommodate up to two Xeon
processors and their 800MHz buses, 
PCI-E peripherals, and DDR2 memory

Intel’s Tumwater chipset supports the latest Xeon
on its 800MHz bus and supports communication
with a PCI-X bridge or the ICH5-R.

Taking Tumwater 
A Step Further

H igh-end motherboard manufacturer
Supermicro is a huge proponent of

Intel’s latest chipsets, already offering a
slew of boards based on both the E7520
and E7525. The company’s most inter-
esting products center on E7525, for-
merly code-named Tumwater, and
include two PCI-E x16 slots amongst an
array of other attractive workstation fea-
tures. However, because the chipset
doesn’t include 32 lanes of PCI-E con-
nectivity, only one of the slots is wired
for x16 operation. The other is set to run
at x4 or x8, depending on the model
you’re eyeballing. 

Slower links or not, the dual-slot
boards are the first to enable NVIDIA’s
widely discussed SLI technology. “Our
customers are really excited,” says
Michael Kalodrich, marketing specialist at
Supermicro. “We’re already demonstrat-
ing the combination to distributors.”
Unfortunately, those motherboards also
cost right around $500 and, when cou-
pled with a single Xeon processor, can
top out over $1,000. And until VIA ships
its PT894 Pro chipset or NVIDIA unveils
nForce 4, the E7525 workstation platform
will be the only one to work with SLI. ▲
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The Bleeding 
Edge Of Software
Inside The World Of Betas

O ften, the features of CD-/DVD-
burning software that bundles
with CD/DVD drives are lack-

ing. WinXP has some built-in CD-burning
functionality, but it’s fairly bare bones. Of
course, there are commercial packages avail-
able with all the features you’d ever want,
but they don’t come cheap. Somewhere in
between is CDBurner XP Pro; it’s free, has
tools you want, and is easy to use. 

CDBXP works on all Windows versions
newer than Windows 95, but not every
planned feature is functional yet, including
straight one-to-one disc copying. Fortu-
nately, a thorough Help system and helpful
wizards make up for this, walking you
through copying discs manually.

CDBXP works in three modes: Data
Disc, Audio Disc, and CD Ripper. CD
Ripper looks at CDs inserted into a drive

and encodes the songs into MP3s using the
high-quality LAME encoder. CD Ripper
automatically accesses Gracenote’s CDDB
to locate track title and artist data to tag the
MP3s directly, though there’s a straightfor-
ward ID3 tag editor for manual corrections.
Audio Disc makes standard audio CDs
from your MP3 or WMA files. This is a
drag-and-drop affair, including reordering
songs. There’s also a CD cover printing fea-
ture that prints song lists for your jewel
cases. Data Disc is the program’s techie part,
letting you make copies of files on your hard
drive to a CD/DVD. You can also burn
discs from ISO images and make bootable
CDs, though I had a little trouble making a
bootable WinXP installation disc.

CDBXP looks and feels polished and has
few notable bugs. With time, it could be the
best free CD-burning app for Windows.  ▲

CDBurner XP Pro 3.0.113 Beta

T he Internet’s biggest problem may
also be its greatest strength: It’s
always changing. This is mostly

good, but it can be a problem when you try
to find info you read earlier. What good is a
bookmark when the page it refers to is con-
stantly rewritten or, worse, disappears? Local
Website Archive solves this by storing Web
pages locally on your hard drive.

Big deal, right? Every Web browser has a
Save As command. Not all of them actually
save all the graphics and scripts embedded
in a Web page for later offline viewing,
though. And managing hundreds of saved
Web pages gets unwieldy quickly. LWA
combats this and other problems associated
with saving Web pages. It knows how to

grab URLs from dozens of Internet pro-
grams, from the popular to more fringe
apps. For IE users, LWA adds an Archive
command directly into the IE Tools menu.
Once it is there, LWA prompts you to add
notes and categorize your archived site.

Working with saved sites is a treat. Sites
appear within a hierarchical tree, and click-
ing a saved site makes it appear within an
internal browser window where it’s also
printable. If you aren’t sure where in the
hierarchy you stored a file, there’s a
PowerSearch function. LWA is available as
freeware or a $20 version. Odds are you’ll
like either version.  ▲

Local Website Archive 1.20 Beta 4

Official product name: CD Burner XP Pro
Version # previewed: 3.0.113 Beta
Publisher: Stefan Haglund, Fredrik Haglund,
Florian Schmitz
Developer and URL: Stefan Haglund,
Fredrik Haglund, Florian Schmitz;
www.cdburnerxp.se
ETA: Q4 2004
Why you should care: A nearly complete,
free way to burn discs.

Official product name: Local Website Archive
Version # previewed: 1.20 Beta 4
Publisher: Martin Aignesberger 
Developer and URL: Martin Aignesberger;
www.aignes.com/wsarc/differences.htm
ETA: Q4 2004
Why you should care: If printing Web pages to
archive them annoys you, LAW solves your problem.

by Warren Ernst

Send Us Your Betas: Know of software in the beta stage that’s deserving of some atten-
tion? Send your prospects to bleedingedge@cpumag.com. For more betas, subscribers

can go to www.cpumag.com/cpunov04/betas.
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Ad-Aware SE
The spyware hunter gets a major over-

haul with new results screens and more
detailed logs; deeper scanning of memory,
disk, and the Registry; protection from spies
designed to disable Ad-Aware; and better
detection of undocumented spies.

Get it at: lavasoft.element5.com

AnyDVD 3.9.4.2
The tool for removing encryption and

region coding adds better language support
and fixes stability issues and possible hangs
with Plextor Writer. 

Get it at: www.slysoft.com

ATI Multimedia Center 9.02
This new version allows for a single 

password to access all the modules, adds
password protection for specific TV chan-
nels, and fixes bugs and errors in the
EazyLaunch and EazyLook interfaces.

Get it at: www.ati.com

eMule 0.44a
This version of the hip P2P client

improves detection of corrupted files and
adds Unicode support and better support
for the Kad network.

Get it at: www.emule-project.net

iTunes 4.6
The major addition here is support for

Apple’s new AirPort Express Base Station,
which distributes media, including music
streams, to other devices. iTunes will also
now recognize the Base Station when it’s on
the network and work with it to stream
media from your PC or Mac.

Get it at: www.apple.com

KlipFolio 2.6
This memory resident information-alert

service uses push technology to gather data
feeds from multiple sources for real-time
Desktop monitoring. This version includes
a less obtrusive Mini-mode and support for
more feed types and browsers. 

Get it at: www.serence.com

MusicMatch 9
This revision adds access to an on-demand

streaming media library of 700,000 tunes.
The UI is also redesigned, with more context-
menu functionality and faster overall perfor-
mance in manipulating song listings and
accessing library views.

Get it at: www.musicmatch.com

Nokia PC Suite 6.3
The collection of apps lets you back up,

transfer, synch, and edit data between select
Nokia phones and your PC. This release
makes the contact manager compatible with
more phone models and adds support for
newer Nokia models. 

Get it at: www.nokia.com

Paint Shop Pro 9
This image-editing app’s new features

include better digital image noise reduction,
media painting tools for adding other art-
work to photos, a Mixer palette for creating
custom colors, and more.  

Get it at: www.jasc.com

RealPlayer 10.5
The main addition to this version is

Harmony, the controversial technology
that lets songs you buy and download
from the Real music store play on iPods.
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Developers were working overtime this fall to deliver some serious
upgrades. For example, we’re officially in a media player arms race
with Real Player and Windows Media Player issuing new versions to
take on iTunes, which itself gets an incremental update.

This release also kicked off a limited-time
49-cent song sale. 

Get it at: www.real.com

Windows Media Player 10
In addition to adding direct support for

buying tunes at the new MSN music ser-
vice, WMP10 can rip CDs directly to MP3
format without plug-ins, integrate photo
viewing with music and video file manage-
ment, and support at least 75 portable
media devices. A more versatile library-view-
ing interface lets you track multiple file-
management operations going on in the
background. 

Get it at: www.windowsmedia.com

WinZip 9.0 SR-1
WinZip Computing says it has plugged

an existing security hole with this release.
Also new are warning messages for certain
instances when a user could introduce a
virus unwittingly by opening an archive file.

Get it at: www.winzip.com

Driver Bay
ATI Catalyst Control Center

A radically new front-end console for the
ATI drivers includes overclocking functions
and customized profiles and hot keys. The
UI lets you access all common Windows
display and ATI card properties from a sin-
gle, collapsible tree display.  

Get it at: www.ati.com

Microsoft Codec Installation Package 9
For Media Player 7.1/XP/9/10 versions,

this bundle of audio and video codecs is an
alternative way of installing most of the
codecs you need all at once rather than
Media Player downloading them on an as-
needed basis. 

Get it at: www.microsoft.com

Via Hyperion 4-in-1 4.53
This set of drivers for boards running

Windows has an updated INF file (chipset
driver) for proper detection of hardware.
The bundled AGP driver is also the most
recent release.

Get it at: www.viaarena.com

by Steve Smith
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I s the much-touted Windows XP
Service Pack 2 all it’s been cracked
up to be? Yes and no.

Yes in the sense that it makes Windows
much more secure, and no in the sense
that security still remains the responsibili-
ty of the user. That said, the changes in
SP2 are far-reaching and genuinely
important, but anyone installing it needs
to handle it with care.

SP2 is big at 270MB, and for that reason
Microsoft is recommending that individual
users use Automatic Updates to deploy
SP2. (It is possible to download the whole
thing via the Network Installation Package
for distribution on multiple computers.) In
the worst possible case, you’ll need to allo-
cate at least 2GB of working space for SP2,
especially if you’re backing up all the files
SP2 replaces. And it’s a good idea to do so,
just in case something does go wrong.

Microsoft’s own advice for pre-SP2
installation is mostly common sense: Scan
for spyware, do a general cleanup, back up
important data, and contact your vendor
for any system-specific SP2 upgrades, such

as new hardware drivers. If you’re on a sys-
tem that shipped as XP Gold (the original
release) and was patched to Service Pack 1
already, consider a clean installation with a
slipstreamed copy of SP2. Some machines
don’t come with original installation media
but rather a recovery disc; ask your system
vendor if an updated recovery disc is avail-
able. If all else fails, clean up and back up
as best you can and then patch. I patched
four separate systems with wildly differing
configurations, and all came through OK,
but I cleaned all thoroughly beforehand.

Microsoft recompiled almost every
major Windows component and audited
them with new tools to prevent exploits
such as buffer overruns. Added features
include support for the new data execu-
tion prevention extensions found in
newer CPUs—a line of defense against
viruses—but only users with the absolute
newest chipsets will be able to make use
of it. Most users shouldn’t notice a differ-
ence in day-to-day activity. In fact, SP2
seems to run slightly faster than previous
versions of WinXP, by most reports.

One of the most visible new changes
with SP2 is the Security Center. An icon
in the Control Panel links to three key
security functions: firewall (whether it is
the Windows Firewall or a third-party
product), Automatic Updates (Microsoft
recommends you turn this on and set to
install updates silently), and virus protec-
tion. The Security Center recognizes
numerous third-party firewall and anti-
virus products, and it will warn you if
some things are not enabled or installed. If
you want to manage all this stuff yourself
and not be nagged about it (for instance, if
you’re using a hardware firewall appliance,
not software), you can disable the nags.

WinXP’s Firewall was never a replace-
ment for a “real” firewall, and while the
SP2 Windows Firewall still isn’t, it’s cer-
tainly more flexible than before. You can
send common Windows services, such as
file and print sharing, through the Firewall
now. (Although, you need to be very careful
when doing this so as not to expose your
computer to the outside world.) SP2 also
makes some changes to wireless network-
ing. It’s now easier and more straightfor-
ward to configure, especially when dealing
with roaming among multiple networks.

IE’s been subtly made over, too, with
new security features to keep spyware out
and annoying pop-ups away. The most
obvious addition is a Pop-up Blocker, and
it works quite well, integrating with IE’s
existing security features, such as the
Internet Zones system. Less obvious, but
even more useful, is the ability to browse
and disable browser help objects, a com-
mon vector for spyware and malware. After
installing the release candidate of SP2, one
test system that had at least one bad spy-
ware infestation a week, courtesy of IE, has
remained clean for the three months since.

The sheer size and scope of SP2 may
make it intimidating to install for some
people, but they should make the effort;
it’s more than worth it in terms of how
much safer Windows will become. ▲

by Serdar Yegulalp
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Windows XP Service Pack 2
Free 
Microsoft 
www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/sp2

Windows XP Service Pack 2’s 
Security Center detects the presence
(or absence) of security measures, 
suggests courses of action, and
reminds the user to set the system 
to download updates automatically.
Look for our Windows XP SP2 tips 
and tricks next month. 

Windows XP Service Pack 2
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Browser Toolbar Roundup 
Searches & More Done Your Way

N o matter which search engine
you prefer, adding a browser
toolbar to your Web browser

can make searches more efficient and infor-
mative. Just type a search phrase into the
always-present toolbar to query your
favorite search site. 

The toolbars I reviewed also include a
history of recent searches and can highlight
Web pages where your search keyword is
mentioned. Most browser toolbars also add
a pop-up ad blocker. The blockers aren’t
infallible, but they do a respectable job.

These toolbars are free, and unless stated
otherwise, work with Internet Explorer 5.0
or later only. Because of IE’s security flaws
(and simply as a matter of choice), it’s
unfortunate most popular browser toolbars
don’t support other browsers.

Alexa Internet Alexa Toolbar
The first version of this browser toolbar

was released in 1997. Amazon.com acquired
it in 1999. Today, Alexa offers a unique mix
of features for Webmasters and avid surfers.

As you browse the Web, the toolbar
shows data about sites you visit, including
a Traffic Rank, or its relative popularity.
Traffic Rank is useful for Webmasters
looking for data from respectable sites.
(There’s some debate if this feature quali-
fies Alexa as spyware.) Alexa also delivers
contact information for the site’s owner
and related sites. The latter, culled from
browser traffic analysis, is useful when
you’re hunting for more data on a topic.
Web You Made is an intriguing variation
on related searches that recommends sites
based on your recent activity.

Alexa’s default search engine is Google,
but the output doesn’t look like an ordi-
nary Google search. Alexa adds thumbnail
previews of each hit and replaces Google
ads with ads for products at Amazon.com.

The toolbar includes a PopUp Manager,
a Tell A Friend button, and access to the

Internet Archive’s WayBack Machine,
which lets you view past versions of the
page your viewing. 

The Related Links feature makes Alexa
one of the most valuable toolbars for gener-
al surfing. (As we went to press, Amazon
.com also made it’s A9 toolbar available.)

Copernic Technologies Copernic Meta
Copernic Meta also isn’t tied to just one

search engine, but it misses the mark as an
effective search aid. It’s also the only tool-
bar that didn’t include a pop-up blocker.

By default, Copernic’s proprietary search
engine delivers search results, loading the
top of a search results page with as many as
12 sponsored links. Other built-in searches
have vague names, such as Shopping and
Images, which don’t tell you which search
engines they use. You get the feeling the
toolbar doesn’t favor the best sites but those
with affiliate programs that pay its maker.

The Add Search Engine function is use-
ful; it lets you add more than 50 prede-
fined search engines to the toolbar. If your
preferred search engine isn’t listed, you
can add it. By replacing the default set of

search engines with ones you choose, Meta
becomes a more useful tool. You can also
define keyboard shortcuts, for instance
typing t toolbar to search Teoma. 

Copernic Meta has potential, but it
needs to shed the seemingly sponsored
links and add a pop-up blocker.

Google Toolbar
If Google is your favorite search engine,

Google Toolbar is a great addition. With a
click you can search Google’s database or
limit a search to the current site, Google’s
newsgroup archive, image archive, and
other databases. There’s also a Search His-
tory feature to access previous lookups.

For Webmasters, the toolbar is the easiest
way to find out your site’s (and other sites
you visit) Google PageRank, a metric that’s
essential to know to increase traffic to your
site. Google Toolbar also includes other use-
ful tools, such as clicking the Up button to
take you up one level in the site you’re
browsing. The AutoFill button instantly fills
out Web forms with more smarts than IE’s
form-filling function. Google Toolbar is
also available in dozens of languages.
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Alexa Toolbar
Free
Alexa Internet 
download.alexa.com

Google Toolbar
Free
Google
toolbar.google.com

Copernic Meta
Free
Copernic Technologies 
www.copernic.com/en/products/meta
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Google Toolbar simply makes a great
search engine even better. It isn’t loaded
with every conceivable feature, but it’s a
must for Google addicts.

Microsoft MSN Toolbar
Microsoft’s MSN Search (search.msn

.com) probably isn’t many users’ first
choice; its popularity is more likely due to it
being the default tool of IE’s Search pane.
If you like MSN Search and the Search
pane isn’t enough, there’s MSN Toolbar.

The basic functionality provides access
to MSN Search, your search history, and a
pop-up blocker. The highlight viewer is the
only standout function. It highlights your
search phrase on the Web page and shows a
thumbnail view of the entire page with the
keyword highlighted every time. A click
scrolls the page to each use of that keyword.

MSN Toolbar doesn’t do much else. It’s
essentially a functional, basic search toolbar.
There are buttons to jump to MSN Mes-
senger chat software and Hotmail, but it
doesn’t indicate if there’s email waiting in
your Hotmail account. The toolbar does
have a few customization options, letting
you remove some buttons and disable the

pop-up blocker, but if you want a toolbar
you can really tweak, look elsewhere.

Mozdev.org Googlebar
Don’t use IE but want a Google toolbar?

Googlebar is an open-source project that
emulates the functionality of the Google
Toolbar in Netscape, Mozilla, and Firefox.
It provides quick access to Google, com-
plete with search-term highlighting, recent
searches, and access to Google’s databases.

Googlebar may be more thorough than
Google’s own toolbar in some respects, as it
provides access to lesser-used Google func-
tions, such as University Search and region-
al searches with Google Local. Googlebar
doesn’t provide data about sites’ PageRank
ratings or a form-filling tool, however.

The Googlebar site includes links to
other toolbars for Netscape and Mozilla,
including a Yahoo! Companion emulator
(companion.mozdev.org) and EasySearch
(easysearch.mozdev.org), which works with
many search engines.

Tronix Software Advanced Searchbar 
Advanced Searchbar isn’t provided by or

tied to a particular search site. Instead, it

provides easy access to many search engines,
news sites, and Web email providers (nearly
100 in all). The app provides search history,
a pop-up blocker, and a Translate button
that can translate a page to many languages
without going to a translation site. You can
select which search engines, news sites, and
Internet games appear in the toolbar’s
menus, but only from a predefined list. 

The app also has one-click access to IM
clients, Control Panel, Registry Editor, and
other Windows tools. The app’s news tick-
ers are a handy (but sometimes distracting)
feature that scrolls news headlines in the
toolbar in your choice of categories, includ-
ing business, entertainment, and tech news.

The program was a bit glitchy. At one
point, it was confused if some features were
on or off, such as when the news ticker only
appeared when turned off. It also blocked
legitimate new windows. The app is worth
a try, though, especially if you like to try
your luck at various search engines.

Yahoo! Toolbar
Yahoo! Toolbar provides easy access to

Yahoo!’s sprawling site. If you frequently
log into Yahoo! for stock quotes, email, or
to play games, YT makes it easier. It can
also alert you when new messages arrive in
your Yahoo! Mail account.

The toolbar’s heart is Pop-Up Blocker
and Anti-Spy. Pop-Up Blocker works ad-
mirably, but the real gem is Anti-Spy. It
quickly searches your PC for adware and
spyware. It worked as advertised, detecting
and removing spyware on a test system that
had recently tested clean. 

YT offers myriad options to customize,
including which reference and personal
tools appear. You can also switch preset
configurations, and there’s a Bookmark
Manager and pane to monitor your Yahoo!
Messenger buddy list. YT is handy for
Yahoo! addicts, but like Yahoo! itself, it
seems to try to do too many things at once.

Raising The Bar
If I could add only one bar, I’d pick

Alexa; its unbiased recommendation of sites
is just the thing when you’re searching.  ▲

by Kevin Savetz

MSN Toolbar
Free
Microsoft
toolbar.msn.com

Googlebar
Free
Mozdev.org
googlebar.mozdev.org

Advanced Searchbar
Free
Tronix Software
www.advancedsearchbar.com

Yahoo! Toolbar
Free
Yahoo!
companion.yahoo.com
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A side from Microsoft Office, WordPerfect is
one of the most widely recognized pro-

grams for the PC. The newest edition isn’t just a
word processor; it’s a full office suite designed to
compete with Office. And it competes quite well.

Office 12 includes WordPerfect; Quattro Pro
12, a spreadsheet program akin to Excel; and
Presentations 12, a variant on PowerPoint. At
$299, Office 12 is $100 less than the standard
MS Office version (Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook,
and Word). Even without an email client of its
own, Office 12 offers a lot, including useful fea-
tures Microsoft doesn’t have.

The suite’s four program modes include
WordPerfect Mode, geared to existing Word-
Perfect users; Microsoft Word Mode, with
dialogs and menus that emulate Word; Word-
Perfect Legal Mode for creating legal docu-
ments; and WordPerfect Classic Mode, which
emulates WordPerfect 5.1. One of Office 12’s
best features is its sense of its user-base history;
Corel bends over backward to accommodate

existing users and to
recruit new users used to
other programs.

Many of Office 12’s
best features aren’t just
copies of other programs’,
though. Prompt-As-You-
Go suggests proper spell-
ings for words as you type
them without being intru-
sive, while Make It Fit
expands or contracts a
document’s layout to fill a
specified number of pages,
which is great if you’ve got
one page too many or few.
QuickWords lets you
insert boilerplate text by
typing a single phrase. For
instance, you could type
\closing to insert a stan-
dard letter closing. I also
like that you can directly
preview document styles,
something Word doesn’t
really offer. Just choose a
paragraph style from the
Style drop-down menu
and hover the mouse 

cursor over a choice, and you see the paragraph
rendered with that formatting without having to
apply it. 

More mundane functions other word proces-
sors include are here, too, and are done well.
Grammar-As-You-Go suggests sentence construc-
tion and word choices, and you can configure it
for varying sensitivity levels (informal prose, tech-
nical document, etc.). WordPerfect’s best feature
is its native XML editing functions. For the price
of a word processor and office suite, you get a
professional-level XML editor.

All the suite’s apps have a wizard-like
PerfectExpert feature, which contains com-
mon tasks for each program. Such tasks
include adding visual elements to a document
or changing document-wide formatting. In
Presentations they deal with choosing a mas-
ter look for all the slides in a document.
Navigating PerfectExpert takes getting used
to, but it isn’t hard.

Quattro Pro is designed with the same 
eye toward retaining legacy users and cross-
migrating people familiar with Lotus or
Excel. Quattro’s three modes include Quattro
Pro Classic, Lotus 1-2-3 Mode, and Excel
Mode, all with menus and prompts tailored
to resemble each program. Quattro can also
read and export XML natively, although large
tables published slowly.

Presentations looks and works much like
PowerPoint. You can export finished docu-
ments to Macromedia Flash or Presentations’
Show-On-The-Go format, which plays back
on any system, even if Presentations isn’t
installed. PowerPoint 2003 has a similar
Package For CD feature and can run presenta-
tions on multiple monitors, which Presenta-
tions doesn’t seem able to do. One great 
feature Office 12 has that Office doesn’t is 
the ability to export any document directly 
to PDF without additional software. This
includes a whole range of PDF-optimization
options, such as image quality or backward
compatibility, although the exporter isn’t a
substitute for the full Acrobat Distiller.

As a longtime Office user, I had no trouble
adapting to Office 12, and I was pleasantly sur-
prised by the best of its unique features. You can
download a 30-day fully functional trial edition
to check it out. ▲
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WordPerfect Office 12
$299 (standard)
Corel 
www.corel.com

by Serdar Yegulalp

WordPerfect Microsoft Office 
Office 12 2003 (Basic)

Price $299 $399 
Word Processor WordPerfect Word
Insert commonly used Y Y
text on demand
Automatic formatting Y Y
In-document style Y N 
format preview
Export to HTML Y Y
Export to PDF Y N
Reads/writes XML Y Y
Spreadsheet Quattro Excel
Crosstab/consolidate Y Y
Grouping/outlining Y Y
Filtered data views Y Y
Auditing Y Y
Export to HTML Y Y
Reads/writes XML Y Y
Presentation Program Presentations PowerPoint
Create per-audience Y Y
customizations
Assign quick access Y N
key to slide
Multimonitor support N Y
Export to Y Y
standalone file
Export to HTML Y Y
Export to Y N
Macromedia Flash

Corel WordPerfect Office 12
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O ffice 2004 for Mac was over-
due for an update. The last

version, released in 2001, made
Office compatible with Mac OS X
but didn’t add significant new fea-
tures. The new features in Office
2004 for Mac bring it on par with
the Windows version. Others sur-
pass features available for Windows.

The Entourage email client
has numerous welcome additions

that make it arguably the best email software for
the Mac. The program’s junk mail filter has
improved tremendously. I stopped using (and
didn’t miss) shareware app SpamSieve to filter
incoming mail. In addition, a new three-col-
umn view adds a message preview pane to the
right. Microsoft says it’s easier to read, but I
found it ugly. You can move the preview pane
to the bottom or disable it entirely.

Inbox messages are grouped by date—yester-
day, last month, etc.—making it easy to see mes-
sages in your inbox that are weeks or months old.
If you receive a message while in another program,

Entourage quietly pops up a dia-
log box showing the sender and
subject line, and you can delete
the message without leaving the
current program. Workers using
a Mac in a Windows world will
also like that Entourage finally
supports the Exchange server.

Entourage 2004 also adds the
Project Center, which lets you
manage all the information
related to a task and link the
email, contacts, deadlines, docu-
ments, and other data associated
with a project. You can share

projects with colleagues, but only if they’re on
the same network. Access to projects is well-inte-
grated and available from all the apps in the
suite. Still, I didn’t find the Project Center terri-
bly useful; bundling the various data together
can be convenient but is time-consuming.

Microsoft Word brings many changes, some
the average user will have to look for. The new
Notebook Layout, which resembles lined note-
book paper, is intended for taking notes and

making outlines. The Track Changes function,
essential for collaborating in Word, is beefier,
contains color-coded notes, and is finally on par
with the Windows version. When pasting text
into Word, the program (like the Windows ver-
sion) now asks how to handle the formatting.
You can keep the original formatting or match
the current document formatting.

Excel also brings several notable improvements.
The Page Layout view lets you see an on-screen
spreadsheet exactly as it will appear on paper with-
out messing with Print Preview. Charts and graphs
also look spiffier, and you can now change colors,
transparency, and labels after you generate a chart.

PowerPoint adds more than 100 new templates
and 200 animations. A new Presenter view is a
handy addition if you have two monitors. The pre-
senter’s screen shows notes, a preview of upcoming
slides (which can be surreptitiously reorganized),
and the presentation’s elapsed time. On the other
screen, the audience only sees the slides.

The programs were very stable and generally felt
faster. Entourage pops messages on the screen in an
instant now and opening a Word document is simi-
larly sprightly. Because sharing complex files with
Windows users is a perennial hassle, Office includes
a compatibility report that automatically warns if
there could be glitches when sharing files with
Windows versions or older versions of Office.

The Standard Edition costs $399; an upgrade
from any earlier version is $239. A Student and
Teacher Edition is $149, and the Professional
Edition ($499, $329 upgrade) adds Virtual PC
to the suite. Word, Excel, and PowerPoint are
also available as standalone apps ($229 each or
$109 upgrades). Unfortunately, Entourage isn’t
available as a standalone product. A free, 30-day
version is available for download.

The question of whether to upgrade is a tough
one. Although Office 2004 shoehorns in a fair
number of new features, many of which are actu-
ally useful, casual users can skate along just fine
with the old version. If you spend a lot of time
collaborating with other users, the improved
Track Changes feature and compatibility report
will make the new version worth the investment.
Those who live and breathe Office or are jealous
of the features in the Windows XP version will
also be pleased with the upgrade.  ▲

Office 2004 For Mac
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Office 2004 for Mac
$399 Standard; $239 Upgrade
Microsoft
www.microsoft.com/mac

by Kevin Savetz
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The Future Of Blogging
I still remember my first home page on the In-

ternet. Somehow I was convinced that a hori-
zontal, golden GIF image was the ultimate way

to welcome folks to my point on the Web. Even
then I knew I needed a hook, a draw, a mission.
Took about a month for me to conjure up Chris
Pirillo's Multimedia Madness. I promised that
every week I'd find at least one cool MIDI file to
share with everybody. Finding the fun stuff 
wasn't difficult, but updating my HTML every
seven days was proving to be a chore. I abandoned
the project not long before I decided to launch
Lockergnome, an online resource that I've been
operating since late 1996.

Sending out an email newsletter, to me, was 
like sending a simple email to a whole bunch of
faceless friends. There was no code to change and
no fancy tags to master. I could just scribble down
a few thoughts and hit the Send button. In a man-
ner of speaking, I was blogging
long before a blog was a blog.
Since there were no content
management systems on the
planet, my modus operandi
was based on the KISS princi-
ple. Years later, anybody can do
whatever they want with con-
tent, whenever and however
they want to do it. Sure, there
are certain software limita-
tions, but the barrier to entry
has been lowered to an inch
shy of a nanometer.

What can you publish on a
blog? It is easier to ask what
can't you publish? The tools
exist, but the fear of change
will keep most people from using them. The 
so-called “computer dummies” still think it's cool
to be stupid about that beige box sitting in their
spare bedroom. Fact of the matter is, and I'm
sure thousands of consultants will be angered by
this statement: It is easy to be computer savvy
these days. Got something you don't wanna have
anymore? eBay. Need a quick answer to a per-
plexing problem? Google. Want to establish your-
self as an expert in the marketplace? Blog.

There are countless communities fully embrac-
ing this very powerful, very simple, personal-pub-
lishing platform. What's odd about this particular

movement is that it didn't begin within the realm
of pornography. Oh yes, many of the marketing
tactics you experience online today are direct de-
scendents of the adult entertainment industry.
And believe me, there is still a lot of money to be
made by digitally exploiting vices. We don't like
to talk about it, but that doesn't make it any less
a part of the World Wide Web around us. But
like I said, these folks are just now starting to
understand the power of the blogosphere.

If that subject makes you squirm in your seat,
then perhaps you'll be more comfortable with the
next big blog boom: Politics (with a capital P, that
rhymes with T, and that stands for Trouble). I bet
you thought it was going to be gadgets and giz-
mos, eh? You're wrong. This year's pre-election
online conversations were at an all-time high, and
next time around there will be even more voices
in the fray—supportive, derogatory, and support-

ively derogatory. As a child 
I was instructed to avoid the
topics of religion and politics
at all costs. I guess the Inter-
net doesn't count? 

Then there is the next big
“evil” that everybody seems to
dislike: advertising. If you
look carefully, you'll find it’s
already started to trickle into
your favorite Web haunts.
Did I say “trickle?” I meant
flood. Instead of the tradi-
tional spray-and-pray method
of site sponsorship, however,
targeted blogs will soon begin
to attract contextual partners.
But is that such a bad thing?

If I never see another commercial on television for
tennis balls, I'll die a happy man. I don't give a rip
about sports, so why would I want to see more of
something I don't like? When someone's writing
about technology, I'd just as soon see more related
information than not.

Stop sitting on the sidelines; give something a
shot, then share it with somebody else.  The pub-
lishing promise is out there, just waiting to be
harnessed by you.  ■

You can dialogue with Chris at
chris@cpumag.com.

Chris Pirillo runs
Lockergnome.com, a tech-
nology content portal that

publishes helpful articles on
a daily basis. He is now

expanding his efforts and
offering instant name

recognition, credibility,
and shameless self-promo-

tional opportunities to
aspiring geek writers from
around the world. Ranked

#1 on Blogrolling.com,
#76 on Daypop, #15 on

Feedster, #40 on Popdex,
#84 on Technorati, and
#39 on Bloglines, Chris

definitely keeps his finger
on the pulse of emerging

tech trends. We the people
in order to form a more
perfect union, establish 
justice, ensure domestic

tranquility, provide for the
common defense . . . are
you really reading this?

Dialogue Box
by Chris Pirillo

Fact of the matter
is, and I'm sure

thousands of 
consultants will

be angered by this
statement: It's

easy to be 
computer savvy

these days.
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The $1,500 Desktop
Commercial vs. Free; Windows vs. Linux

T hank you readers for your astute comments
and suggestions on my column a few months
ago (August 2004 CPU, page 78) wherein I

reported that a basic Windows desktop for business
use required $1,500 worth of commercial software.

Loyal readers were quick to point out my errors,
including 1) I overpay for commercial software 2)
There's plenty of free software available instead,
and 3) Free software may be a bargain but there's
still no free lunch.

On point 1, mea culpa. I was wrong. Amazon
.com is not the best place to get software bargains,
and my list of must-have software was excessive. As
Jason Caschetta wrote, “Even with all these choices,
most businesses will only need Windows and
maybe a few of their own specialized applications.”

Newegg.com is the place for cheap software. You
can save hundreds by shopping for OEM releases.
But OEM software doesn't always include all the
documentation, drivers, or supplementary software
included with the retail versions. According to a
Newegg.com FAQ, “The OEM version is more for
people who build systems and
know what they are doing and
do not require any extras.”

Some readers cited further
savings by buying academic or
teacher editions of commercial
software. As of this writing,
Newegg.com was offering a
Microsoft Office Professional 2003 academic/student
license for a mere $162—as long as you were a stu-
dent or teacher at an accredited institution of higher
learning. According to Microsoft, K-12 students and
their parents are NOT eligible for academic pricing.

As for point 2, yes, there is a lot of free software
that's as good as or at least good enough for most
users. That was kind of my point, though. I guess
some people still like to pay for Windows.

As Caschetta put it, “Who needs Microsoft
Office when anyone can have OpenOffice.org for
free? If you're going to select an incredibly simple
program like FrontPage for Web development, why
not just use OpenOffice.org and save your docu-
ments as HTML files . . . if a business really needs
something like Photoshop Essentials, what's wrong
with GIMP [gimp.org]?”

Jon Rista recommended AntiVir Personal Edition
(free-av.com), “a FBNOFPU [free, but not open, for

personal use] antivirus scanner that does a better job
than most, if not all, mainstream virus scanners.”
Rista also likes Kerio Personal Firewall, (www
.kerio.com), also FBNOFPU. It “includes pop-up
killers, spyware detection, and even provides basic
protection against viruses by hashing all executable
code files in the system and alerting users whenever
a program tries to change such files.”

Patrick Davignon suggested that Windows
PDF printing can be done with adware-driven
Pdf995 (www.pdf995.com). Lee Mickelson point-
ed out a couple of FBNOFPU security tools,
including AVG Anti-Virus from Grisoft (www
.grisoft.com) and the ZoneAlarm firewall from
Zone Labs (zonelabs.com). Joshua Kresh reported
several good free apps, including Spybot Search &
Destroy (www.spybot.info) to block ads and spy-
ware and ZipGenius (www.zipgenius.it) for han-
dling 37 different types of compression.

I won't budge on point 3, however. Jesse Beaker
claims average users don't have the skill, time, 
or patience to use and install software under

Linux. According to Beaker, a
typical user “can probably get
[Windows and other commer-
cial software] installed . . . in a
couple of hours, with zero
problems.” But Beaker wrote
that downloading, compiling,
installing, and troubleshoot-

ing for *nix applications would take hours if not
days. He wrote, “My time is important, and I
would rather spend my time using the software,
rather than installing the software.”

Jesse, it may surprise you, but anyone can install
hundreds of open-source programs, as well as
Linux, for a fraction of the cost both in time and
money that you'd spend for commercial software.
A full-featured commercial Linux distro like those
offered by Novell (SUSE) or Mandrake can be
installed in less than an hour and will include at
least half a dozen different applications (and often
many more) for almost any function you can name.

I'm still waiting for proof that Windows or any
other commercial software can save me either
time or money. In the meantime, I'm still happy
with Linux.  ■

Get saucy with Pete at pete@loshin.com. 

Pete Loshin, former 
technical editor of

software reviews for Byte
Magazine (print version),
consults and writes about 

computing and the Internet.
He also runs www

.linuxcookbook.com. 
He owns shares of both
Microsoft and Red Hat 

and believes that Windows
isn't for everyone, 

but neither is Linux. 

Open Sauce
by Pete Loshin

I guess some people
still like to pay for

Windows.
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wicked fast. Perhaps that’s because the ser-
vice was still in beta with a limited user base
when we tried it, but with its Spartan UI
and Google backing, we suspect that this
will be the performance Web mail service
to beat for the next few years.

Hushmail

www.hushmail.com

Hushmail offers the only free, encrypted
Web mail service we’ve seen. If you’re cau-
tious and/or paranoid about security, then
chances are that you’re running PGP
(Pretty Good Privacy) or an Open PGP-
based encryption technology for your client
mail already. Hushmail is compatible with
these systems and, in fact, requires them at
the other end of your communication in
order for the encryption to work. The trou-
ble is that we know exactly zero people who
use encrypted email in everyday life. That
said, we know several people who should.

Hushmail’s system is based on 2,048-bit
public/private key technology. When you
create an account, you wiggle your mouse
pointer around in a box for about a minute
to create random values, and then enter a
passphrase. The AES algorithm crunches all
this into a private key, and the matching
public key is sent with each message.

For the price of ads and nags, you get
2MB of email and file storage and the abili-
ty to send 1.5MB attachments. That ain’t
much in an era of surreptitious digital pho-
tography, so anticipate that most of your
free mail activity here will be text-based.
However, Hushmail does give free access to
external POP checking, sending of notifica-
tions to an external account when a new
message arrives, unlimited contacts, and,
best of all, formidable spam controls punc-
tuated by optional, one-time mandatory
validation by people emailing you. You also
get access to Hush Messenger, Hushmail’s
free, encrypted IM client.

The Premium account offers plenty of
perks, including no ads, unlimited aliases,
IMAP access for desktop clients, 32MB of

Free Mail Services Are Aplenty
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Which One Is Right For You?

A s a reader of CPU, chances are
you have at least one Web mail
account, meaning an email

account accessed and managed purely via
a Web browser rather than a local client,
such as Outlook. According to IDC, the
number of consumer Web mail accounts
worldwide is expected to approach 320
million in 2004, more than double the
150 million that existed three years ago.
With Web mail, all you need is an
Internet connection and a modern Web
browser. Wherever you go, your commu-
nications are within reach, even if you
leave your notebook at home.

Perhaps you want a Web mail account
to use for buying things online—just in
case the purchase results in a hail of spam.
Perhaps you need an account so that pri-
vate mail can stay off of your employer’s
server. There are as many reasons to use
Web mail as there are Web mail providers,
but not all services are created equal.
Factors such as storage limit, spam filtering,
attachment size maximums, security, adver-
tising, desktop client synchronization, and
others distinguish the multitudes of
options, most of which are no-charge free
mail services that also offer subscription-
based premium features.

Which Web mail services deserve to be at
the top of your Favorites list? Let’s find out.

Gmail

www.gmail.com

Central to Google’s Gmail is conversa-
tions, which is similar to a newsgroup
thread. Google reasons that rather than a
cohesive series of messages between you
and your recipients scattered through your
inbox and displayed as interminable
sequences of indented prior messages, the
simpler approach is to have each line in
your inbox correspond to a conversation.
Click a line and you can see the original
message, as well as the most recent. Each
conversation participant is noted with a
different color.

Whereas functions such as Reply are
generally shown as UI buttons in most
Web mail programs, Gmail keeps these
buried until you bring up a message and
then displays them under the message
header. In fact, typical of Google, the
interface is immaculately clean. Only a
search bar, folders list, and labels list
adorn the inbox. Labels are customizable
words, such as Family, that you can apply
to contacts in order to further organize
your conversations at a glance. Gmail
doesn’t allow you to create folders, but
filters let you manage messages before
they hit your inbox, and labels help orga-
nize messages once they arrive.

As you would expect, the search func-
tionality in Gmail is excellent, with flexible
criteria in the search options. Hits are dis-
played in a list of conversations. Click a
conversation and Gmail highlights your
search word(s) within each pertinent,
expanded message.

Gmail gives you 1GB of mail storage all
for the low price of having up to three text
ads, plus some related search pages next to
your messages, just as in the Google search
engine. In fact, there are no fee-based fea-
tures or upgrades. You get a Contacts list
(including the ability to import address
books from other clients and services) but
nothing like a notepad or file storage. We
sorely missed file storage, aliases, and desk-
top client synchronization but soon con-
soled ourselves because 1) there’s always
Yahoo! and its ilk for that and 2) Gmail is

Google’s foray into Web mail delivers massive
storage, excellent search capabilities, and a
new interface that we suspect will catch on 
in a big way.
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storage (additional 32MB upgrades cost
$20 each per year up to 128MB), and the
ability to send 25MB attachments and
receive 15MB attachments—a notable
improvement over most Web mail services.

We can’t call Hushmail’s interface
attractive, and the encryption overhead
behind its required Java applet can slow
down some operations. Still, if you need to
preserve your privacy, Hushmail is definite-
ly the most attractive option on the Web.

Mail2World

www.mail2world.com

Mail2World is the pleasant surprise of
our roundup. By the time you read this, the
ad-based free account should have rocketed
from 5MB of mail and file storage to
500MB, while the Platinum account
should offer 2GB of storage for only $12
annually. With numbers like this, we were
afraid that Mail2World’s core service
would stink. However, the deeper we got
into the service, the more we liked it.

Mail2World offers you usernames 
in roughly 2,000 domains, although 
these start with mail2, as in username
@mail2dude.com. The interface is plain
but not homely, striking a good balance
between speed, easy navigation, and func-
tionality. Fans of rich/HTML messages will
enjoy text controls ranging from highlight-
ing and image wraparound to an on-screen
keyboard. We were also impressed that
users can choose between fast and secure
(encrypted) login sessions. We found
Mail2World’s servers to be plenty quick
with message sending and receiving, and,
unlike many free services, the ability to
send multiple attachments is a real plus.
You can also preview attachments.

Mail2World’s ads and tags aren’t
obnoxious, and they’re a small price to pay
for spam, virus, and filter control; cus-
tomizable folders; color coding; and a
respectably complete online PIM (person-
al information manager). You can even
store your Favorites list on the service. 

The Platinum account offers a slew of
should-have upgrades, including POP and
IMAP access; message forwarding; notifica-
tion to pager, email, and/or ICQ; aliases;
enhanced virus and spam control; larger
attachment sizes; and WAP access. You
now get several multinational on-screen
keyboards. Most notable is an instant mes-
sage translation service, which can be a life-
saver if you have international dealings.
Additionally, email-to-SMS and video mail
minutes are available for added costs.

Now that Mail2World is stepping up
into the large storage game, the service
needs to improve its search functionality.
We’d also like to see better importing and
client PIM synchronization tools. Still,
for the remarkably low price, Mail2World
is one of the hottest, friendliest options.

MSN Hotmail

www.hotmail.com

According to Microsoft, there are now
over 187 million Hotmail users, making it
the largest free mail service in the world, if
IDC’s 320 million total Web mail users
estimate is accurate. In midsummer
Microsoft announced that it would start
rolling out free 250MB inboxes with
10MB attachment limits “in multiple mar-
kets.” As of September, though, our test
account created in Fremont, Calif., still 
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Know how to keep a secret? Use Hushmail, the
only free Web mail service with industrial-class
message (and instant messaging) encryption.

So long as you enable your pop-up/under
blocker, Mail2World is the undiscovered gem
of this roundup—tons of storage, great rich
text controls, and some excellent premium
features for surprisingly little cost.

N ot trusting the bias of any given
mail service provider’s executives,

we went to IDC, one of the most rep-
utable industry analysis firms in comput-
ing. Mark Levitt, vice president for
Collaborative Computing, shared some
of his thoughts on the Web mail market.

CPU: What are the biggest Web
mail trends you see happening now?

Levitt: There’s a trend toward more
mailbox storage and the ability to send
and receive larger attachments in free
accounts. Competition, including the
arrival of Google mail, spurred these
changes. Also, spam has been a big
issue for the last year and a half or so,
which has led providers to not just block
spam that it detects but also give users
the ability to report messages as spam.

CPU: Whatever happened to being
able to fetch external mail through
your Web mail account?

Levitt: The use of POP and IMAP is
declining, in part because Web mail
providers are charging for support of
those protocols. For mobile devices,
proprietary protocols and minibrowsers
using protocols like WAP are being used
to access email.

CPU: Do you think that Web mail is
eroding client-based mail market share?

Levitt: As a secondary or tertiary ser-
vice, yes, but not as a primary one. Most
corporate users have a business account
that most often involves a groupware/
email server in a corporate data center
being accessed with proprietary software
such as MS Outlook or Lotus Notes. Users
increasingly have Web browser access to
that corporate account. However, Web
mail hosted by a service provider like
MSN or AOL will typically not be the pri-
mary account for business users. There
are some companies that outsource the
email operations to a service provider
either to reduce costs or due to lack of
internal resources or expertise to run their
own email software. Smaller companies
have been known to have employees rely
on their own free Web mail accounts.  ▲

The Analyst’s Take
On Web Mail
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Desktop, Pocket PC, ACT!, and Lotus
Organizer. This indispensable tool is a
throwaway Yahoo! barely advertises.
Alternatively, you can import and export
address books with Yahoo! Mail via CSV
files. Yahoo! provides for up to 10 external
POP links, attachment previewing, in-
coming message alerts through Yahoo!
Messenger, folder searching, autocomplete
feature for easier address entry, and more.

Spend $19.99 a year for the ad/tag-free
Mail Plus account and you’ll get 2GB of
storage with faster searching, POP integra-
tion with desktop clients, forwarding, 
and mailbox archiving. You also get
AddressGuard, Yahoo!’s fancy name for up
to 500 aliases. Enhanced spam tools also
have some intelligence to analyze what you
classify as spam so they can adapt to your
preferences. Mail Plus accounts get up to
50 filters and a 200-item block list.

Like Hotmail, we’ve seen Yahoo! Mail
go through patches of inaccessibility, and
message processing times, although not as
slow as Hotmail on average. For a primary
mail account, 100MB may be cramped,
but the feature range here is awesome.
Yahoo! remains the unbeaten champ in the
free mail arena.  

by William Van Winkle
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had the standard 2MB of free storage.
Microsoft estimates that all free Hotmail
accounts should be upgraded by the end of
2004. Free Hotmail also now includes
MSN Calendar. This is a great tool for
families and collaborative workgroups.

For $19.95 a year, you can step up your
MSN Hotmail account and dispense with
the free service’s graphical ads and taglines
and hop up to 2GB of storage, which
allows for 20MB attachments. One thing
you won’t get, though, is decent support.
Although MSN’s service is quite good,
Hotmail’s customer support, both for free
and fee accounts, is notoriously poor.

With Hotmail’s simplicity, though, ser-
vice often isn’t an issue, but accessing the
service is. To sign on, you must have a
.NET Passport account, and registering for
one isn’t something you do quickly.
Additionally, we found ourselves cut off
from Hotmail when we instructed IE to
block MSN cookies. And, once every week
or so, particularly during business hours, we
were unable to sign in, most likely because
of swamped servers.

Still, once you’re in, Hotmail offers rich
text formatting, the ability to POP four
external accounts to your inbox, and both
spell checking and a thesaurus. Over many
months of use, we’ve seen very small
amounts of spam, and Hotmail also allows
for whitelist creation for custom blocking

of all addresses except those in
your contacts list. The free ser-
vice can synchronize into Out-
look and Outlook Express, plus
you get multilingual support for
a dozen languages, albeit without
translation functionality. Where-
as most services charge for email-
to-phone messaging, Hotmail
covers this via MSN Mobile. 

The upshot is that Hotmail is
easy, spacious, and cheap. How-
ever, login issues are troublesome,
there’s no security, and  Hot-
mail’s servers could vary in the
time they take to process mes-
sages. It’s hard to criticize free,
but there are better options.

Yahoo! Mail

mail.yahoo.com

Bottom line: Unless you’re drawn to
Gmail’s UI or a service with more storage,
it’s hard to beat Yahoo! You’re stuck with
some variation of the yahoo.com domain,
but free accounts are easy to create and
include 100MB of storage. Trash and
Bulk folders do not count toward this
quota, but file storage is handled separate-
ly through Yahoo! Briefcase. Free ac-
counts have 10MB message limits with no
restriction on attachments. Remarkably,
Yahoo!’s SpamGuard is so good that we
have maintained one Yahoo! Mail address
for about five years, regularly giving out
the address when purchasing online, and
we can go for months without spam.

Incoming and outbound attachments
are automatically scanned with Norton
AntiVirus. (Premium subscribers can
clean viruses.) Yahoo! doesn’t offer white-
list creation per se, but you can customize
up to 15 filters, block up to 100 address-
es, and report messages as spam. Another
antispam measure is the option to hide
HTML graphics in all messages unless
you click a reveal link. 

This free service is jammed with good-
ies, and we don’t just mean the clean, intu-
itive interface and excellent tabbed PIM.
Download IntelliSync for Yahoo! (free)
and you can synchronize Yahoo!’s PIM
with Outlook, Outlook Express, Palm

The first typewriters only typed in all
caps, but in 1878, things changed with

the invention of the SHIFT key by Reming-
ton. Even with this advance in technology,
some manufacturers chose to simply add
26 more keys to the keyboard to allow for
lowercase letters. Also in 1878, the 10-fin-
ger typing method became the preferred
method for stenographers, replacing the
two-finger method. Over the years, with
the growth in PC popularity and the prob-
lems associated with it, users have em-
ployed an even more drastic method of
typing: one finger.  ▲

Source: mental_floss

One-Finger SHIFT

Storage Ad Secure 
Space Presence Connection

FastMail 10MB None Yes
Gmail 1GB Light No
Hushmail 2MB Light Yes
mail.com 10MB Heavy No
Mail2World 500MB Heavy Yes
MSN Hotmail 250MB Heavy No
Yahoo! Mail 100MB Moderate Yes

Free Web Mail 
Services Comparison

W hen it comes to free Web mail, one service
does not fit all. Each has its own strengths, and

you'll need to decide which features matter most to
you, as well as gauge your threshold for various
annoyances. For more detailed information on each
service, including FastMail and mail.com, subscribers
can visit www.cpumag.com/cpunov04/webmail.  ▲
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Coder’s Corner: XML
XML Schema, Part 5, Schemas & Namespaces

I n the past months, we’ve introduced the core
ideas of XML Schema, starting in July’s CPU
(page 86) with an introduction of what XML

Schema is for. In subsequent articles we introduced
the ideas of global and local elements, explained
how type declarations (which declare types for ele-
ments) work, delved into details of simple and com-
plex types (which are the two basic classes of types
in XML Schema), and showed how authors can
define and extend their own custom types. 

We’ve had to omit lots of details because of the
size and complexity of the Schema specification
(about 350 pages long). Still, we’ve discussed most
of the core ideas. However, one important detail we
haven’t discussed is how XML Schema works with
XML namespaces. Previous articles all worked with
schemas defining constraints in no namespace. Real
schemas, however, must be able to define con-
straints for elements in a particular namespace, plus
reference elements or types from any namespace. 

This month, we look at how schemas can define
elements, types, and attributes in an explicit name-
space. This is more complex than it sounds, so hold
onto your socks and get ready to rumble.

Review: The Schema Outline
To start, consider an example schema that

defines elements and types in no namespace:
<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs=”http://www.w3.org/2001

/XMLSchema”>
<xs:element name=”example2” type=”myBlock”

/>
<xs:complexType name=”myBlock” >
<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element name=”aaa” type=”xs:string” /> 
</xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>

The schema elements come from the namespace
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema, which here
is associated with the prefix xs. This schema declares
a single global element (example2) of type “my-
Block.” The type is defined as a complexType con-
sisting of a single local element aaa. Because these
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aren’t defined in a namespace, the following name-
space-free document validates against this schema:

<example2><aaa> string content </aaa>
</example2>

This month we’ll make this schema define ele-
ments and types in a specific namespace, which we
had referred to as a target. However, there are three
issues to understand to make this conversion,
including identify the target namespace of the ele-
ments, types, and attributes defined by the schema;
identify how from inside the schema the target
namespace is itself referenced; and identify how the
namespace is used for local element and attribute
declarations. This is confusing but will make sense
shortly. (It has to do with whether prefixes are need-
ed or not in associated XML documents.) 

It’s also important to know how a document can
reference associated namespace-specific schema files.
We’ll describe how this is done later. 

The Schema Target Namespace
The targetNamespace attribute identifies the

namespace for the vocabulary of elements, attri-
butes, and types defined in a schema. For example,
changing the xs:schema element to the following
means the schema defines elements, types, and
attributes in the identified namespace:

<xs:schema xmlns:xs=”http://www.w3.org/2001
/XMLSchema”

targetNamespace=”http://www.iansgraham.com
/schemas/ex” >

When a target namespace is defined, global ele-
ments and types (such as example2 and myblock)
are always defined in this namespace. However,
attributes and local element declarations (specifi-
cally, element declarations not directly inside
xs:schema, such as for aaa in the example) are not.
They can be in the target or in no namespace. We’ll
describe this more later. The schema must also be
modified so that the type attributes reference types
in the new namespace. Type values need to know
the namespace for the type being referenced. For
example, the following line references the string type
(via the xs: prefix) in the XML schema namespace: C

o
d

e
r

’s
C
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r
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<aaa xxx=”value”> stuff </aaa> <bbb
xxx=”value2”> text </bbb> 

</example2>

Here, the two xxx attributes are globally
defined and subject to the same schema
declaration, regardless of the associated ele-
ment or the element’s own namespace:

<n:example2 xmlns:n=” http://www.ians
graham.com/schemas/ex”> 

<n:aaa n:xxx=”value”> stuff </n:aaa>
<n:bbb n:xxx=”value2”> text </n:bbb> 

</n:example2>

Referencing Schema From XML Docs
From a document schema files are ref-

erenced using attributes from the XML
Schema instance namespace. If the doc
doesn’t use namespaces, it’s done using the
noNamespaceSchemaLocation attribute:

<example xmlns:xsi=”http://www.w3
.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance”
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation=”http://
some.url/some/file.xsd” > ....

We used this doc in all the example docs
in the previous four articles. When name-
spaces are used, the document must use a
schemaLocation attribute. The value is a
tuple, or data with two parts, with the
namespace identifier followed by a URL
referencing the associated schema doc, 
the two separated by white space. The
schemaLocation in this month’s examples
looks like:

schemaLocation=”http://www.ians
graham.com/schemas/ex   ./example-2.xsd”  

You’ll note the relative URLs refer-
encing the schema file location. This
assumes the schema is located in the
same folder as the XML document. A
document can use more than one name-
space, and each of these will need its
own schema. In this case the schema-
Location value is a sequence of tuples,
each for a different namespace. 

Next month, we’ll continue with our
exploration into XML Schema.    

by Ian Graham

(Full examples, and others, are available at
www.utoronto.ca/ian/articles/nov04.)

<xs:element name=”aaa” type=
”xs:string” /> 

The example2 declaration referenced the
myBlock type in no namespace:

<xs:element name=”example2” type=
”myBlock” />

However, the schema now has a defined
target namespace, so the declaration below
defines myBlock in the target namespace:

<xs:complexType name=”myBlock”> ..

However, the reference type=”myBlock”
in xs:element still references a type not
belonging to any namespace. The simplest
fix is to set the schema’s default namespace
to be the same as the target namespace:

<xs:schema xmlns:xs=”http://www.w3
.org/2001/XMLSchema”

targetNamespace=”http://www.ians
graham.com/schemas/ex”

xmlns=”http://www.iansgraham.com
/schemas/ex” > 

Now the unprefixed reference in type=
”myBlock” refers to the myBlock type
defined for this target namespace. An alter-
native is to explicitly define a namespace
prefix in the xs:schema element and prefix
the type references. (See an example of this
at www.utoronto.ca/ian/articles/nov04.) 

Local Elements & Element Form Default
As mentioned, when namepaces are

involved, local elements (such as those like
aaa defined inside the xs:complexType) 
can be defined to be in the target name-
space (called “qualified”) or in no name-
space (called “unqualified”). The latter is
the default XML Schema behavior. Our
schema modified so far is:

<xs:schema xmlns:xs=”http://www.w3
.org/2001/XMLSchema”

targetNamespace=”http://www.ians
graham.com/schemas/ex”
xmlns=”http://www.iansgraham.com
/schemas/ex” > 

<xs:element name=”example2” type=
”myBlock” />

<xs:complexType name=”myBlock” >
<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element name=”aaa”
type=”xs:string” /> 

</xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>

The schema actually validates docu-
ments such as:

<x:example2 xmlns:x=” http://www.ians
graham.com/schemas/ex”> <aaa> text
</aaa> </x:example2>

The root element is in the target name-
space and aaa in no namespace.

A form attribute can control if local ele-
ments belong to the target or no name-
space. Form=”unqualified” (the default)
means that an element doesn’t belong to
any namespace. Form=”qualified”, as in the
following line, means the declared element
is in the target namespace:

<xs:element name=”aaa”
type=”xs:string”  form=”qualified” /> 

With this schema change, the example
document with every element in the target
namespace validates against the schema:

<x:example2 xmlns:x=” http://www.ians
graham.com/schemas/ex”> <x:aaa> text
</x:aaa> </x:example2>

In schemas with many local elements,
this approach gets repetitive. To simplify it,
the xs:schema element supports an element-
FormDefault attribute to set the default
qualification type for all local elements.
Adding elementFormDefault=”qualified”
means all local elements are by default in
the target namespace. (The form attribute
can change this on specific elements.) 

The attributeFormDefault attribute
(default is “unqualified”) sets the equivalent
default for attributes. The story is different,
however, because of the nature of attri-
butes. Unqualified attributes belong to the
same vocabulary as their parent element,
while qualified ones are globally defined in
the identified namespace. Thus in follow-
ing example, the locally defined xxx attrib-
utes are not in any specific namespace, with
the first locally ‘belonging’ to the aaa ele-
ment and the second to bbb. Each xxx, in
turn, will have its own local declaration
(and type) in the XML Schema:

<example2 xmlns=” http://www.ians
graham.com/schemas/ex”> 
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voices.txt
T he IOC waged a very scary war throughout the

entire Olympic Games, and nowhere was the
battle scarier than online. This battle has been

fought many times before: It started between Napster
and the RIAA. The stakes continue to escalate, and
the rights of every person on the Internet are at stake.

I’m not here to advocate piracy, but I do think
that many of these online content providers are
relying on legislation to do the dirty work that they
don’t want to do themselves. The case of Napster
was the first great example. 

Napster could conceivably have done some sort of
file-name filtering to prevent sharing MP3s, but how
could it know if the MP3 in question was actually
something besides a pop single? Various technological
solutions were created to help identify audio. Some
work. Some don’t. But it
doesn’t matter because the
Internet routes around cen-
sorship. The Internet came
up with Gnutella.

Gnutella removes the
central server from the
equation. No longer does
the RIAA have a single cor-
porate entity to target, now
it must actually go after the
people sharing files. This 
is more difficult, both in
terms of PR, and in terms of cost. Napster has pock-
ets to pick, but a teenager with a couple gigs of MP3s
and a DSL line has very little to justify the legal cost.

Regardless, laws have been passed to simplify the
legal process for giant content-controlling organiza-
tions. The DMCA is the primary example, but
attempts are regularly being made now to tap the
USA Patriot Act for the same purposes. 

But back to the Olympics. The media tightly
controls the spread of information from the
Games. This is very important for a variety of rea-
sons, but mostly for money. If the Olympics are
held halfway around the globe, 10 time zones
away, what is to stop America from hearing who
won a medal in advance of airing the event?

OK, so you can typically find out the details well
in advance of TV. But what about Britain getting
to watch the events four hours before America?
What if the BBC Web site includes a video clip of
an event and someone on this side of the pond
wants to download that clip?

It gets much worse. Attendees at the Olympics
were restricted in what they could wear or eat
when they might have been on camera. You
wouldn’t want Coca-Cola to buy advertising on
NBC, only to witness someone in the crowd
wearing a shirt with a Pepsi logo. 

But scariest of all is that the athletes them-
selves, the people for whom the Games are really
all about, were prevented from blogging about
their experience. Blogging is bursting into main-
stream consciousness in a major way. Even the
major political parties have taken to it. But the
Olympics forbade it.

Instead, our view of the games comes in the
form of sound bytes and 60-second long video clips
showing an athlete’s rise to prominence in their

sport. Their own words
are hidden from us. Not
only is this ethically dubi-
ous, but it technically
won’t scale.

The Internet was built
to survive a bomb drop. It
was designed intention-
ally to lack a single fail-
ure point. Name services.
Routing services. Anything
can fail, but the Internet 
as a whole will continue

unaffected. But organizations like the RIAA,
MPAA, and IOC are creating failure points. Each
has a legitimate reason to protect content it 
controls. But each has taken steps that have collater-
al damage. A kid who can’t share an MP3 he  creat-
ed. A man who can’t watch his news program
because he is away on business. And an athlete who
can’t speak to the world in their own words.

And two years from now, every athlete will have
access to a cell phone, a PDA, and a wireless
Internet connection. And somebody is going to
create a huge controversy by simply talking about
their experience through an unauthorized channel.

The Internet now sits in the gap between the
Wild West days of the ’90s and the corporate-con-
trolled, government-legislated, speech-restricted
Internet of the future. We live in interesting times.
Be aware.  ■

Use the Internet to speak freely while you still can.
I am at malda@cpumag.com.

Rob "CmdrTaco" Malda 
is the creator and 

director of the popular
News for Nerds Web site
Slashdot.org. He spends 

his time fiddling 
with electronic gizmos,

wandering the ’Net, 
watching anime, 

and trying to think of 
clever lies to put in 

his bio so that he seems 
cooler than he actually is.

The Department Of Stuff
by Rob “Cmdr Taco” Malda

The Internet now sits in
the gap between the Wild
West days of the ’90s and
the corporate-controlled,
government-legislated,

speech-restricted Internet
of the future.
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F or most of us graphics-centric computer
enthusiasts, PCI-E has come to mean one
thing only: wider bandwidth to enable 

the very expensive video cards we drool over 
to exchange more data faster with the rest of 
our systems, and that’s enough. But is that all
there is?

Not by a long shot. 
The presence of high

bandwidth, bi-directional,
scalable (and bi-directional-
ly scalable), point-to-point,
low power, hot-pluggable
and hot-swappable, advanc-
ed switching serial data
transport within your PC is
more than just a list of buzz
adjectives; it’s a road map
for innovation across the
whole platform and may
even change fundamentals
such as how we view com-
ponents and what defines a PC. If your monitor has
built-in storage and multiprotocol communication
and your CPU, GPU, and memory are housed 
in a minifridge across the room, where exactly is 
your computer?

Along with the morphing form factor, get
ready to share the influence. Back when “gamer”
was still a grubby word and not the technology-
innovation and PC-sales driver we’ve come to
accept as our due, it would have been inconceiv-
able to click over to the main Intel page and see
anything like the current headline. “Powerful
Gamer, Meet Powerful Processor” may be the
marketing tag du jour, but other uses that require
the kind of power now targeted at games will
begin to drive component and application devel-
opment, and they have the possibility of being far
more ubiquitous. Not every PC user is a gamer,
but everybody communicates, and digital enter-
tainment consumption is almost universal,  
as well.

Powerful encryption, effective voice recognition,
digital video editing, real GbE—any application
that has been held back by bus limitations is a

After a decade of video
engineering, Joan migrated

to game development, co-
founding Xatrix

Entertainment and pro-
ducing the two Cyberia

titles. As president of indy
developer Mango Grits, she

talked 3Dfx out of prere-
lease Voodoo hardware

and developed flying game
Barrage for Activision,

then co-founded and ran
hardware review site

SharkyExtreme.com as
managing editor.

Ensconced in Silicon
Valley, Joan currently plays

with small, wearable PCs
and big, rack-mount vis-

sim image generators while
secretly plotting to save the

world through a series of
international location-

aware multiplayer hand-
held games.

Forward Slash
by Joan Wood

potential candidate for receiving enhanced fea-
tures, performance, and functionality based on
PCI-E. It will take time for the development
process to catch up, but it’s bound to happen
eventually. Whatever you can imagine that 
can be improved by more/faster bandwidth 
will be a target for upgrading to take full advan-

tage, and overall system
prices should be reduced
over time as almost every
component benefits from
the cost savings associated 
with fewer pins and a
smaller footprint.

This is  start ing to
sound l ike the PCI-E
bandwidth wagon. I don’t
intend to cast a new bus
architecture as some kind
of panacea. It will take
years to be fully realized;
there will be triumphs and

tragedies along the way. All I am saying is that
PCI-E is the piece that connects everything
together, and it can have a farther-reaching and
longer-lasting impact than any one component,
even monster graphics.

When multiple resource-hogging activities can
happen simultaneously and instantly, computing
will have reached another milestone in its evolu-
tionary potential—one that may actually matter
more to nonenthusiasts than it does to us. (We
seem to have this nasty addiction that keeps us
fascinated by our machine’s every flicker and
groan while others lack that particular genetic
predisposition and just want the darn things 
to work.) 

At the end of the road, when this PCI-E ride
eventually rolls to a stop and we are looking back
at now, when today’s machines are not even rec-
ognizable and our PC concepts seem outmoded
and quaint, just remember that for a time, gamers
drove the bus! ■

Beep joan@cpumag.com.

It’s a road map for
innovation across the
whole platform and

may even change fun-
damentals such as how
we view components

and what defines a PC.

PCI Express: 
Beyond Graphics
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Notebook Locks May Not Be Safe
You know those pin and tumbler locks that protect your home? Well, they're not

exactly secure. With a little practice, just about anyone can learn to pick the lock to your
front door. So it shouldn't be surprising that a notebook lock isn't pick-proof, either.

Security.org, which sells books and other information related to lock and safe
picking, has posted some vague reports regarding vulnerabilities in some notebook
locks. Specifically, Security.org has singled out the Kensington Master Lock 64032;
Kensington ComboSaver; and Compucage models Benji 1, Benji 2, and 4000 as
being particularly unsafe. Most exploits are relatively simple and involve a few inex-
pensive tools costing less than $1. Security.org doesn't provide much detail on
exploits on its site, opting instead to sell detailed reports for $2 or $3.

Even if Security.org's claims are exaggerated, it's not too surprising that a security
device has a flaw. There's no such thing as perfect security, and any knowledgeable thief
that wants to take something from you will find a way. Good security is about making
it more difficult for criminals, but you're probably fooling yourself if you think any lock
can keep your notebook safe from a knowledgeable, determined thief.  ▲

Take Your Desktop With You
Imagine how convenient it would be if you could boot into the same desktop from

any PC. No matter where you went you could use the same applications and pull up
the same files. Well, Mandrakesoft has aimed to do just that by partnering with LaCie
and Porsche Design GmbH to create the GlobeTrotter ($219). The device is a sharp-
looking, external LaCie hard drive that has Mandrakelinux 10.0 preinstalled. You can
boot your Mandrakelinux desktop on any PC that has a USB port. A MiniCD lets
you boot from the hard drive on older systems that can't boot directly from an exter-
nal hard drive. 

The GlobeTrotter automatically detects hardware and adjusts as you move from
one system to another. The 40GB hard drive has 30GB of free space and a 10GB par-
tition that you can access from Windows or Mac OS. 

In general, Mandrakesoft has played more with portable distributions recently. Its
MandrakeMove distribution uses a bootable CD-ROM and USB memory key to give
mobile users access to a persistent desktop environment. If you already have a USB
memory key, you can download MandrakeMove free at www.mandrakelinux.com
/en/ftp.php3. The GlobeTrotter, however, takes the idea of a portable Linux distro to
the next level by providing more storage and faster performance.  ▲

by Chad Denton

Road Warrior
The GlobeTrotter, palmOne's SDIO Wi-Fi

Card, Handtops Are On The Way 
& More From The Mobile Front
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SDIO Wi-Fi For palmOne
Handhelds Arrives

It took some time, but in mid-August
palmOne announced its Wi-Fi SDIO
card. The new card will allow Zire 72 and
Tungsten T3 users to add Wi-Fi support
to already existing Bluetooth support.

The small hardware add-on includes an
802.11b card that slips easily into the
PDA's SD slot. Using the included soft-
ware, you can select from a list of net-
works and quickly connect to any open
network. You can also specify a network if
the SSID isn't being broadcast. The card
is available from palmOne for $129.

Of course, palmOne's Tungsten C
already includes integrated Wi-Fi, but it
lacks Bluetooth support. Adding the Wi-
Fi card to a Tungsten T3 or Zire 72 will
enable you to connect to Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth networks, as appropriate.  ▲

palmOne's Zire 72 includes integrated
Bluetooth, but with a new SDIO Wi-Fi card,
Zire 72 and Tungsten T3 users can add
802.11b connectivity to their PDAs.
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Verizon Wireless 
Handicaps Bluetooth Phone

Motorola's V710 has a list of
impressive features; it can play MP3
files, respond to voice commands, and
has an integrated 1.2MP camera. Did
we mention the phone is also the first
Bluetooth-enabled phone Verizon
Wireless has offered?

Bluetooth paired with a camera
phone is a killer combination if the
wireless provider doesn't do some-
thing sublimely stupid. In case you're
wondering, Verizon's crippling of the
V710's Bluetooth file-transfer and
serial port capabilities qualifies as
sublimely stupid. 

Verizon Wireless claims it removed
the capabilities to prevent the phone
from Bluejacking (sending unsolicited
text messages to a phone via Blue-
tooth). Hmm. So apparently it's just a
coincidence that as result of this "secu-
rity measure," users have to pay extra
for Verizon's data service in order to
download pictures from their phone,
plus pay an extra $40 for a USB cable
if they want to synchronize their phone
with their desktop.  ▲

Citing security concerns, Verizon
Wireless crippled the Bluetooth 
capabilities of Motorola's V710 mobile
phone. Hmm, guess users will have to
pay for Verizon's data service if they
want to get pictures off their phone.

Remember when companies tried to
sell handheld PCs running Windows CE
on a system without a real hard drive?
Well, the form factor is back, but the
horsepower is now far greater. This new
generation of mobile devices, often refer-
red to as handtops or palmtops, run a full
version of Windows XP from a hard drive
while remaining small and compact.

At CES this year, we were lucky
enough to see an OQO up close. In
development for some time, the OQO
measures 3.4 inches high x 4.9 inches
wide x 0.9 inches deep and weighs 14
ounces. The 5-inch transflective display
has an 800 x 480 resolution, and the
miniature keyboard slips behind the dis-
play when not in use. There's also a dig-
ital pen to help navigate without the
keyboard. FireWire and USB 1.1 ports
let you add additional peripherals, such
as keyboards, mice, and even cameras.
Connectivity options include Bluetooth
and Wi-Fi, and a 20GB hard drive pro-
vides storage. OQO expects to have
units available this fall, but the company
is known to miss shipping dates.

Meanwhile, the FlipStart measures 
4 x 5.8 x 1 inches  and weighs 1 pound. It
has a unique clamshell design and a slightly
larger 5.6-inch display with a much better

1,024 x 600 display. The
FlipStart also includes a 1.3MP
(megapixel) camera and USB 2.0.
Integrated 802.11b or 802.11g pro-
vides wireless connectivity, and a 30GB
hard drive provides plenty of storage.
There's no official release date, but specula-
tion is sometime in early 2005. By the way,
the company behind the FlipStart, Vulcan,
is owned by Paul Allen.

Both the FlipStart and OQO include
1GHz processors but are power-efficient,
with as much as three hours of battery life
for the OQO and two to six hours of bat-
tery life for the FlipStart.

Sony is the first manufacturer, though,
to offer a handtop device in the United
States. The company's VGN-U50 uses a
900MHz Intel Celeron M processor. The
VGN-U70 unit features a 1GHz Pentium
M processor. Both models include a
20GB hard drive; 5-inch, 800 x 600 dis-
play; Wi-Fi; USB 2.0; a CompactFlash
slot; and a Memory Stick slot, of course.
The VGN-U50 runs WinXP Home while
the VGN-U70 runs WinXP Professional.
Both models are now available, although
you may have to do some hunting. We
found them at ICUBE (www.icube.us
/products/sonyux.htm) for $1,779 and
$2,575, respectively.  ▲

The OQO is small and compact, but it
features a 20GB hard drive and runs a
full version of Windows XP.

The Handtops Are Coming
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Compiled by Samit G. Choudhuri & Chris Trumble

A ctivision’s Little Computer People
(1985) didn’t clue us into the phe-

nomenom that would be The Sims (the
top-selling computer game of all time) 15
years later. The Sims 2 is bigger and better
than the original. It features plenty of
improvements, the most obvious being the
all-new 3D graphics engine, which makes
observing your little computer a pleasure.
Surprisingly, the game still seemed sluggish
on our relatively high-end gaming rig. 

You can now lead sims to old age, and
the little people have memories and genes

to pass to offspring. An incredibly detailed
character creation tool and more powerful
home building system are icing on the cake.
Another major new feature is that your
sims now have Aspirations (dreams/ambi-
tion), which adds much to the mix. Watch-
ing your little people interact is surprisingly

addictive—and is usually more wholesome
than the majority of reality shows bom-
barding the telly these days. ▲

ESRB: (T)een • EA Games

$54.99 (PC)
thesims2.ea.com

Plug In, Sit Back & Fire Away

At Your
Leisure
T he entertainment world, at least where it pertains to technology, morphs, twists, turns, and fires so fast it’s hard to keep up. But that’s

exactly why we love it. For the lowdown on the latest in PC entertainment, DVDs, consoles, and just stuff we love, read on. 
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The Sims 2
Life’s Electronic Caricature

DVD Byte by Todd Doogan

Man, and The Mummy.
Keep your monster-hunt-
ing eyes open for the
director’s cut of Hellboy,
Van Helsing, and Pee-
wee’s Playhouse Vol. 1
and 2. Finally, the month
closes on the 26th with 21

Jump Street:
Season 1, the 
new version of
Dawn Of The
Dead, Peter
Jackson’s faux-

documentary Forgotten
Silver, a Mulan Special
Edition, The O.C.: The
Complete First Season,
and the scariest film of
them all: White Chicks, in
all of its unrated glory.  ▲

I t’s almost Halloween.
Time for ghoulies and

goblins and all things that
go bump in the night.
Time also for the studios
to start sucking all the
money out of our wallets
with those super cool spe-
cial editions. The 5th finds
the special collector’s 
edition of Aladdin on
shelves; along with
Fahrenheit 9/11; the hor-
rific Friday The 13th: 
The Ultimate Edition
Collection Box; The
Shawshank Redemption
Special Limited Edition;
and a new, improved The
Untouchables. The 12th
brings us lots of 70s teens
in trouble with two After
School Specials sets (one

for 1974 to 1976 and the
other for 1976 to 1977)
that should be lots of fun.
Also look for The Day
After Tomorrow, a new
Gothika special edition,
The Ren & Stimpy Show:
The First & Second
Seasons, and Taxi: The
Complete First Season.
One of the best
new shows of last
season comes to
DVD on the 19th:
Arrested Devel-
opment: Season
One. Look on the shelves
for Hilary Duff in A
Cinderella Story, as well
as new Universal Monster
Legacy sets for The
Creature From The Black
Lagoon, The Invisible

Your sims can now have offspring. Your little
guys can pass genes onto their little guys.

Woo your future spouse, say your vows, drink
some bubbly, and celebrate.
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W e gave Activision’s Call Of Duty
high marks in 2003. United

Offensive is the first expansion pack for
the game, and it delivers in spades. If you
enjoyed the original, you’d do well to
pick up this expansion without even fin-
ishing this review. 

You start at the Battle of
the Bulge as an American.
You don’t get any time to
warm up—after all, you’re
already comfortable with
the game, right? The first
mission starts off with an

intensity few games
can muster and sets
the pace for the rest
of the missions,
which drop you
into the shoes of a British com-
mando and later a Soviet soldier.

Graphics have been upgraded
slightly, and it’s hard to imagine
this is still based on the Quake III
engine because the amount of on-
screen action will still give an above-
average rig a workout. Also, the

P eter Molyneux (interviewed on page
108 of the December 2003 issue)

has been trumpeting the merits of this
project since the early days of the Xbox
launch. Though the final iteration of
Fable does omit some of the features tout-
ed earlier, the RPG gameplay (blended
with adventure and action elements) is

excellent, and both novices and
advanced players can enjoy it.

The storyline is the typical
avenging-your-loved-ones narra-
tive, but it’s the development of
your character from childhood to
old age that’s exciting. Your avatar
changes and grows based on the
ethical choices you make and also
the way you live in the game
world. For example, a fighter will
become muscular, but an archer
won’t, or a scar gained in youth
will be there when you’re old.
Your actions will gain you a repu-
tation (or notoriety) and will

affect the way others treat you. It sounds
simple, but the formation of your charac-
ter makes the game quite unique. It’s the
first game where we’ve seen ourselves
being reflected in our gaming alter-ego.
Combat keys can be a bit cumbersome
during spellcasting, but it’s easy enough
to adapt. The world in which you travel is

beautifully and seamlessly realized, and
traveling through it is very satisfying.

What keeps the game from being an
all-time classic? Replay value is limited
because of the linear story arch, but treat-
ing the world like a sandbox will make a
second 12-hour (30ish with side quests)
session more interesting. What could have
been an instant classic is relegated to
“only” being innovatively entertaining. It’s
a definite must-play game for Xbox.  ▲

ESRB: (M)ature • Activision

$44.95 (Xbox)
www.fable-game.com

Call Of Duty: United Offensive
An Intensive Expansion 

Fable
Project Your Ego

You’ll get to battle Nazi scum with some serious altitude.

The CoD:UO expansion packs in some intense situations.

Don’t often see blond avatars with dark, furry chests?
That can change. (NOTE: We prefer being armoured.)

multiplayer mode will keep you playing
after you complete the somewhat short sin-
gle-player game (about 10 hours max). A
highly recommended expansion pack. ▲

ESRB: (T)een • Activision

$29.99 (PC)
www.callofduty.com

You might be losing your hair, but that minor
detail won’t keep you from being a hero. 
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are low. Also, the game eschews turn-based
combat for a real-time battle system that’s
deep but not difficult to pick up.

All of that plus lots and lots of game-
play (you won't finish this in a weekend)
and a cool item creation feature equals a
console RPG you can really sink your
teeth into.  ▲

ESRB: (T)een • Square Enix

$49.99 (PS2)
www.square-enix.com/games/starocean

S quare Enix, the company behind the
Final Fantasy series of console RPGs,

delivers the role-playing goods again—this
time with a sci-fi twist. In Star Ocean, you
play the role of Fayt (pronounced like
"fate," by the way) Leingod, a gifted youth
who’s unaware of his potential and signifi-
cance. Together with a band of adventur-
ers, Fayt must fight to find his friends and
loved ones following a devastating, seem-
ingly unprovoked attack on a peaceful
resort planet by a hostile alien force.

The quest to find his parents and quasi-
girlfriend soon gives way to a far more vital
mission that may decide the fate of the uni-
verse. Yep, it's a story that's been done
many times (and much of the space stuff
will be very familiar to Trekkies), but devel-
oper Tri-Ace weaves the tale with such flair
that you won't mind. Star Ocean is superb
graphically, with crisp 3D in-game graphics
and lush cut scenes, all supported by a solid
musical score and decent voice work.

If you're familiar with console RPGs,
you know that battles come along early and
often, and this is true in Star Ocean. How-
ever, the game does a couple things a bit
differently with pleasing results. For one,
you can avoid wandering monsters in dun-
geons in most cases using the on-screen
radar/map, which makes surviving long
dungeons easier when health and supplies
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T here are only a couple of golf games
on the market these days; one is a

high-test simulator endorsed by the world’s
former No. 1 player, and one whose most
recognizable personalities are other video
game characters. (More on this later.) The
serious game is quite good, and if you want

your video gaming experience to approxi-
mate the difficulty of real golf as closely as
possible, it's the one for you. 

If, however, you want to kick back and
relax with a game that's challenging yet
simple and has a decent sense of humor, get
your mitts on Hot Shots Golf Fore! Fore! is
the fourth in a series of golf games (homo-
nyms make for some great puns, don't

they?), and it has essentially the same con-
trol setup and play options, with the excep-
tion of the new online play component.
Fore! lets you play against other players 
and join massive online tourneys, a nice
upgrade from the simple Internet leader-
boards the previous version offered.

Fore! also sports more golfers and cad-
dies than previous iterations, including new
characters and the aforementioned guest
characters. (You can unlock PlayStation
faves Jak, Daxter, Ratchet, and Clank and
use the respective pairs as player/caddie
combos.) Characters are generally of the
cartoony, big-head variety, and the players,
caddies, and gallery members all have
funny things to say as you play. Some 
comments can get old, but this is a minor
complaint. Fore! is a blast, whether alone 
or with a bunch of friends. ▲

ESRB: (E)veryone • Sony Computer 
Entertainment America

$39.99 (PS2)
www.us.playstation.com

Star Ocean: Till The End Of Time
Got Vacation Time?

Hot Shots Golf Fore!
Keep Your Really Big Head Down

Star Ocean is full of dramatic moments 
and large, elegant ships.

Rather than the turn-based combat many
traditional RPGs employ, Star Ocean lets 
you have at your foes in real-time.

Three of the adorable characters you'll enjoy
in Hot Shots Golf Fore!.

Ratchet lines up a putt as Clank looks on.

Subscribers will find a review of Ghosthunter
(PS2) and this month’s “Hot Shots” at
www.cpumag.com/cpunov04/AYL.96 November 2004 / www.computerpoweruser.com





immediately saved to the user's profile, so
the effect is immediate or available the
next time you load Firefox.)

You can also experiment with network
settings in about:config to increase browser
performance. For instance, change the set-
ting for network.http.pipelining from
False to True, which can help some sites
load screen objects faster. Beneath it, find

network.http.pipelining.maxrequests. Set
the Value to 8 to allow more consecutive
requests to a site in a single pipeline. A list
of settings with options is available at the
MozillaZine community site at forums
.mozillazine.org/viewtopic.php?t=53650.

Make Operatic Gestures
Opera Software's Opera (we used ver-

sion 7.54 with Java; www.opera.com) is
an exceptionally fast tab-based browser

SOFTWARE TIPS & PROJECTS
Get Beyond IE

S
URE, INTERNET EXPLORER HAS ALMOST

95% OF THE BROWSER MARKET, BUT YOU

ARE MAVERICK CPU READERS; YOU NEVER

LET REDMOND TELL YOU WHAT TO DO.

Alternative browsers, such as Opera and
Firefox, may have only a fragment of the
market, but these minority views on the
Web are also innovative, sometimes more
secure, and often faster than IE. Here are
some cool tips for these other browsers, as
well as some of the novel ways they help
you browse to a different drummer.

Get Crafty With Mozilla’s Firefox
We used Firefox version 0.9.3 (www

.mozilla.org), but the 1.0 release may be
available as you read this. 

Tab-based browsing is cool, but loading
a suite of predesignated sites in their own
tabs is even cooler. To load multiple sites at
startup, create a Firefox window with the
tabbed pages you want, in the order you
want. To open a blank tab, right-click a
bookmark and select Open In A New Tab.
Select Options from the Tools menu. In the
General section, click Use Current Pages.

Suite bookmarking. You can also cre-
ate a bookmark to load multiple tabs in a
window. Again, assemble the sites as tabs
and press CTRL-D to open the Add
Bookmark window. Check the Bookmark
All Tabs In A Folder box, name the col-
lection, and select Bookmarks from the
Create In drop-down menu. The new
entry becomes a folder in your Bookmark
list, which contains all of the tabs as indi-
vidual bookmarks. When you highlight
this folder in the Bookmarks menu, the
pop-up menu gives you the option to
open all of the tabs in a single window. If
you are navigating Bookmarks with your
Bookmarks sidebar open (CTRL-B),
right-click the folder of tabs and use the
Open In Tabs command.

Firefox's registry. Firefox stores many
of its operating settings in a file like the
Windows Registry. To see these settings,
type about:config in the address bar.
Most of the Preference Names and
Values are obscure, and you should avoid
most of them; however, some are very
useful. For example, by default, Firefox
will take any non-URL word you type
into the address bar, run an I'm Feeling
Lucky search on Google, and take you to
the site the query generates.

You can also tell Firefox to do a Google
search on any word(s) in the address bar.
Go to the keyword.URL setting. Double-
click it to change its string value to
http://www.google.com/search?btnG
=Google+Search&q=. (Similar to editing
Windows’ Registry, changes to this file are

TTiippss  &&  TTrriicckkss

WinXP Tip Of The Month

Spies Disrupt SP2

S pyware lurking on your system may
cause more than unwanted pop-ups

and sluggish performance. According to a
warning issued by Microsoft, the new secu-
rity update for Windows XP, that massive
SP2, could conflict with spyware and
adware already on your system, causing
PCs to freeze during the OS update installa-
tion. Users should run, not walk, to get one
of the popular spyware sweeper programs
such as Ad-aware, Spybot S&D, and Spy
Sweeper and do a thorough system scan
before downloading and installing SP2. In
fact, we recommend using more than one
of these programs because no single spy
catcher is sufficient to nab all spies. 

Next month, our "Software Tips &
Projects" column will look specifically at
SP2, including tips for using some of its
new features and the best way to uninstall
the program if it causes problems.  ▲

You can set multiple home pages in Firefox so
that each will start in its own tab but within
one window every time you launch. 
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with loads of features. A favorite is the
mouse gesture, which lets you do brows-
ing tasks (back, forward, etc.) by holding
the right mouse button and moving the
mouse. For instance, by default, you can
hold the right mouse button and move
the mouse to the left to back up a page.
These operations are also customizable,
but Opera itself offers very little guidance
for doing so. Here's a primer. 

Select Preferences from the Tools
menu and click Mouse And Keyboard.
Verify the Enable Mouse Gestures box is
checked. Highlight Opera Standard in the
Mouse Setup box and click Edit. Opera
preserves a version of the Opera Standard
mouse settings and saves changes to a pro-
file called Opera Standard (Modified). 

In the Edit Mouse Setup window, click
Application to see the default gesture
assignments. Opera doesn’t document all

of the commands, but GestureLeft signi-
fies the command for holding the right
mouse button and moving the mouse left.
Two commands separated by a comma
(GestureLeft, Gesture-Down) signifies
that the two gestures in sequence activate
the assigned command. 

To change assignments for the existing
set of gestures, double-click the gesture's
action description in the Actions column.
Press BACKSPACE to bring up a drop-
down menu of possible commands. Select
the one you want and click OK. Back in
the Preferences screen, highlight the mouse
profile you want to make active and click
Apply or OK. You can use the Rename
command to name your profile. 

Some people have trouble getting their
mouse gestures to activate the right com-
mand. One way to avoid unwanted ges-
ture commands is to disable the gestures
you are not likely to use. Back in the Edit
Mouse Setup window, highlight the ges-
ture to disable and double-click its Action
field. Type none and click OK. 

You can move mouse profiles across
machines by drilling into the C:\DOCU-
MENTS AND SETTINGS\USER-
NAME\APPLICATION DATA\OP-
E R A \ O P E R A \ P R O F I L E \ M O U S E  
directory. The INI files in this directory
carry the names you assigned to each pro-
file. Simply copy the profile files you
want from here to the same directory on
another machine, and the profile will
show up in the Mouse Setup menu of
your Preferences window. 

Eliminate sour notes. Users sometimes
complain that Opera has trouble loading
Web pages or fails to execute fancy menu-
ing operations on other sites. If you get an
unsupported browser message or a site is
not displaying properly, try some of these
settings before giving up on Opera. 

Back in Preferences (ALT-P), go to the
Multimedia section. Make sure Show
Images is selected for Images and check the
Enable Plug-ins, Enable JavaScript, and
Enable Java boxes. Also in Preferences,
highlight Privacy. Make sure that Enable
Referrer Logging and Enable Automatic
Redirection are selected. Verify Enable
Cookies is selected, as well as Accept 
All Cookies for both drop-down menus.

Click Apply and OK. Reload the problem 
Web page. 

If pages are still giving you trouble,
change how Opera identifies itself to 
sites. Select Quick Preferences from the
Tools menu. At the bottom, change the
browser's identification (set to IE6 by
default). Experiment with changing to the
Mozilla and Opera identifications and
then reload the problem Web page.     

by Steve Smith

TTiippss  &&  TTrriicckkss

Registry Tweak Of The Month

Faster Network
Browsing

W henever you browse a network drive
on a remote computer, Windows

searches the computer's scheduled tasks
folder. This can unnecessarily add lag to
network browsing. To streamline network
file management, eliminate the check by
using Regedit to find the key HKEY_LOCAL_
MACHINE\SOFTWARE\MICROSOFT\WIN-
DOWS\CURRENTVERSION\EXPLORER\RE-
MOTECOMPUTER\NAMESPACE. Look for
the subkey labeled {D6277990-4C6A-11CF-
8D87-00AA0060F5BF}. Highlight and delete
this key. Reboot Windows for the change to
take effect. ▲

Opera has an exceptionally versatile set of
optional and customizable Gesture commands
that use combinations of mouse clicks and
mouse moves to execute the full suite of 
program commands. 

You can access and alter some of Firefox's
most fundamental networking and feature 
settings from within the browser itself.

Shrinking Robots

R obots keep getting smaller, and 
some recent robots have broken 

new ground. The first is Seiko Epson's FR-
II, a wireless Bluetooth robot that's 3.35
inches x 5.35 inches and weighs 12.3g.
The FR-II has a pair of ultrasonic motors
for flying, and its built-in battery pack lets
it remain in the air for about three min-
utes. It also has a built-in camera and a
gyrosensor. Robots do get smaller,
though. Proof is New York University's
robot made entirely of DNA. It is only
10nm long and walks on legs made of two
strands of DNA. Its feet are made of single
strands of DNA that can link with other
single strands, enabling it to "walk." ▲

Source: BBC News
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that does not match any of its rules.
However, the chain won’t send back an
error message to the sender. To send an
error message back, you would use
REJECT instead.

Once you create a chain, you have to
direct traffic to it. You do this by creating
a rule in the applicable default chain, with
the default result being that everything

that matches this rule goes to the new
chain. For example, if your custom chain
refers to incoming traffic, you could make a
new rule for the INPUT chain. Such a rule
might look something like this:

iptables -A INPUT -d 192.168.0.0/24
-j MYCUSTOM

In this rule, all traffic that
comes into the 192.168.0.0 net-
work will be processed by the
MYCUSTOM chain.

Reorder & Move Existing Rules
There’s no way to move a rule

in the chain once it has been
entered. You can create a new
rule at a specific location in a
chain, however, using the -I flag.
The format would be iptables -I
chain num rule (where chain
specifies the name of the ruleset
you are working with, num speci-
fies exactly where in your rulesets
to place the rule, and rule is the
set of criterion that match the
packet[s] you are looking for).
For example, to insert a rule in
position four of the INPUT
chain (which thus moves the cur-
rent item four to five) you would
start with iptables -I INPUT 4
and follow with the rule itself. If
you need to move your rules
around, it’s best to work with the
file your distribution uses for
storing its firewall rules. For
example, the Red Hat Enterprise

WARM UP TO PENGUINS
Customize Your Built-In Firewall, Part III

I
N THE PAST FEW MONTHS WE HAVE BEEN

LOOKING AT CUSTOMIZING IPTABLES, THE

BUILT-IN FIREWALL THAT IS INCLUDED WITH

MOST LINUX DISTRIBUTIONS TODAY.

Up to now we have learned how to read
what your firewall settings are currently
set to (September CPU, page 99) and
learned how to add new rules (October
CPU, page 99) to your firewall. 

This month we’ll round out
the basic skills that you'll need to
use iptables, specifically to learn
how to do the following: 
• Add new chains
• Reorder rules so the most 

specific rules are listed first
and the most general are last
(because the first rule match is
what matters with iptables)

• Move a rule from one chain to
another

• Edit existing rules

Create New Chains
A chain is essentially a list of

rules that have a default out-
come. The default  iptables
chains include INPUT, OUT-
PUT, and FORWARD. You
can have as  many chains in 
your firewall as you want or
need, however. To create a new
iptables chain as the root user
from a command prompt, you
use the format iptables  -N
chain, where chain is the name
you intend to assign to your set
of rules. For example, iptables 
-N MYCUSTOM will create
the MYCUSTOM chain. You
then have to set a default result

for this chain using the iptables -P 
chain result command, such as iptables 
-P MYCUSTOM DROP. This parti-
cular chain result will deny all traffic
that enters the MYCUSTOM chain 

TTiippss  &&  TTrriicckkss

Figure 1. This illustration shows particular traffic being forced to
go through a specific pipe, even with load balancing with multiple,
simultaneous connections in place.
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Linux and Fedora distributions use the
file /etc/sysconfig/iptables. 

If you want a default method for mov-
ing rules instead of a distribution-specific
method, iptables has a script called ipta-
bles-save that can save your firewall 
settings before rebooting or shutting down
the system. (Type man iptables-save at a
command prompt to learn more.) This
script sends all of its results to standard
input (typically your screen), so you’ll
want to run it in a format that’s similar to
iptables-save > savefile, which will redirect
the output into the file that you want to
hold your rules. A good place to save to is
the file that your distribution automatical-
ly looks to when it loads your rules.

This script's partner is iptables-restore,
which you must run at boot to load the
settings you saved earlier if your distribu-
tion doesn't load the settings automatical-
ly. This script assumes you’re feeding it
text as input, so you want to feed it 
the contents of the save file you created
earlier. An example of this is cat savefile |
iptables-restore. The best place to store this
if your distribution doesn't automatically
load rules is probably in your distribution's
version of rc.local, which could be in /etc,
/etc/rc.d or something similar. Basically,
you are looking for the last file that your
distro starts at boot. A more advanced
method is finding the actual boot scripts
that load such items as iptables at boot and
inserting a script that contains the restore
instructions after iptables loads.

No matter how you save your iptables
settings and alter the file(s), if you work
with these files by hand instead of interac-
tively with iptables at the command line,
you’ll have to stop and restart the firewall
to load the new setup. 

Edit Existing Rules
To edit rules, you will have to work

with the file containing them, such as

/etc/sysconfig/iptables or whatever other
file you used to save your rules in. How-
ever, the best thing to do with iptables at
the command line is replace an existing rule
with a new one. Do this using iptables -R
chain number rule. Here, chain is the chain
the rule belongs to, and number is the rule
number. (Type ipchains -L -v --line-num-
bers as root to see a full list of existing rules
in numbered format.)

iptables can handle much more than
the relatively simple features we’ve dis-
cussed so far. It's also worth looking into
iptables for the following. 

Create dynamic blacklists. You might
do this in conjunction with both your
network and service logging, along with
break-in detection programs. You could
have a script watch the logs for users
likely to try to break in, grab the intrud-
er's IP address, and add a rule to DROP
all packets from this address. This is
referred in the spam-fighting com-
munity as the IDP (Internet Death
Penalty) and is usually a tactic of last
resort for ISPs.

Set up QoS (quality of service). This
method will let particular types of traffic
get better quality of service throughput
than others. For example, streaming
video might pass through faster than
email. This is done using the MANGLE
table (the third in the trio of FILTER,
NAT, and MANGLE tables). Ports
and/or protocols determine what traffic
is handled in what way. 

Firm up your load balancing setup.
You would do this so that traffic that
must go through one ISP's channel is
properly routed. Say you have DSL
and cable connections, as shown in
Figure 1. If your mail service goes
through your cable provider, you
probably won't be able to talk to the
mail server from your DSL account
because it's in the wrong IP address

range. You can use iptables to force all
your email traffic to go through your
cable connection even though your load
balancing otherwise would send it
through whatever connection is most
efficient at the time.

Playing With Fire
The iptables firewall is a powerful tool,

far more powerful than most people realize.
It takes a bit of getting used to, but once
you have it figured out, you can protect
your computer or network without needing
to go out and buy fancy routing and fire-
walling appliances to do the job for you.
The best practices typically involve testing
new rule sets by adding them at the com-
mand line and then saving them if your dis-
tribution doesn't do this automatically so
they'll load at boot time.   

by Dee-Ann LeBlanc

TTiippss  &&  TTrriicckkss

Not Just Any Tom,
Dick, Or Harry

L ooking to invest in your child's future?
Start with his or her name, which plays 

a role in the appeal to the opposite sex,
according to Amy Perfors, a linguist at MIT.
Perfors matched fake names with photos and
placed them on Hot or Not, a site that lets
visitors rate strangers' attractiveness in post-
ed photos. Using different names with the
same photo, Perfors found that ratings fluc-
tuated in correlation to the names. Females
posted with names using "back vowels,"
such as the "aw" in Aubrey, were rated as
more attractive, while those posted with
names containing "front vowels," such as
"aa" in Ashley, received lower rankings. For
males, the opposite was true; men "named"

Matt received higher
rankings than men
"named" Paul. Coinci-
dentally, Matthew was
the fourth most popu-
lar baby name in 2003,
and Paul was 124.  ▲

Sources: www.newscientist.com; www.ssa.gov
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L ike Samit, I attended the Intel Developer
Forum in San Francisco this past September.
Intel was very attentive to all of our needs

and questions, but this really must have been the
quietest-ever show. “Low profile” isn’t the phrase;
it’s more like basso profundo below parapets. Intel
heralded its move to dual core technology just as
we all anticipated, but the lack of detail the senior
executives gave us was worrying. Either Intel has
got some gunpowder ready to set off in the middle
of next year or, er, it hasn’t.

As regular readers of this column know, Intel, like
other chip manufacturers, is forced to disclose infor-
mation to its customers, like motherboard makers,
far before it really wants to. In those roadmaps it
reveals future pricing and directions, and the cus-
tomers need to know because, like Intel, they have to
project relatively far ahead
into the future. What’s wor-
rying is that while we were in
San Francisco, we were
shown an Intel roadmap of
the kind journalists aren’t
supposed to see, and we
found as little detail there as
we found in the keynotes.

While Intel is telling its
motherboard partners of the
Mukilteo dual-core chip
and Montecito (an Itanium dual-core chip), it was
surprising to hear that those chips are arriving in
the third quarter instead of the middle of next year.
Now you could argue reasonably that it will deliver
dual-core chips at the notebook, desktop, and serv-
er level to motherboard customers for evaluation
earlier than you or I would ever see them. But the
lack of detail about chipsets and about details of the
dual-core worries me more than a little. I believe
that Intel is ripping its old roadmaps up, the better
to maintain its lead position in the market, but my
gut feeling is that it has ceded its technology lead to
AMD for several quarters. I certainly agree with
other chip pundits that Intel is at its best when it’s
fighting hard to maintain its lead. It’s an admirable
company in many ways, and although the stereo-
type is that we Brits always stand up for the under-
dog, the fact is I’m very neutral on the technology
front. I suspect that Intel will pick itself up, dust
itself down, and start all over again.

What we know for sure from looking at the
customer roadmaps is that Intel will launch some
Pentium 4s in the first quarter of next year with
a numbering system beginning 66X. These must
be the precursors, or perhaps the heralds of com-
ing dual-core desktops. I’m far more interested
in what Intel will do with its Dothan Pentium
M cores, because, as I’ve written before, these
have remarkable thermal qualities and perfor-
mance isn’t everything, we’ve suddenly been
told. The rumour is that Intel will produce 64-
bit extensions for the Pentium M, but we’re not
necessarily gulled or hoodwinked into accepting
that at face value.

What is a sure thing is that Intel is slowly
transforming all of its processors into something
quite different, and no doubt the meeting rooms

at its HQ in Santa Clara
are abuzz with ideas as we
speak. As we write this
piece, AMD is beginning
to allow rumours about
its PCI Express plans to
leak into the outside
world.  PCI Express  is
supported by nearly every
single company in the PC
arena,  and Intel  pio-
neered that move (much

to its credit). The graphics manufacturers are
eager to offer their graphics chips on this
admirable altar, and so we’ll see: Maybe by the
time you read this,  the chipsets for AMD
processors will support PCI-E. 

As always, the joker in the PC pack is
Microsoft, because Intel, without showing any
visible signs of exasperation at all, said that several
features it’s lining up depend on Microsoft’s
Longhorn operating system. How long can you
hold off before you buy a new PC, then? I’d say
that by February 2005, we’ll start to have a clear
idea of what the future directions of the hardware
manufacturers are, and we can then begin to plan
our future in the Brave New World of an operat-
ing system worth its salt. Mind you, we’ve said
that before. . . .  ■

Send rumours to “Mad Mike” Magee at
Mike@cpumag.com.

Mike Magee is an industry
veteran. He cut his teeth
on ancient products like

the Dragon and the
Japanese PC platforms

long before the IBM-PC
won. He worked for a 

corporate reseller in the
mid-’80s and saw the

Compaq 386 sandwich
box and every GUI known

to humankind. Mike
decided that the way to go
was the Interweb around

1994 after editing PC
mags in the late ’80s and
’90s. A co-founder of The
Register, Mike started the
chip-driven INQUIRER 

(www.theinquirer.net) 
in 2001. He has contacts
from top to bottom in the

business, spanning the
entire chain, who help 

him root out interesting
rumours and speculation.

Shavings From The Rumour Mill
by Mike Magee

. . . the joker
in the PC pack is

Microsoft, because
Intel, without showing

any visible signs of
exasperation at all . . .

Intel’s Roadmaps In Tatters
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CPU: A decade ago you were an invest-
ment banker. How on earth did you get
into gaming?

Munoz: Well, back in the early ’90s, there
were some rumors in investment banking
circles that there was a small company out
of Mesquite, Texas, looking for financing.
That company was id Software, which at
the time was designing a game called
Doom. While the rumor proved to be
wrong, a friend of mine bought a copy of
the game and told me, ‘You just really have
to try this and play it.’ So I popped it in
one of those early laptops that were only
256-color and no sound. For the first time,
I found myself transported to like another
reality and being able to play a game that
was, in my opinion at that time, so realistic
and so immersing, I knew then that I had
to be part of the industry somehow.

I spent a lot of time trying to understand
the gamer’s mentality, seeing them in

action and following their competitions.
At some point I realized that they were
very serious about these competitions,
and they were not organized. People
would meet online and compete with
each other, and people were just trying to
figure out who was the best. Reputations
were made and destroyed and all that.
One day, it just clicked. A light turned
on. This was so much like a sport, so I
came up with the term cyberathlete,
which is now a registered trademark of
our company. That’s when I launched the
league back in June of 1997 to the laugh-
ter of the corporate world and the gamers. 

CPU: Obtaining legitimacy and credi-
bility must be one of the biggest hurdles
for the CPL.

Munoz: In the beginning there were just a
handful of people that thought there was
some reality behind the concept of com-
puter game competitions as a professional

sport. That circle of people becomes
wider and wider, and, interestingly
enough, it now includes a lot of athletes. I
actually work out at a gym with a lot of
the Dallas Cowboys and other athletes,
and they’re always asking me what the 
latest game is and how to compete them-
selves. They come to the events and total-
ly get it. Competition is competition.

CPU: How much can the top-tier cyber-
athletes make a year from gaming?

Munoz: That’s a number that hasn’t been
openly discussed because almost every top
professional gamer is sponsored, and no one
is releasing those numbers. But to give you
one example, next year we’re doing a world
tour. At the world tour, we’re giving away
$1 million in cash prizes. The world tour is
a one vs. one format, which means a person
is competing against another person. It’s not
a team of people, which also means that the
winners of that tour are going to get the top

Technically Speaking
An Interview With Angel Munoz, 

President Of The Cyberathlete Professional League

WWhhaatt’’ss  CCooookkiinngg . . .

I magine if you could make your gam-
ing passion into a profession. The idea

may not be as far-fetched as you think.
Angel Munoz was bit by the gaming bug
and went on to found the CPL (Cyber-
athlete Professional League; www.thecpl
.com/league), the industry’s first bona
fide organization dedicated to making
computer gaming into a legitimate sport.
Not only is Munoz’s journey an intrigu-
ing one, but his organization extends to
everyone who has ever wielded a BFG
weapon with the dream of gaining for-
tune and glory.  ▲

by William Van Winkle
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controversy that took place in the ’50s
when comic books were being sanctioned
against. Every new modality of media
encounters this opposite reaction, this
inverse reaction to its growth, and gam-
ing has not been immune. 

Based on my own experience and with
my son and daughter and by being
exposed to literally tens of thousands of
gamers worldwide, I am totally convinced
that there is absolutely no truth to that
association. Does that mean that we just
hand these games to young people with-
out parental supervision and without
involvement? No. The role of a parent is
still absolutely necessary in the process of
understanding the difference between vir-
tual violence and real violence, and both
need to be discussed. But is gaming an
automatic pathway to higher levels of vio-
lence? I haven’t seen that at all.

CPU: Gaming is not without power to
teach lessons. Do you see gaming in
general becoming more conscious of
doing this?

Munoz: What you’re really asking is, is it a
form of entertainment or is it an educa-
tional forum or is it both combined? I
think that there are games that some peo-
ple are going to be attracted to that cater a
little bit more to the sensitivity of learning.
There are very few games that you can real-
ly say all you have to do is blow things 
up. Those games are of no interest to me.
But just to give you an example, Doom 3
is your ultimate blow-it-up game. But
what I found when I was playing and
replaying it is that it’s really about being
able to control your fears. The game puts
you in a very dark environment with mon-
sters that come from any angle, including
those that crawl on walls. You’re there to
save the planet. I’m going, OK, it’s better
to not get scared because the game is
designed to scare you. I play better when
I’m calm, but the first time I played it, it
really scared me. I think that you can distill
lessons from any environment.   

prize. There are 10 stops around the world,
and the winners of those get just $15,000.
The winner of the finals, which are all
selected from the winners of the stops, 
gets $150,000. Then second place gets
$100,000 and so forth. I think that those
numbers are impressive, and that shows
how vast computer gaming has become.

CPU: Do you foresee multiple profes-
sional gaming leagues playing against
one another?

Munoz: Yes. Absolutely. When you exam-
ine the history of all sports, they take a
long time to establish. I think our growth
pattern is very similar to the X Games,
which were sports that everybody did as a
hobby and no one thought about as ‘real’
sports. They just started pushing it a little
more extreme, a little more extreme, and
now it has become this incredible, power-
ful franchise. But how many years did it
take people to get to that level? A long
time. That is the way sports develop. Our
growth is there, and it’s going fast—
maybe faster than any other sport—but
there’s still a lot more to do as far as televi-
sion and recognition. After all, there aren’t
that many nongamers in the world.

CPU: If that’s the case, then ‘gamers’ has
to include more than just first-person
shooter gamers. Are you planning on
keeping a line in the sand with FPS titles,
or will you encompass more genres of
gaming, such as strategy and adventure?

Munoz: It’s discussed, but that’s like trying
to put the cart in front of the horse. We
really need to establish ourselves for what
we are rather than diversify the league and
dilute it. Our focus has been the biggest
asset that we have and what works for us
the best. To answer your question, yes,
eventually there will be other forms of
games. It’s unavoidable. A lot of people will
say, ‘Wait a second, I play this other thing,’
or a sponsor will come over and go, ‘Hey,
we’d like to sponsor this.’ But right now we
want to keep the focus where it’s at.

CPU: In August you posted a poll on the
CPL site asking gamers if they were more

inclined to buy from companies that
sponsor the league. That takes guts. What
would happen to your finance base if this
group of headstrong, independent-mind-
ed gamers said, ‘No, do I look like some
kind of marketing sponge?’

Munoz: You know what? That was one of
the most frightful things I’ve ever done.
Seven years I’ve been in this business and
we’ve never really asked the gamers, are
you being influenced? We debated at the
CPL, should we even go out there and 
ask that question? I felt like I was part of
the military—don’t ask, don’t tell.
Fortunately and surprisingly, 74% of the
people that have answered said yes. That
is very surprising. Have you ever heard of
a drink called BAWLS?

CPU: Heard of it but haven’t tried it.

Munoz: If you’ve even heard of it, it’s
because of us. That’s a typical example.
We brought that drink to one of our
events, then they came to about maybe
two years of events, and now it is in-
grained in the gaming community. It’s
the drink of gamers now. 

CPU: We thought that was Mountain
Dew.

Munoz: Mountain Dew’s the company
we’re talking to now. [Laughing] Their
budgets are just slightly larger.

CPU: You’re a few years older than the
average gamer, and you’re an experienced
parent. Given that, what’s your stance on
violence in computer games?

Munoz: I am probably the worst person
to ask that question because, to the
despair and reluctance of my wife, I had
my son, Alexander, playing first person
shooters with me when he was barely two
and a half to three years old. My daugh-
ter also followed in the footsteps of that
because I really believed that the entire
controversy was insane. It echoes the

WWhhaatt’’ss  CCooookkiinngg . . .

Subscribers can see more content with Angel Munoz at 

www.cpumag.com/cpunov04/munoz.
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Under
Development 
A Peek At What’s Brewing In The Laboratory

The Lastest Thing In Storage: Polyester 

H ard drives use a read/write head mounted on an arm that dangles above the magnetic platter
below it. The closer the head is to the media, the better it can read/write data. Heads now fly

just over 10nm above the platter. This is partially why data densities are approaching 100Gb/psi.
Moreover, spin rates of 10,000rpm are becoming mainstream, with 15,000rpm drives debuting.
If the head touches the media at such speeds, it can spell instant disaster. 

This is why a 3nm-thick layer of lubricant coats each platter to help protect the drive from
hardware collisions. That lubricant may also be to blame for drive degradation. But help may be
on the way from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign researchers.

Wei Xiao, a Ph.D. candidate in the Materials Science and Engineering Department says, “The current
material is very unstable in the presence of head material. The head flies several nanometers above the disk surface,
so it’s inevitable for the head and surface lubricant to come into contact. When they do, the current lubricant will
degrade and form some corrosive compounds. We don’t have this problem with our SHP.”

SHP (sterically hindered polyester) is a lubricant that behaves like a solid in ultra-thin layers and bonds well to drive platters.
Xiao developed SHP as an alternative to today’s PFPEs (perfluoropolyethers), which are nearing their limit in being able to
protect media from head damage. At 10,000rpm or greater, centripetal forces can cause PFPEs to ripple or fly off the platter.
SHPs look to be a far superior solution. They’re more stable in the presence of head friction and have the right blend of solid
and liquid properties to satisfy next-gen mechanical and areal density needs. Researchers hope their creation will find wider
uses beyond hard drives, such as in heavy machinery or automobile engines.

Xiao is waiting to hear back from the Center for Magnetic Recording Research, an independent testing facility the drive indus-
try sponsors. “We’ve been contacted by several hard disk drive companies . . . but we’re all waiting for the complete results.” 

I n North America, getting a 3Mbps feed from a broadband provider’s local node to your house is consid-
ered pretty zippy. Imagine getting 30Mbps—across 35 million miles. Of course, like most broadband

links, speeds aren’t always at their best. There may be times when data rates drop to a mere 1Mbps, but
across nearly 250 million miles, when the sending and receiving nodes are at their farthest distances, such
throughput drops might be forgiven.

The project in question, a collaborative effort between NASA and MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory called the
MLCD (Mars Laser Communication Demonstration), is scheduled for deployment in 2010 after

launching on the Mars Telecommunications Orbiter spacecraft in 2009. If successful, the MLCD
will dwarf the 128Kbps maximum data rate the Mars Odyssey spacecraft achieved via radio.

The MLCD will be based on laser communications. Hitherto, laser technology was insuffi-
cient for deep space communications, but recent improvements have enabled some amazing

capabilities. According to MIT, the project’s goal is for the Mars-based laser to require
only 5W of power. The spot created by that laser on Earth’s surface will be

roughly 1,400 square kilometers large. Lincoln Lab is developing an array
of small telescopes with single-photon detectors, and the array will be
portable in the event the communications node needs to be moved
owing to cloud cover. The main receiver, however, will be built by

NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory and use the Hale telescope at the Mt.
Palomar Observatory outside of San Diego.

University of Illinois researcher Wei Xiao has
devised a lubricant for hard disks that could 
dramatically reduce the corrosion and
damage contemporary lubricants in
high-performance drives cause.
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Room Temperature 
Plastic Magnets

R emember that grade school science demo of picking
up iron filings with a magnet? Researchers at the

UK’s University of Durham recently had a slightly different
experience. They picked up iron filings with plastic.

A University of Nebraska-Lincoln team actually devised
the first plastic magnet in 2001, but it only exhibited mag-
netic properties below 10 degrees Kelvin. The Durham
team’s magnet works at room temperature. Uses could
someday run from revamped refrigerator decorations to a
new design for hard disk storage and even magnetic RAM.

Durham researchers created the polymer by reacting
PANi (polyaniline) and TNCQ (tetracyanoquinodi-
methane) together. A material called PANiCQ emerged.

PANi has the property to be an electrical conductor, and TNCQ
creates charged particles known
as free radicals. Researchers had
hoped to emulate the aligned
electron spins of conventional
magnets by manipulating similar
conditions with free radicals. For
months there was no progress.

“The PANiCQ material
showed free radicals or spins in
the molecule but did not show
any magnetism,” says Dr. Na-
veed Zaidi, senior research officer
at Durham’s Organic Electro-
active Materials Department.
“We . . . went back to the draw-
ing board to rethink what could
be the reason for this. In the
meantime, I started to prepare
more batches of PANiCQ and
also looked at other materials for
the same property . . . without
any success. Two to three months
later, we decided to look one
more time at our first PANiCQ
sample completely sealed in a
capsule in a sample bottle, and to
our surprise it showed magnetism
at room temperature. At first we
could not believe this result, but
the subsequent batches behave
exactly the same way, and in our
hands we had a plastic magnet.”

PANiCQ magnets are still
weaker than metal magnets, but
Zaidi believes the reaction can be
optimized by incorporating “more TNCQ molecules into the
polyaniline backbone” to increase the spin. 

by William Van Winkle

HP Digs For The Devil 
In The Network

Y our Windows network keeps going down. You spend
days on tech support calls. Microsoft says it’s your

router. Or your NIC. Or your wiring. The networking ven-
dor says it’s Windows. Around and around you go. Jeffrey
Mogul, an HP Fellow in HP’s Internet Systems and Storage
Lab, thinks he has a solution.

The problem of isolating the cause of a networking prob-
lem magnifies as the network’s size and uses increase. At the
enterprise level, companies integrate software applications
from various vendors to create a solution and pray every-
thing holds together. 

“These days, people construct applications out of pieces
from various manufacturers,” says Mogul in an HP state-
ment. “They’re built from a bunch of computers talking to
each other over a network of some sort. It’s often hard to get
these things to work, and you can have a devil of a time 
figuring out where the problem lies, especially if it’s a per-
formance problem.”

Debugging a network often involves testing components
and poring over source code, which quickly becomes impos-
sible across distributed systems. Mogul and his team are
devising port-monitoring tools to trace messages and their
speeds as they travel through systems and perform tasks en
route. In effect, it’s like a traceroute program taken to the
extreme. When the system pinpoints areas of unusual laten-
cy, you know where to start troubleshooting.

Similar diagnostic tools already exist for individual plat-
forms—Microsoft’s .NET, for example—but Mogul’s work
will be the first to tackle any network regardless of network
platform or application. He hopes someday IT managers be
able to solve network problems more quickly and cost ef-
fectively, solving “the finger-pointing problem.” Mogul’s 
system has performed well in artificial environments. The
next step is unleashing it on HP’s own networks in the hope
of discovering problems managers didn’t know existed.

The lower image shows the
surface of a PANiCQ sample
obtained from an atomic
force microscope. The image
above shows a magnetic
domain wall detected in the
same sample, as detected
with magnetic force
microscopy with the 
magnetic tip lifted off the 
surface to a height of 
100nm. Both images were
obtained simultaneously,
with each MFM tip scan
across the sample recorded
after the corresponding  
single AFM scan had been 
completed. Images are 
10 x 10 microns in size.

HP’s Jeffrey Mogul at work
on isolating network problems. 
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F
or someone who followed
the quintessential geek
track of the past 30 years—
video games, goofball pro-
gramming, techie college

hobbies, and a flashy dot-com compa-
ny—Scott Heiferman is oddly devoted
to being a "people person." After extri-
cating himself from his company, itraf-
fic, Heiferman wanted to reconnect 
with humanity, so he took a job as a
McDonalds fry cook. Then came
Meetup (www.meetup.com), a brilliant,
offbeat Web platform for linking people
in the same town with common inter-
ests. The company now facilitates
Meetup Days for nearly 1.5 million peo-
ple spanning over 4,000 interests in
more than 60 countries. If one of the
Web's true missions is to bring people
together, few have realized this vision
with greater clarity or originality than
Scott Heiferman.

QQ When you started Meetup, how
did you think it would get used,

and by whom?

HEIFERMAN: I wasn't sure exactly, but
we had this picture in our heads that,
like, 'The Lord of the Rings' geeks
would come onboard. Actually, when
'The Lord of the Rings' movie was com-
ing out, my girlfriend was, and still is, a
big LOTR geek. She was pointing out
how people online were organizing these
opening night parties on this popular
Web site, and they tried to cobble
together a way to organize it, but they
obviously didn't have time to do a good
job of it in cities around the world. But
the thought was for groups like that,
fringe groups. As it turns out, though,
the most popular ways to use Meetup
are things we never thought of, and the
ways we thought of are not the way peo-
ple are using it. Like I really thought
health Meetups, like for cancer, would
have taken off by now. They haven't,
but I think they will. When a topical

was slow. But just a few days in, we got
Slashdotted. Slashdot said, 'Hey, look at
this thing! You can organize Slashdot
Meetups around the world.' Then
boom! Five or 10,000 Slashdotters sign
up in a few days, and the Slashdot
Meetups happen a few weeks later in
like 300 towns around the world. . . .
And it's really funny because you'd
think the Slashdot people would be the
last ones to leave their computers. They
don't want to leave the stream or see
people face-to-face, and yet, faster than
anyone, these people were turned on by
the notion that they could grab a beer
with a bunch of other engineers or com-
puter nuts. That's when we felt, 'OK,
this thing is really working.'

QQ Some people think that the con-
cept of community and group is

eroding in our society and that tech-
nology has in part facilitated that
process. Do you agree with this, and
is Meetup your way of harnessing
technology to reverse that trend?

HEIFERMAN: You bet. We don't pretend
to be great sociologists. . . . The bottom
line is this: When you don't interact with
people, you cook up all these wild, isola-
tionist ideas about how they're no good.
You tend to not like other people. And
when you don't like other people, it wreaks
havoc on people and society. You might go
to a Meetup to get tech tips or effect some
political change, but what happens along
the way is that you have some friendly con-
versations. That's a good thing.

Subscribers can go to www.cpumag.com
/cpunov04/heiferman for bonus content.

William Van Winkle began writing for
computer magazines in 1996.
He was first published in
1990, the same year he took his
first job in computers. He and
his family live outside of
Portland, Ore.

Back Door
Q&A With Scott Heiferman

community grabs a hold of Meetup,
they really run with it. But we never
thought of politics or language Meetups.
It's just a great case study in not know-
ing how a platform will get used when
you build it.

QQ What was Meetup's worst anxi-
ety moment during its evolution?

HEIFERMAN: When Howard Dean start-
ed taking off and went from a few dozen
Meetups in a few dozen cities to nearly a
thousand cities with all those Meetups
happening on one night. The real anxi-
ety was that Meetups would usually be
at a Starbucks or Barnes & Noble, and
the average Meetup size would be five or
10 people. But they started turning into
100 and 200 people, and you can't cram
100 people into a Starbucks. Places
where you have 200 people, you pay for
those spaces, and we're not set up for
that. That was a biggie.

QQ When did you know the Meetup
concept had 'made it?'

HEIFERMAN: To tell you the truth, our
first week out of the gate, we launched
and were waiting for people to use it. It
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